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A Word from HSU President Rollin C. Richmond 

It is with real pride that I join the Strategic Planning Steering Committee in 
presenting Humboldt State University’s new Strategic Plan to the University and 
to our broader regional community.  The vision that guides our new plan is well 
summarized in the following words, 

“We will be stewards of learning to make a positive difference.” 

The Humboldt community strives for good that surpasses personal achievement 
and in so doing marks itself as special. This is a plan that will inspire Humboldt 
State University to achieve its potential in academic excellence and if followed, 
we will be successful beyond our dreams. 
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Preface


The world is moving so fast these days that the man 
who says it can't be done is generally interrupted by 
someone doing it. 

- Harry Emerson Fosdick

Guided by our vision, our mission and our core values, Humboldt State University 
has created its Strategic Plan for the next five years. 

The Strategic Plan for 2004 to 2009 articulates guiding principles and offers 
specific strategies, actions, and criteria for evaluation. It provides timelines 
for accomplishment. It designates leaders responsible for implementing each 
recommendation. It outlines critical issues, sets directions, offers possible solutions 
and innovations to employ, or to investigate, discuss and explore. 

This plan was created over a period of some 18 months, with wide participation 
throughout the university. Nineteen focus groups consisting of faculty, 
administrators, students and community stakeholders defined needs and developed 
specific strategies. A 22-member Steering Committee planned the procedure and 
organized the results. The Steering Committee report, supplemented by the reports 
of all the focus groups, together constitute the Strategic Plan document. In the 
future, Annual Action Plans will evaluate progress in meeting the plan’s goals, and 
further refine actions to be taken. 

This Strategic Plan was developed while the State of California was experiencing 
its worst budget crisis in decades. Yet in the midst of fears and uncertainty about the 
budget and its impact on higher education, the hundreds of people who participated 
in the strategic planning process dared to dream. 

This plan builds on the strong foundation of the past. It is practical and pragmatic 
for the most part, but it is also visionary. It forces us to confront our shortcomings 
as well as our considerable strengths. But it also contains the dreams of those whose 
love of place is deep. As this Strategic Plan is implemented in the coming years, it 
will be reevaluated and reframed. Some of it may not work. So be it. Thoreau gives 
us the challenge:  

If you have built castles in the air, your work need 
not be lost; that is where they should be. Now put the 
foundations under them. 

-Henry David Thoreau 
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The Strategic Planning Process: 2003-04 

In an email to the campus community on April 25, 2003, President Rollin Richmond 
announced the creation of the Strategic Planning Steering Committee: 

“. . . to revise the current Strategic Plan [1997], and to oversee the 
development of the Strategic Planning process for Humboldt State 
University.” 

President Richmond selected the Steering Committee membership to provide the 
broadest possible representation of the HSU community. 

The first meeting of the Steering Committee was on April 25, 2003. In August 
2003, the Steering Committee held a two-day retreat to explore the dimensions of 
the ensuing planning process. In plenary sessions and small group discussions, the 
committee grappled with the concepts to be expressed in vision, mission and values 
statements, as well as issues of logistics and procedures. 

Early in the organizing process, it was decided that much of the detailed 
discussions and work would be done in Focus Groups exploring important topic 
areas. These Focus Groups were open to anyone who expressed an interest in 
participating, but each had a core membership which committed to attending all 
discussions and contributing to the final document. 

The eighteen Focus Groups met throughout the Fall and Spring semesters of the 
2003-04 academic year, and engaged in lively and often passionate discussions about 
how to move Humboldt State to a higher level of excellence. Most of the groups 
held one or more public forums to broaden the discussion. In addition to the Focus 
Groups, the recent work of the International Resources Committee was added as a 
de facto nineteenth Focus Group. 

In compiling the vast amount of work completed by the Focus Groups, the 
Steering Committee decided to condense and synthesize the results into six larger 
content areas, in order to grasp the central themes: 

1. Academic Excellence 
2. Community of Student Scholars 
3. Cultural Richness 
4. Fiscal Resources and Processes 
5. Infrastructure 
6. Intellectual Underpinnings 

The Steering Committee created a website to enhance communication and broaden 
the opportunities for participation. Nearly all of the working documents of the 
Steering Committee and the Focus Groups created during the 2003-2004 academic 
year were posted, and comments from students, staff, faculty, administrators and 
other interested parties were received. The site also served as a communications 
center to announce upcoming meetings and archive minutes of past meetings. Every 
attempt was made to keep the process as open and inclusive as possible. 

During Fall Semester 2004, the work of the Focus Groups and Steering Committee 
was recompiled into this Strategic Plan document. Focus Groups were given the 
opportunity to review their specific work in the context of the document as a whole. 
The document was also available on the web for public review. In the meantime 
it was circulated to representative campus groups, including Associated Students, 
Staff Council, the Academic Senate and the University Executive Committee. 
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Approaching 100 Years -
The Historical Context of Humboldt State University 

(The following section borrows heavily from Sean Kearns’, “A Sketch of Humboldt’s History” taken 

from the 1992 Commencement program, as well as other information from William R. Tanner’s, 

A View from the Hill–A History of Humboldt State University, 1993.) 

On June 16, 1913, California Gov. Hiram Johnson, a close colleague of Theodore 
Roosevelt, signed the law establishing Humboldt State Normal School “for the training 
and education of teachers...” The school was founded in the midst of the Progressive 
Movement in California and United States history (1897-1917), an exciting era that 
elevated education to national prominence. Progressives sought to create a society that 
was economically equitable and socially just, with increased political participation. 

Three Humboldt County towns –Arcata, Eureka and Fortuna–competed for the 
school. Led by William Preston, Arcata citizens collected pledges totaling $12,000, 
obtained the use of 20 acres of land for agricultural experiments, and secured rooms 
in local residences to house as many as 100 students. Preston personally donated a 
twelve-and-a-half-acre site atop a hill now named in his honor. Arcata’s offer was 
accepted. 

Humboldt began its existence, not on the hill, but on the flat land at 11th and M 
streets in Arcata, next to a switching yard of the Arcata and Mad River Railroad. April 
6, 1914, was the opening day for 55 students attending Humboldt State Normal School. 
Nelson B. Van Matre, who had been the superintendent of public schools in Eureka, 
served as the first president. Fifteen students graduated at the first commencement 
in 1916. By then the institution was housed in temporary wooden buildings on the 
eastern slope of town. 

But only a few years after it opened, Humboldt nearly closed. World War I and 
an economic downturn contributed to shrinking enrollment. The state board of 
education called the founding of Humboldt “a mistake.” Local civic organizations 
rallied support, until the economy improved and enrollment increased. 

In 1921, Humboldt became one of seven schools in the new system of California 
State Teachers Colleges. The official name was now Humboldt State Teachers College 
and Junior College. Founders Hall, Humboldt’s most historically significant building, 
was completed the following year. Ralph W. Swetman succeeded President Van Matre 
in 1924, and Arthur S. Gist became president six years later. Their efforts led to the 
expansion of the campus. 

The construction of Redwood Bowl, the University’s forest-rimmed stadium, 
began as a Works Progress Administration project in 1930, with civil engineering 
classes providing the field computations. It took 15 years to transform what had been 
a 38-foot-deep gully (with a pond at its southern end) into a completed stadium. The 
institution’s name was changed to Humboldt State College in 1935. 

During World War II, an observation post called “Skywatch” was built atop the 
College Commons. Until it was repainted in 1948, Founders Hall was camouflaged 
to blend in with its forest backdrop. In 1950, Cornelius H. Siemens, the author of a 
wartime textbook on aeronautics, became president of the institution. The campus 
was continually under construction during Siemens’ 23-year tenure, to keep pace 
with a burgeoning student body. Five buildings were dedicated in October 1957 and 
another eight in May 1960. 

The Donahoe Higher Education Act of 1960 established the California State 
Colleges, including Humboldt, with a mandate that included undergraduate and 
graduate instruction in the liberal arts and sciences, in applied fields, and in the 
professions. In 1974, geologist Alistair W. McCrone was installed as president of 
the newly named Humboldt State University. In 1982, the remaining colleges in the 
system were re-designated universities and the system took on its current name, The 
California State University. 

Humboldt State University’s sixth president, Rollin C. Richmond, took office on 
July 1, 2002. In his initial university address to faculty and staff in August 2002, he 
credited them for making Humboldt State a fine university with a solid reputation 
throughout California, the nation and many parts of the world. 

President Richmond outlined the values of Humboldt as excellence, fairness, diversity, 
honesty, trust, and openness. He cited several goals for the university’s future: 

• Be student-centered, 
• Promote diversity of people and perspectives, 
• Practice social and environmental responsibility, 
• Be a role model for community involvement, 
• Promote responsible economic development.  
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This Strategic Plan seeks to fulfill those goals among others. 

From its founding in 1913 to the present, Humboldt State has been a progressive 
institution built on a solid foundation. At the school on the hill, students learn from 
the accumulated knowledge of history, and in the process, rise to greater heights from 
which they may view the world. The forces behind the academic ascent are generally 
imperceptible as they occur, yet are stunning in their sum. 

Like the natural world surrounding it, HSU has been nurtured by change and by 
diversity throughout its history. But even as it embraces change today, this academic 
community rededicates itself to the challenging enterprise of education, and how it 
can enhance society. 
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Humboldt State University Today


Humboldt State University is nestled in the middle of the redwood region of the 
far north coast of California. It is situated on the north side of Humboldt Bay in the 
small community of Arcata, which has a population of 16,651, according to the 2000 
Census. It is the northernmost university of the California State University system, 
with the most rural setting. 

During the 2003-04 school year, HSU served an average of 7585 students, or 
about 7030 full-time equivalent students (FTES). As shown in Table 1 and Figure 1, 
HSU remained a very small institution from its inception in 1913 through the early 
1950’s, when there were fewer than 800 students. From the early 50’s to early 70’s, 
we experienced our most rapid growth to nearly the level of today. Growth since the 
mid-1970’s has been erratic, with only a small net increase. After extensive campus 
discussions, the campus decided in Fall 2003 to increase its target enrollment from 
8,000 to 12,000 FTES. The increase from present levels will take place over a 20- to 
30-year time horizon. 

As shown in the Organizational Chart of Figure 2, HSU is organized into four 
major divisions that report to the President: Advancement, Administrative Affairs, 
Academic Affairs, and Student Affairs. Within the Academic Affairs division there are 
three Colleges that comprise the primary academic units: College of Arts, Humanities, 
and Social Sciences (CAHSS), College of Natural Resources and Sciences (CNRS) 
and College of Professional Studies (COPS). The College of Natural Resources and 
Sciences is the largest in terms of number of majors (3053 majors in 02/03), while the 
College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences is the largest in terms of full-time 
equivalent students taught (3133 FTES in 02/03). The College of Professional Studies 
has the greatest number of students in accredited programs. 

HSU is clearly a residential campus. Nearly 18% of the students live in campus 
housing. While 24.8% come from Humboldt County, 58.7% come from other parts of 
California, 15.9% from other states, and 0.7% from foreign lands. 

Over 86%1 of the students are full-time students, carrying an average unit load of 
15.0 units at the undergraduate level, and 14.6 units at the graduate level. Slightly less 
than 87% are undergraduates. When considering the entire student body, 55% are 
female and 45% male. 

The class mix of students is quite interesting, as shown in the data matrix of Table 
2. The largest class is the Senior and the Sophomore is the smallest, by a 3:1 ratio. 
Juniors and Seniors dominate as 64.4 % of the undergraduate population, suggesting 
that a large number of HSU students are transfers from junior colleges. 

There are 290 tenured or tenure-track (permanent) faculty comprising 59.3% of 
the faculty (290 of 489 total). Of the permanent faculty, 55.5% are Full Professors, 
21.4% Associate Professors, and 23.1% Assistant Professors. The remaining 41.7% of 
the faculty are comprised of part-time lecturers. Student-Faculty ratios have hovered 
in the 16.4 to 17.1 range in the previous four years. 

1 All statistics in the remainder of this section reflect Fall 2003 data. For a more detailed look 

at the statistical data, see Appendix XX. 
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Table 1:  Student Headcount and Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) 1935/36-2003/04


Academic 
Headcount FTES Su F W Sp 

Academic 
Headcount FTES Su F W Sp 

Average Average 
Year 

FTES By Term FTES By Term Average Average 
Year 

1935-36 338 287 — 294 — 280 1959-60 1,828 1,542 — 1,626 — 1,457 

1936-37 328 294 — 308 — 280 1960-61 2,037 1,700 — 1,745 — 1,652 

1937-38 322 296 — 297 — 295 1961-62 2,102 1,727 — 1,797 — 1,655 

1938-39 350 339 — 343 — 336 1962-63 2,391 1,951 — 2,003 — 1,905 

1939-40 424 401 — 397 — 404 1963-64 2,532 2,105 — 2,176 — 2,039 

1940-41 432 422 — 416 — 428 1964-65 2,883 2,446 — 2,499 — 2,392 

1941-42 368 358 — 384 — 331 1965-66 3,144 2,739 — 2,822 — 2,657 

1942-43 267 266 — 286 — 246 1966-67 3,326 2,971 — 3,067 — 2,872 

1943-44 159 160 — 169 — 151 1967-68 3,751 3,460 — 3,553 3,419 3,407 

1944-45 173 159 — 172 — 147 1968-69 4,405 4,168 — 4,308 4,173 4,025 

1945-46 255 239 — 194 — 283 1969-70 5,173 4,840 — 4,907 4,868 4,745 

1946-47 652 615 — 605 — 625 1970-71 5,672 5,253 — 5,176 5,382 5,200 

1947-48 704 686 — 716 — 655 1971-72 6,060 5,428 — 5,378 5,481 5,425 

1948-49 704 674 — 688 — 658 1972-73 6,606 5,955 — 5,947 5,966 5,949 

1949-50 751 698 — 706 — 690 1973-74 7,053 6,458 — 6,589 6,606 6,179 

1950-51 624 542 — 574 — 510 1974-75 7,175 6,591 — 6,705 6,755 6,313 

1951-52 592 498 — 518 — 478 1975-76 7,203 6,590 — 6,833 6,799 6,138 

1952-53 653 523 — 546 — 500 1976-77 7,048 6,422 — 6,674 6,529 6,064 

1953-54 812 632 — 634 — 630 1977-78 7,234 6,573 — 6,915 6,665 6,138 

1954-55 1,068 866 — 872 — 860 1978-79 7,076 6,475 — 6,706 6,585 6,132 

1955-56 1,244 1,063 — 1,126 — 1,000 1979-80 7,186 6,587 — 6,806 6,715 6,236 

1956-57 1,404 1,168 — 1,197 — 1,139 1980-81 7,258 6,618 — 6,852 6,753 6,248 

1957-58 1,596 1,345 — 1,348 — 1,341 1981-82 7,145 6,565 — 6,802 6,676 6,216 

1958-59 1,790 1,498 — 1,564 — 1,433 1982-83 6,876 6,442 — 6,703 6,582 6,041 
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Table 2: Class Level of Students Fall 2003 

Academic 
Headcount FTES Su F W Sp 

FTES By Term Average Average 
Year 

Frosh Soph. Jr. Sr. Grad. Total 

Number 1485 891 1647 2659 1043 7725 

Percent of undergraduate 19.2% 11.5% 21.3% 34.4% 13.5% 100% 
1983-84 6,285 5,896 — 6,091 5,971 5,628 

and graduate 

1984-85 6,010 5,596 — 5,709 5,709 5,369 
Percent of undergraduate 22.2% 13.3% 24.6% 39.8%  --

1985-86 6,053 5,674 — 5,808 5,724


1986-87 5,844 5,290 — 5,306 —


100% 

5,489 

5,274 

The ethnic diversity of the campus is very low, with only 20% of the students 
1987-88 6,222 5,638 — 5,653 — 5,622 self-identified as non-white. Only 12.5% of the permanent faculty and 14.2% of the 
1988-89 6,752 6,240 — 6,234 — 6,246 lecturers are non-white. In the area of gender diversity, the situation is somewhat 

more even. Within the faculty ranks, 32.0% of the permanent faculty are female, 
1989-90 7,353 6,793 — 6,741 — 6,844 while 61.8% of the lecturers are female. 
1990-91 7,651 7,104 — 7,047 — 7,161


1991-92 7,778 7,221 — 7,168 — 7,273
 Table 3 shows that the budget situation held relatively constant in actual dollars for 

1992-93 7,621 7,216 — 7,326 — 7,105 the three academic years, 2001-02 to 2003-04. When considered in real (or constant) 


dollars, the budget has declined significantly as the California economy has waned in 

1993-94 6,887 6,420 — 6,604 — 6,236 the past two years. 
1994-95 7,030 6,627 — 6,602


1995-96 7,374 6,989 — 6,983


1996-97 7,545 7,158 — 7,256


1997-98 7,420 7,031 — 7,071


— 6,653 

— 6,995 

— 7,060 Table 3: Budget Allocations AY’s 2001/02-2003/04 

— 6,990 
Academic Year 

1998-99 7,409 7,092 — 7,119 — 7,064 
2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 

1999-00 7,440 7,020 — 7,060 — 6,979 
General Fund Allocation $68,196,000 $69,260,800 $63,159,200 

2000-01 7,313 6,838 511 6,902 — 6,775 
State University Fee (SUF) $10,668,000 $10,893,000 $15,045,076 

2001-02 7,277 6,775 654 6,842 — 6,709 
Other Fees and Reimbursements $ 8,221,000 $ 8,664,000 $ 9,174,924 

2002-03 7,553 6,992 594 7,006 — 6,978 
Total Budget Allocation $87,085,000 $88,817,800 $87,839,200 

2003-04 7,585 7,030 598 7,092 — 6,968 

Source: HSU Analytic Studies, www.humboldt.edu/~anstud/ 
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Figure 1: Student Headcount and Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES), 1935/36-2003/04 
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THE VISION 
of Humboldt State University 

Humboldt State University will be the campus of choice for individuals who seek 

above all else to improve the human condition and our environment. 


We will be the premier center for the interdisciplinary study of the environment and 

its natural resources. 


We will be a regional center for the arts.


We will be renowned for social and environmental responsibility and action. 


We believe the key to our common future will be the individual citizen who acts in 

good conscience and engages in informed action.


We will commit to increasing our diversity of people and perspectives.


We will be exemplary partners with our communities, including tribal nations.


We will be stewards of learning to make a positive difference.
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THE MISSION 
of Humboldt State University 

Humboldt State University is a comprehensive, residential campus of the 
California State University. We welcome students from California and the world 
to our campus. We offer them access to affordable, high-quality education that is 
responsive to the needs of a fast-changing world. We serve them by providing a wide 
array of programs and activities that promote understanding of social, economic 
and environmental issues. We help individuals prepare to be responsible members 
of diverse societies. 

These programs and the experience of a Humboldt State education serve as a 
catalyst for life-long learning and personal development. We strive to create an 
inclusive environment of free inquiry, in which learning is the highest priority. In 
this environment, discovery through research, creative endeavors and experience, 
energizes the educational process. 
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THE CORE VALUES 
of Humboldt State University 

Humboldt State University values the following academic principles that represent 6. We believe in collegial dialogue and debate that leads to participatory 
attributes of an academically integrated University, and provide a framework for decision-making within our community of student, staff, administrator, 
accomplishing our collective vision and mission. and faculty learners. 

1. We believe our primary responsibility is to provide the best possible 	 7. We believe the University must assist in developing the abilities of individuals 
education for today’s world. 	 to take initiative, and to collaborate in matters resulting in responsible 

action.2. 	 We believe that teaching excellence is of paramount importance as is 
learning excellence. 8. We believe individuals must be environmentally, economically and socially 

3. 	 We believe in an environment of free inquiry where learning occurs both responsible in the quest for viable and sustainable communities. 

inside and outside the classroom. As a community of learning, the campus 9. We believe our location is an ecologically and spiritually rich asset that we 
curricular and co-curricular environment encourages intellectual discourse, embrace as an integral part of our learning community. Our curriculum is 
aesthetic creativity and appreciation, and significant opportunities for relevant, collaborative and responsive to our geographical location. 
involvement and service. We prepare students to take on the commitments 10. 	 We believe we have a special opportunity to learn from the Native American of critical inquiry, social responsibility and civic engagement necessary to cultures, the unique ecosystem and special communities of our region, and meet the challenges of the 21st century. to apply that knowledge. 

4. 	 We believe in intellectual growth through scholarship, creative activities 11. We believe the University is an integral part of our local and regional and research. We prepare individuals to be successful in advanced academic communities. and professional degree programs; to be in positions of leadership; and to be 
proactive and productive members of society. 12. We believe the University isa repository for archiving accumulatedknowledge 

with inclusive access for our academic and broader communities.5. 	 We believe in the dignity of all individuals, in fair and equitable treatment, 

and in equal opportunity. We value the richness and interplay of differences. 

We value the inclusiveness of diversity, and we respect alternative paradigms 

of thought.
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Humboldt Themes: 

Goals and Strategies 
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Humboldt Themes: Goals and Strategies 

Introduction 

In the 1997 Strategic Plan, six content areas were addressed: 1) Curriculum, 2) 
Human Resources, 3) Information Technology, 4) Out-of-Classroom Experience, 
5) Physical Campus, and 6) Resources Development. The planning strategy for this 
Strategic Plan update differed in two critical ways from the earlier effort. First, the 
Steering Committee decided to use a finer resolution for addressing the content 
areas of the University. Eighteen Focus Groups were created. In addition, the work 
of the International Resources Committee, which had just completed a strategic 
planning process, was included as a de facto Focus Group. 

The second major difference was to move beyond a simple listing of Focus Group 
goals to the addition of strategies that would allow us to meet the broader goals. 
Included with the itemizing of strategies are: 

• 	 measurables for each strategy (i.e., How do we know when we meet

the goal?)


• the current value of the measurable (“benchmark”), 

• 	 a time frame for completion of the strategy, 

• 	 identification of the parties responsible for making sure the strategy

is addressed. 


These more detailed components are not reported here but are included in the Focus 
Group reports and tables found in Appendices I-XIX. 

As would be expected, each Focus Group created a unique dynamic that resulted 
in a variety of discussions and written documents. It is difficult to capture the richness 
of the discussions of the groups in any kind of succinct written documents. 

The nineteen Focus Groups were grouped thematically as shown in Table 4 and 
assessed for convergence in goals and strategies of the component Focus Groups. 
The materials summarized in the following sections represent the highest priorities 
for Humboldt State University as gleaned from the work of the Focus Groups. 

It is anticipated that the goals and strategies itemized here will be the focus of 
the campus attention for the first three years of this strategic planning period (i.e., 
to AY 2006-07). Annual Action Plans produced by the responsible administrator or 
campus entity will further refine how we, as a campus, will meet our goals. 

There are additional goals and strategies as envisioned by the Focus Groups 
presented in the detailed Appendices (I-XIX). Timelines and evaluations for these 
additional goals will be addressed as time, energy, and/or resources permit. 

Table 4:  Focus Groups by Thematic Areas  

Focus Group Detailed Report 

Academic Excellence (AE) Theme 

All University Requirements Appendix I 

Graduate Education Appendix II 

Scholarship and Creative Processes Appendix III 

Teacher Education Appendix IV 

Teaching and Learning Appendix V 

Undergraduate Education Appendix VI 

Community of Student Scholars (CSS) Theme 

Co-curricular programs; Student Learning Communities Appendix VII 

Student Support Services Appendix VIII 

Cultural Richness (CR) Theme 

Community and Regional Relationships Appendix IX 

Diversity of People Appendix X 

International Resources Committee Appendix XI 

Fiscal Resources and Processes (FRP) Theme 

Budgeting Processes Appendix XII 

Advancement and Alumni Relations Appendix XIII 

Infrastructure (IF) Theme 

Health and Safety Appendix XIV 

Information Technology Appendix XV 

Physical Campus Appendix XVI 

Intellectual Underpinnings (IU) Theme 

Enrollment Strategy and Academic Identity Appendix XVII 

Human Resources Appendix XVIII 

University Decision-Making Structures Appendix XIX 
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Academic Excellence (AE) 

Humboldt State University has long been known for, and takes great pride in 
its excellence in undergraduate education. As a comprehensive regional university, 
Humboldt State is committed to fostering academic excellence across a wide 
range of disciplines and degrees. General education, undergraduate and graduate 
majors, along with teacher preparation, scholarship and service learning form the 
foundations of our institution. Aiming for excellence in all of these endeavors will 
require both thoughtful and comprehensive planning, and a focused attention on 
what we can do to promote the best practices in teaching and learning. HSU will 
provide curricula, fiscal, human and learning environment resources conducive 
to academic excellence, and will graduate well-educated citizens, able to provide 
leadership for the State of California, the nation and the world. 

The detailed reports of the Focus Groups for this theme can be found in Appendices I-VI. 

AE Goals and Strategies 

AE Goal 1:	 HSU will structure undergraduate curricula to be dynamically 

responsive to the needs of students and society while 

reflecting the unique learning environment of our region, and 

emphasizing proficiency in communication skills. 

AE Strategy 1a:	 Review the enrollment in undergraduate majors as part of program 
review, and monitor inquiries through enrollment management, in an 
effort to offer majors that reflect the unique qualities of our campus 
and its surroundings, as well as the needs of students. 

AE Strategy 1b:	 Incorporate specific opportunities for increasing student proficiency 
in written and oral communication within each undergraduate degree 
major. 

AE Goal 2:	 HSU will develop a well-defined signature all-university 

curriculum that incorporates the development of strong 

skills, interdisciplinary experiences, and service/experiential 

learning. The program as a whole will reflect the university’s 

institutional vision. 

AE Strategy 2a:	 Develop a model for a signature all-university curriculum, which will 
be unique to Humboldt State. 

AE Strategy 2b:	 Continue to hold campus-wide discussions to foster appreciation of 
the all-university curriculum, and explore the structure of oversight 
and evaluation of the program, along with the rewards for faculty in 
the RTP process. 

AE Strategy 2c:	 Complete learning outcomes and assessment strategies for every all-
university program. 

AE Strategy 2d:	 Clearly define distinctions between upper and lower division all-
university goals. 

AE Strategy 2e:	 Develop a basic skills program, which will operate across the 
curriculum to strengthen remediation programs, foster writing and 
critical thinking, and include math literacy in area A of General 
Education. 

AE Strategy 2f:	 Encourage interdisciplinary courses and devise a means of allocating 
resources to support them. 
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AE Strategy 2g:	 Continue to increase the number and range of opportunities for 
students to engage in experiential learning, and to reward faculty who 
participate. 

AE Goal 3:	 HSU will promote the teaching and learning process through 

peer interaction, meaningful evaluation instruments, high 

expectations, and connections with community. 

AE Strategy 3a:	 Develop meaningful mechanisms for faculty observations of each 
other’s teaching. 

AE Strategy 3b:	 Provide the leadership to redesign course evaluation tools based on 
solid research, to improve validity and utility. 

AE Strategy 3c:	 Institute a special notation on student transcripts to acknowledge a 
significant level of service learning. 

AE Goal 4:	 HSU will enhance the quality and visibility of its teacher 

education programs to help address one of California’s most 

critical needs. 

AE Strategy 4a:	 Commence a series of university-wide discussions on HSU’s definition 
of the well-educated teacher. 

AE Strategy 4b:	 Oversee the development and funding of a marketing and recruitment 
strategy to increase the size and the diversity of the pool of candidates 
for the basic credential programs. 

AE Strategy 4c:	 Provide support and incentives for the development of sustainable 
distance education programs for Education- related programs and 
credentials. 

AE Strategy 4d:	 Develop opportunities for professional development of local 
educators. 

AE Strategy 4e:	 Ensure that policies and procedures are in place to ensure appropriate 
and timely review and clearance of students, from across campus, 
prior to placement on a K-12 campus. 

AE Strategy 4f:	 Provide adequate, ongoing support for mentor teachers, for field-
based and professional activities central to the preparation of teachers, 
and those activities that will ensure and promote the role of HSU as a 
regional center for excellence in teacher preparation. 

AE Strategy 4g:	 Seek external support for teacher-education related endeavors in the 
North Coast Region. 

AE Goal 5: 	 HSU will actively encourage the development of scholarship 

by improving opportunities for faculty, staff and students to 

participate in research and creative activities, by improving 

the infrastructure for scholarship, and by clarifying the 

expectations and rewards for scholarly activity. 

AE Strategy 5a:	 Revise Appendix J of the Faculty Handbook as suggested in the 
Scholarship and Creative Processes Focus Group report (Appendix 
III). 

AE Strategy 5b:	 Revise HSU space use allocation documents to increase our justification 
for space, with particular attention to the creation of space compatible 
with scholarship. 

AE Strategy 5c:	 Identify sources of revenue (including re-allocation of indirect costs) 
to invest in scholarly pursuits. These funds will be used to create 
assigned time for scholarship; create postdoctoral positions to add 
research critical mass in selected areas; enhance start-up funding for 
scholars; endow centers of excellence; and reinvest in critical support 
(e.g., library resources). 

AE Goal 6: 	 HSU will actively encourage the growth and diversity of its 

graduate programs, and will seek to provide the necessary 

funding and curricular support to enhance the quality of 

those programs. 

AE Strategy 6a:	 Identify funds to support the recruiting efforts of the graduate office, 
including the recruitment of international students. 

AE Strategy 6b:	 Identify new graduate programs with strong potential, and pursue 
approval of new degree programs. 

AE Strategy 6c:	 Demonstrate significant progress in developing cooperative doctoral 
degree offerings in selected areas. 

AE Strategy 6d:	 Identify funds to help graduate students travel to professional 
meetings, and to expand scholarship opportunities. 
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Community of Student Scholars (CSS) 

The Humboldt experience provides students many opportunities for learning 
beyond the classroom setting. It is expected that members of the Humboldt State 
University community are activity engaged in the exploration of new ideas, socially 
and culturally enriching opportunities, socially and environmentally responsible 
behaviors, and intellectually engaging endeavors. This engagement occurs both in 
the classroom and in the co-curricular experience. Co-curricular student learning 
activities and programs occur as an augmentation to the academic experience. They 
offer students multiple opportunities for social, emotional, physical and intellectual 
development. As such, the co-curriculum extends and enhances the academic 
curriculum, to better provide a well-integrated, holistic university experience. 

The detailed reports of the Focus Groups for this theme can be found in Appendices 
VII-VIII. 

CSS Goals and Strategies 

CSS Goal 1:	 HSU will offer an extensive array of co-curricular programs 

and activities. 

CSS Strategy 1a:	 Review current offerings and make recommendations to enhance, 
coordinate, and facilitate access to co-curricular activities using a 
consultative, inclusive process. 

CSS Strategy 1b:	 Seek internal and external funding to support co-curricular 
programs. 

CSS Strategy 1c:	 Engage the University in a dialogue on how best to incorporate 
the members of the University community in the co-curricular e 
xperience. 

CSS Goal 2:	 HSU will provide the opportunity for the student to reflect 

upon the goals and objectives of the university experience, 

and how their curricular and co-curricular activities 

contribute to the attainment of those objectives. 

CSS Strategy 2a: 	 Include a discussion of the “total university experience and its outcomes” 
as an agenda item in student and faculty orientation. 

CSS Strategy 2b:	 Develop advising materials that support this type of academic and 
co-curricular planning and reflective activity. 

CSS Goal 3:	 The HSU graduate will be able to demonstrate through 

some form of culminating experience (e.g., collective  

portfolio, capstone course, senior project, reflective essay, 

etc.) the ability to balance the practical and the abstract, 

and to reflect upon the morés and philosophies discovered 

in the academy as they apply to the real world. 

CSS Strategy 3a:	 Require that students address how they have achieved, and can  
demonstrate, the expected outcomes of the undergraduate/graduate 
experience at HSU, through a blend of evidence from classroom and 
out-of-classroom experiences. 
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Cultural Richness (CR) 

HSU recognizes the responsibilities that result from its intellectual, social and 
economic influence in the North Coast region. This university strives to build 
more bridges between the campus community and the world beyond. Our future 
hinges on our ability to support and to enhance diversity, while developing the 
international aspects of the university to benefit our students, our community, and 
the world. Commensurate with the importance of this theme, the campus is currently 
reviewing a penultimate draft Diversity Action Plan which formed the basis of the 
Diversity of People Focus Group report and can be found in Appendix X. Similarly, 
the International Resources Committee recently published their strategic plan for the 
campus, International Education and Programs: Focusing on a World View which can 
be found in Appendix XI 

The detailed reports of the Focus Groups for this theme can be found in Appendices 
IX-XI. 

CR Goals and Strategies 

CR Goal 1:	 HSU will build on our student-centered focus to create an 

equitable institutional and social climate, in a community 

that welcomes a diversity of students, staff, and faculty. 

CR Strategy 1a:	 Develop a diversity training and advocacy institute for all faculty and 
staff, to create a vibrant, welcoming campus, and to develop abilities 
for all members of the campus to be advocates for diversity. 

CR Strategy 1b:	 Ensure that culturally appropriate services addressing the needs of 
diverse groups are available on campus. 

CR Strategy 1c:	 Actively pursue diversifying and internationalizing HSU. 

CR Goal 2:	 HSU will increase the proportion of students of color, and 

other under-represented groups, while increasing retention 

and graduation rates. 

CR Strategy 2a:	 Actively recruit and retain students from underrepresented populations 
by strengthening partnerships with K-12 schools in diversity-rich 
communities throughout California, including more involvement of 
students, faculty, staff and alumni in the recruiting process. 

CR Strategy 2b:	 Provide logistical support to the Humboldt Orientation Program to 
give diverse students early information on multi-cultural activities 
and contacts to HSU students with similar background. 

CR Goal 3:	 HSU will provide the framework for the integration of 

international and intercultural experiences that enrich the 

lives of our students, faculty, and staff. 

CR Strategy 3a:	 Centralize and coordinate various international programs, educational 
and cultural events and activities on campus. 

CR Strategy 3b:	 Increase the number of educational programs and support global 
partnership development, while increasing the enrollment of 
international and diverse students. 
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CR Goal 4:	 HSU will promote and support programs and initiatives that 

foster international educational opportunities. 

CR Strategy 4a:	 Use International Resource Committee to recommend policy for 

developing a university wide approach to international education, and 

establishing system of curricular input, with regular monitoring and 

evaluation.


CR Strategy 4b:	 Increase the number of students enrolled in CSU’s International 

Programs.


CR Goal 5:	 HSU will increase the collaboration between university 

and community. 

CR Strategy 5a:	 Continue the Office of Economic Development and Community 

Development’s commitment to open access between the university 

and the larger community on matters of mutual interest and concern.


CR Strategy 5b:	 Create a mechanism for addressing regional and community issues 

with the university and community as partners in identifying and 

addressing needs.


CR Strategy 5c:	 Recognize and encourage community “bridging” efforts by both 

faculty and staff through specific policy and programs that provide 

incentives for such behavior.


CR Goal 6:	 HSU will support and expand the curriculum to reflect the 

region’s interests and needs, as well as reflecting economic, 

environmental, and social responsibility issues. 

CR Strategy 6a:	 Build the curriculum on a regional problem-solving focus by 

strengthening Freshmen Interest Groups (FIGs) and Transfer Interest 

Groups (TRIGs), and by fostering an interdisciplinary campus 

culture.


CR Strategy 6b:	 Expand dual enrollment opportunities for HSU and CR students. 
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Fiscal Resources and Processes (FRP) 

Humboldt State’s fiscal resources are primarily derived from state budgetary 
allocations through the Office of the Chancellor of the state university system. 
By ensuring that the manner in which monies are allocated and spent reflects the 
priorities and vision of this Strategic Plan, new budgeting policies and procedures 
will create an environment of more openness, transparency, and relevance for the 
campus community and beyond. Humboldt also is seeking to measure and evaluate 
its budget levels and procedures against those of similar academic institutions. 

Such clarity and responsible action in how the university expends its fiscal 
resources directly affects the efforts of University Advancement to forge and expand 
partnerships with our diverse philanthropic supporters. In the current climate of 
declining state revenues, philanthropic support from campus constituents, alumni, 
friends, businesses, and foundations is becoming increasingly important. The 
advancement team already conducts four annual fund campaigns while facilitating 
major gifts and bequests to the institution. Planning for a comprehensive major capital 
campaign to coincide with the university’s centennial in 2013 is already underway. 
We have also renewed our commitment to establishing and supporting a vital alumni 
relations program. 

Success in all of these efforts is tied directly to the efficiency and collaborative skills 
of the recently restructured Office of University Advancement. It is critical for that 
office to provide and model exemplary stewardship of the university’s philanthropic 
activities, and in particular to foster ethical standards in both the search for and 
utilization of fiscal resources. Humboldt State must promote an expansive culture of 
philanthropy among our stakeholders to build the philanthropic support we require 
to significantly achieve university goals. Additional resources are critical to fully 
achieve the vision of this Strategic Plan for Humboldt State University. 

The detailed reports of the Focus Groups for this theme can be found in Appendices 
XII-XIII. 

FRP Goals and Strategies 

FRP Goal 1: HSU will model the best practices of university budgeting. 

FRP Strategy 1a: Perform a review of the new University Budget process.


FRP Strategy 1b: Provide budgets at the University Cost Center level.


FRP Strategy 1c: Provide base budget benchmarks to entire campus.


FRP Strategy 1d: Identify and compare peer institution’s budgets to HSU’s.


FRP Strategy 1e: Establish initial contingency of $1 million.


FRP Strategy 1f: Increase contingency to 2.4% of base budget.


FRP Strategy 1g: Create a University Loan Fund from contingency funds.


FRP Goal 2: HSU will create an open and transparent budget process that 

is in alignment with the strategic goals of the university. 

FRP Strategy 2a: Provide annual budget training for UBC. 


FRP Strategy 2b: Hold open campus meeting(s) on budget.


FRP Goal 3: HSU will increase external resources and manage them 

effectively to achieve university goals. 

FRP Strategy 3a:	 Review and reorganize University Advancement to optimize  
resources and infrastructure. 

FRP Strategy 3b:	 Develop a philanthropic foundation of volunteer leadership for  
fundraising. 

FRP Strategy 3c:	 Promote involvement of campus community in development  
activities. 

FRP Strategy 3d: 	 Provide exemplary stewardship and ethical advancement services. 

FRP Strategy 3e:	 Develop plans to successfully conduct a comprehensive campaign  
coinciding with the University’s centennial in 2013. 

FRP Goal 4: HSU will build an expansive culture of philanthropy. 

FRP Strategy 4a: 	 Create mechanisms for increased campus collaboration around  
development. 
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FRP Goal 5: HSU will develop a vital alumni relations program. 

FRP Strategy 5a:	 Strengthen relationships between the alumni association and the 
campus. 
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Infrastructure (IF) 

Infrastructure is comprised of health and safety, information technology, and the 
physical campus. Infrastructure will continue to play an important role in support 
of the university’s academic mission. A safe and functional campus environment is 
critical to the success of a premier institution. 

Health and safety must be a priority of the institution, with commitment to further 
improve our physical environment, plan and train for emergencies and disasters, and 
educate the campus community in personal health and wellness. 

Information technology is integral to the educational experience, as well as crucial 
to the business functions of the campus. Antiquated phone and data systems must 
be replaced, and plans developed to continually update those systems. The focus 
group emphasized analysis of academic technology and smart classrooms needs as 
a priority, along with funding strategies. Continued implementation of the common 
management system will improve the effectiveness and efficiency of campus business 
and student services processes. 

Strategies for the physical campus will focus on developing and maintaining 
functional facilities and grounds that complement and enhance the learning and 
working experience of the university community. Strong emphasis will be placed on 
sustainable design, functionality of facilities, energy independence, accessibility, and 
architectural compatibility with campus standards. 

The detailed reports of the Focus Groups for this theme can be found in Appendices 
XIV-XVI. 

IF Goals and Strategies 

IF Goal 1:	 HSU will provide a safe and healthy campus environment as 

a basic and necessary underpinning of learning. 

IF Strategy 1a:	 Identify and prioritize unit/program goals and action steps necessary 
to achieve the proposed goal. 

IF Strategy 1b:	 Identify resources (financial and other) necessary to support 
administrative units and educational programs that promote safety 
and emergency preparedness, provide campus protection, provide 
campus-wide health and fitness education and services, monitor and 
improve environmental and workplace safety. 

IF Goal 2:	 HSU will develop and support information technology to 

enhance effective teaching and learning environments that 

promote academic excellence. 

IF Strategy 2a:	 Establish working group to evaluate current policies and recommend 
new policies that promote the use of Academic Technology (AT), 
including distance learning 

IF Strategy 2b: 	 Analyze the needs of the university and specific disciplines for AT, and 
establish distinct budget lines for AT support. 

IF Strategy 2c:	 Develop a seamless support structure for to improve service to faculty 
and students. 

IF Goal 3:	 HSU will provide all students, faculty and staff access to the 

information and technology (IT) tools and services necessary 

for academic, organizational and professional success. 

IF Strategy 3a: 	 Develop an IT budget policy/plan that includes the systematic refresh 
of hardware and software, chargeback for elective IT services, and 
improves collaboration between all IT constituencies to leverage 
resources. 

IF Strategy 3b:	 Explore ways to use IT to build a sense of community by supporting 
student organizations and special interest groups, and by promoting 
discussion on issues of social responsibility 
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IF Strategy 3c:	 Establish “IT and the Environment” Task Force to make IT use at HSU 
environmentally friendly. 

IF Goal 4: 	 HSU will develop and maintain functional facilities and 

grounds that compliment and enhance the learning and 

working experiences of the university community, with 

emphasis placed on sustainable design, energy independence, 

accessibility and design that is architecturally compatible 

with campus standards. 

IF Strategy 4a:	 Implement the Campus Master Plan in consultation with the campus 
community. 
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Intellectual Underpinnings (IU) 

Humboldt State University offers academic programs of exceptional quality 
that attract students from all parts of California, and from many other states and 
countries. Greater efforts must be made to inform students from high schools and 
community colleges throughout the state of this fact. Such efforts are likely to bring 
to the university a mix of students that reflects the demographic mix of California’s 
population. Outreach will also ensure that a diversity of values and perspectives are 
represented among students, staff, and faculty. Such diversity is recognized as a core 
value of publicly supported universities in the 21st century. 

Those who choose to attend HSU will expect to find staff members who know 
and enjoy their jobs, and faculty members who can facilitate academic learning as a 
life goal. Opportunities for staff career training and advancement contribute directly 
to the capacity of students to achieve their academic and life goals. As the university 
community and larger society experience advancements in technology, health and 
safety practices, and teaching methodology, significant challenges will arise. These 
challenges can only be met through the development of significantly enhanced 
training opportunities for staff and faculty. Our classrooms and work settings will 
reflect advanced technological approaches, combined with satisfying and rewarding 
personal environments. 

Within the larger context of employee relations, the university must function 
with openness and candor, and it must provide opportunities for all members of the 
campus community to contribute to achieving our goals and fulfilling our institutional 
mission. The best and traditional method of management in academic settings is 
shared governance. HSU must insure that open processes and transparent decision-
making remain characteristic of the university community. 

The detailed reports of the Focus Groups for this theme can be found in Appendices 
XVII-XIX. 

IU Goals and Strategies 

IU Goal 1:	 HSU will increase the number of students with a focus on 

recruiting a more ethnically diverse population. 

IU Strategy 1a: 	 Review and define the HSU image that is provided to prospective 
students. 

IU Strategy 1b:	 Encourage all academic programs to develop attractive, informative, 
and well-organized recruitment materials, publicity, and web sites 
that are consistent in design and linked to the HSU home web page. 

IU Strategy 1c: 	 Use “Admitted Student Questionnaire” to assess effectiveness and 
awareness of campus identity. 

IU Strategy 1d:	 Define and implement an HSU Institutional Research Office that will 
consolidate institutional research efforts. 

IU Goal 2: 	 HSU will work to increase financial aid support as a 

mechanism to improve the campus ethnic diversity and to 

increase the absolute size of the campus. 

IU Strategy 2a: 	 Establish target figures for increasing financial aid support over the 
next five years. 

IU Strategy 2b: 	 Coordinate donor activities with enrollment efforts to increase the 
number of endowed scholarships available to students, especially 
unrestricted scholarships. 

IU Goal 3:	 HSU will incorporate “best practices” for the administration 

of advising, tutoring and other student services, ensuring 

availability and access. 

IU Strategy 3a: 	 Coordinate activities in Academic Affairs, Student Affairs, and 
Administrative Services to ensure integration and availability of all 
student services. 

IU Strategy 3b: 	 Offer annual development opportunities to all staff and faculty 
(workshops, etc.) that will improve their familiarity with student 
support services. 

IU Strategy 3c: 	 Explicitly recognize and support academic advising as a part of faculty 
duties and responsibilities. 
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IU Strategy 3d: 	 Four year degree plans and the DARS reporting system will be the 

primary tools used to ensure timely progress to student degree. 


IU Strategy 3e: 	 Develop semester, year-long, and two-year schedules to facilitate on-

time completion of degree requirements.


IU Goal 4:	 HSU will create a work environment that respects the 

professional career goals of all staff and faculty members. 

Our workplace settings will encourage personal, family, and 

ethical goals. We will encourage a hospitable and sustainable 

work environment. 

IU Strategy 4a: 	 Develop and implement a plan to increase the percentage of 

probationary and tenured faculty members to at least the minimum of 

75% specified by California Assembly and Senate Joint Resolution XX 

(20XX).


IU Strategy 4b: 	 Make annual professional and career advancement training 

opportunities available to staff and faculty.


IU Strategy 4c:	 Establish reward structures and mechanisms for release time WTUs 

that will facilitate professional growth of staff and faculty.


IU Strategy 4d:	 Increase the compensation levels of Graduate Teaching Associates. 

IU Strategy 4e: 	 Continue to implement “Family Friendly” procedures and practices 

for staff, faculty, and students.


IU Goal 5: 	 HSU will function through shared governance that includes 

open communication, collegial participation, and mutual 

trust in reaching decisions. 

IU Strategy 5a: 	 Decision-making procedures will be accomplished with open

communication, consultation, and transparent transactions.


IU Strategy 5b: 	 Encourage all faculty and staff to participate in shared governance 

activities (e. g., Academic Senate, Staff Council, committees of the 

University).


IU Strategy 5c: 	 Recognize and respect the contributions of lecturers in all aspects of 

the educational activities of the campus.


IU Strategy 5d:	 Improve knowledge and awareness of employee contracts, rights, and 

responsibilities.
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Academic Excellence Theme
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Appendix I 

ALL UNIVERSITY REQUIREMENTS 

FOCUS GROUP 

(Theme: Academic Excellence) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
Barry Dalsant, Professor, English 

Focus Group Conveners 
Yvonne Everett, Assoc. Professor, Environmental and Natural Resource Sciences 
Claire Knox, Assoc. Professor, Child Development 

Core Working Group 
Su Karl,  Learning Skills Spec., Learning Center 
Ginny Kelly, Director, AIR Center 
Sunshine Mansfield, Student 
Richard Paselk, Professor, Chemistry 
Beth Wilson, Asst. Professor, Economics 
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Summary Statement Values 
NONE The all-university curriculum at HSU should enable students to become 

life long learners. Through engagement with a broad range of intellectual and 

Current Conditions 

• 	 The General Education (GE) curriculum has not been revised since the 
1980’s. 

• 	 There is no current statement of vision or goals for GE other than that HSU 
meet the state requirements in Executive Order 595. 

• 	 Beyond listing requirements and somewhat acrimonious debates about 
administration and resources, the GE program is not very visible in campus 
publications, catalogues or campus discussion. 

• 	 While we strongly focus on the importance of teaching at HSU, faculty are 
not rewarded or provided with assistance for teaching in the GE program. 
Sometimes faculty members are unaware that a course they are teaching 
is a GE course. Few of the most experienced and prominent faculty teach 
GE courses. We do not encourage, through acknowledgment or reward, 
the extra effort required to provide students with interdisciplinary, service 
learning or other opportunities to develop and practice social responsibility 
and civic engagement. 

• 	 Based on a review of programs in the CSU system, some of which are very 
innovative and demonstrate the potential for broad, academically rigorous 
and experientially rich curricula, our GE program offers nothing out of the 
ordinary to attract students to HSU and retain them once they are here.  

• 	 Based on surveys completed in the late 1990s and on UCC sponsored 
campus meetings with faculty, staff and students in 2002, many faculty 
and students view GE as a series of hoops to jump through rather than as a 
critical component of undergraduate education. There is a perception that 
our GE program is not rigorous, and that is does not sequentially increase 
the depth of student knowledge and skills. Further, students are not 
acquiring adequate understanding and skills in communication, writing, 
appropriate use of technology, finding and evaluating information, math 
literacy and critical thinking. Some faculty would like to see majors courses 
that are open to non-majors count for GE. Finally, there are too many 
GE requirements, they are cumbersome and can hinder student progress 
toward graduation.  

• 	 While there is a mechanism through the UCC to review individual components 
of GE, there is no mechanism in place for overall program review. 

aesthetic discourse, students should become skilled critical thinkers, articulate 
communicators and collaborative problem-solvers. Within the curriculum, 
experiential, integrative and interdisciplinary learning fosters students’ appreciation 
for the interconnectedness of human endeavor, sensitivity to the local and global 
diversity of peoples and cultures, and understanding of the environments we share. 
This foundation, combined with the expertise developed through the completion 
of a major, should prepare students to take on the commitments of critical inquiry, 
social responsibility and civic engagement necessary in meeting the challenges of 
the 21st century. (We have chosen to discuss the program as the All University 
Curriculum (rather than General Education) to highlight the important role it plays 
in undergraduate education). 

The goals for the All University Curriculum (AUC) at HSU are to: 

• 	 Foster appreciation of the AUC on campus and be known as a CSU with a 
signature AUC program. 

• 	 Provide a rigorous and high quality AUC program 

• 	 Develop in students strong skills for life long learning in oral communication, 
writing, appropriate use of technology, finding and evaluating information, 
math literacy and critical thinking. 

• 	 Expose students to a broad range of disciplines and interdisciplinary 
approaches to learning. 

• 	 Provide students with opportunities for service and experiential learning 
and opportunities to practice social responsibility and civic engagement. 

Planning Assumptions 

To achieve the proposed goals and strategies for reforming the All University 
Curriculum at HSU, is it assumed that: 

• 	 There is a need for General Education reform toward a new All University 
Curriculum 

• 	 The University will view All University Curriculum as central to 
undergraduate education and as a priority for reform. 

• 	 The University will provide the resources to achieve the strategic plan for 
an All University Curriculum 
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Table 1:  All-University Curriculum Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

Ia. HSU will provide a rigorous Ia1. Develop All University curricu- Learning outcomes defined for All AUC learning outcomes are ap- 2005-2006 UCC and faculty forums 
and high quality All University Cur- lum (AUC) learning outcomes that University curriculum proved for evaluation of overall 
riculum that specifically focus on specifically focus on developing AUC curriculum with regard to 
developing skilled critical thinkers, skilled critical thinkers, articulate critical thinking, communication and 
articulate communicators and col- communicators and collaborative problem solving skills. 
laborative problem-solvers. problem-solvers. 

Ia2. Continue exploration of Proposal of one or more "signature GE subcommittee working on 2004/2005 UCC 
potentials for a "signature program" program" options that build on the model for GE reform and signature 
option. strengths of HSU and serve to at- program continuing work developed 

tract and retain students by summer 2003 faculty task force 

Ia3. Develop a flexible yet se- Development of such curriculum Sequencing when present is 2004/2005 VPAA, UCC 
quentially more challenging AUC (where not already defined) and en- not enforced unless specified as 
program for students to complete. forcement of sequencing guidelines prerequisites. Prerequisites are 

discouraged for GE. 

Ia4. Clearly define upper and lower Defined and publicized goals; Currently there is no guideline Goals 2004/2005; implementation UCC, VPAA 
division goals keeping in mind is- enforcement of guidelines and 2005/2006; data 2007-2008 
sues of transferability. data demonstrating that students 

are completing LD before moving 
to UD. 

Ia5. Continue to improve and refine Development of learning outcomes Learning outcomes exist for Areas 2004/2005 
learning outcomes and assessment for each academic program A, B, C, D and E and assessment 
in the program review process. is completed for some, underway 

for others. 

Ia6. Evaluate the current structure Report to UCC of such evaluation GE program review is done by area 2004/2005 UCC 
of the oversight and evaluation of and proposal for periodic review if only, DCG is done by certification; 
the AUC and explore alternatives if supported by evaluation no comprehensive view 
needed including consideration of 
a system for periodic AUC program 
review. 

Ia7. Provide faculty development Creation of an AUC faculty list; Currently there is no recognition 2005/2006 Faculty Development Office 
resources in support of course de- number of workshops offered that of issues particular to teaching the 
velopment, instruction and advising recognize special issues related to AUC curriculum within the faculty 
with regard to any AUC changes teaching AUC courses; mentor- development structure 
and "signature program" options. ing of new faculty specifically with 

regard to teacher AUC courses 

Ia8. Identify faculty who are inter- Creation of an AUC faculty list; Currently there is no recognition On-line sites 2004/2005; paper Faculty Development Office 
ested in teaching AUC courses and number of workshops offered that of issues particular to teaching the sites 2005/2006 
provide networking, mentoring and recognize special issues related to AUC curriculum within the faculty 
targeted development supports teaching AUC courses; mentor- development structure 

ing of new faculty specifically with 
regard to teacher AUC courses 

Ia9. Examine means of monitoring Identification of course accessibility Currently wait listing is assisting 2005/2007 VPAA, Deans, Chairs 
and facilitating student progress problems students in getting courses, but 
toward graduation. additional data is needed and data 

will be needed on the impact of any 
changes made 
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Table 1:  All-University Curriculum Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

Ib. HSU curricula will develop 
strong skills in communication, writ-
ing, appropriate use of technology, 
finding and evaluating information, 
math literacy and critical thinking. 

Ib1. Clearly specify communica-
tion, writing, appropriate use of 
technology, finding and evaluating 
information, math literacy and criti-
cal thinking in learning outcomes 
across the AUC curriculum. 

Learning outcomes defined for 
All University Curriculum (see Ia1 
above) 

Learning outcomes are currently 
defined by Areas A, B, C, D and 
E and include identified skills as 
specific to particular areas or 
subcategories of courses 

2004/2005 VPAA, UCC 

Ib2. Strengthen remediation 
programs to ensure student prepa-
ration for AUC. 

Number of remediated students It appears that a larger number of 
students still needing remediation 
pass into the standard curriculum 

VPAA 

Ib3. Provide focused "Area A" em-
phasis on communication, writing, 
finding and evaluating information, 
math literacy and critical thinking. 

Redefine learning outcomes if nec-
essary and include math in Area A 

Currently math literacy is in area 
B and technology use and finding 
and evaluating information skills 
are not specifically included in any 
GE area. 

As part of examination and devel-
opment of AUC 2004/2006 

VPAA, UCC 

Ib4. Implement writing and critical 
thinking skills across the cur-
riculum. 

Define writing intensive courses 
in AUC and in the Majors; Gain 
faculty support for WAC measured 
by their interest/participation in 
WAC workshops and in a growing 
number of writing intensive courses 
offered. 

GE subcommittee currently working 
on WAC proposal to UCC for May 
2004 

beginning 2004/2005, ongoing UCC, VPAA, Deans, Chairs, Fac-
ulty Development 

Ic. HSU will expose students to a 
broad range of disciplines and inter-
disciplinary approaches to learning 
in the All-University curriculum. 

Ic1. Provide breadth of courses for 
students to choose including open-
ing majors courses to non-majors 
who have the pre-requisites; stu-
dents can choose from introductory 
courses or specifically designed 
GE courses. 

The number of courses offered in 
AUC from all departments 

Currently only specifically desig-
nated GE courses are available to 
students 

2004/2005 VPAA, UCC, CCCs, Deans, Chairs 

Ic2. Offer a range of interdisci-
plinary courses and learning experi-
ences to satisfy AUC requirements. 

The number of interdisciplinary 
courses offered. 

Only a small number of truly inter-
disciplinary courses are available 

2004/2005 VPAA, UCC, CCCs, Deans, Chairs 

Ic3. Establish mechanisms to sup-
port interdisciplinary projects. 

Faculty involvement in development 
and implementation of interdisci-
plinary projects 

Approaches have to be negotiated 
on a project by project basis; no 
support for logistics 

2004/2005 VPAA, UCC, Senate Ed Policies 

Id. HSU will provide opportunities 
for service and experiential learning 
for students to practice social re-
sponsibility and civic engagement. 

Id1. Increase the number and 
range of opportunities for students 
by providing recognition (RTP) and 
support for faculty to teach courses 
that address these goals. 

Define service learning and expe-
riential learning courses and list 
them in the catalogue. 

Service Learning committee has 
been working on these issues. 

2004/2005 VPAA, UCC, CCCs, Deans, Chairs 

Id2. Create and acknowledge 
leadership opportunities under-
taken by students in fulfilling AUC 
requirements. 

Document and expand student 
involvement in leadership experi-
ences 

Students involved in student 
government at HSU and in CSU; 
Leadership minor. 

2004/2005 VPAA, UCC, CCCs, Deans, Chairs 

Id3. Create service learning op-
portunities for students. 

The number of SL courses offered, 
students involved and community 
partners working with students and 
faculty from HSU. 

Service learning center on campus 
is working on these issues. 
Service learning fellows program, 
community outreach. It could use 
additional support. 

2004/2005 VPAA, UCC, CCCs, Deans, Chairs, 
Service Learning Center 
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Table 1:  All-University Curriculum Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

Ie. HSU will work to foster appre- Ie1. Hold campus wide discus- Number of events and discussion UCC held two meetings on GE in meetings ongoing - has begun and VPAA, UCC 
ciation of and pride in participation sions about AUC by scheduling held and attendance over the 2002; about 100 faculty, students should continue 
in the All University Curriculum. one hour per week when everyone 

is free (no classes, committees or 
course of several years and staff attended 

official functions) to be used for dis-
cussion of AUC by faculty, staff and 
students including a campus wide 
lecture series by AUC instructors. 

Ie2. Review role of and rewards Mention of contributions to AUC No specific mention of AUC in 2004/2005 VPAA, Deans, Academic Senate 
for faculty teaching AUC (provide in RTP letters and files; number of RTP process; relatively few senior 
support for AUC activity in RTP senior faculty involved in teaching faculty teaching in GE; depart-
process; encourage senior, master AUC ments vary in approach to AUC 
teachers to take on more AUC). assignments 

Ie3. Define and prominently display Number and prominence of loca- Currently there is no mention of a On-line sites 2004/2005; paper VPAA 
(catalogues and other documents) tions in which the statements are mission or vision for GE or AUC in sites 2005/2006 
the Vision and Mission state- displayed (website, catalogues, the catalogue 
ments for AUC (note the mission new faculty information; Air Center, 
statement will include identifying etc.) 
elements of the AUC - GE, Diversity 
and Common Ground, Institutions, 
Remediation). 
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_____________________________ 

Appendix II


GRADUATE EDUCATION FOCUS GROUP 

(Theme: Academic Excellence) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
Karen Carlton, Dean, College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 

Focus Group Chair 
Kathy Muñoz, Professor, Health & PE 

Core Working Group 
Pamela Brown, Professor, Social Work

Cuauhtemoc Carboni, Graduate Student

Luke George, Assoc. Professor, Wildlife Management

Roland Lamberson, Professor, Mathematics

Judith Little, Professor, Sociology

John Meyer, Asst. Professor, Government & Politics

Saeed Mortazavi, Professor, Business

Donna Schafer, Dean, Research & Graduate Studies

Eric Van Duzer, Asst. Professor, Education
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Summary Statement   • Graduate students are also geographically homogeneous with only 

HSU will provide the highest quality of graduate education, with strong academic 8% of graduate students having received their undergraduate degrees 
from institutions outside California and less than 1% are international programs at its core. It will foster academic excellence by offering graduate programs students; in addition, 68% of Humboldt graduate students obtained their that attract outstanding teachers, scholars, and students. Several of our current 

programs promote an interdisciplinary understanding of social, economic, and undergraduate degrees from HSU 

environmental issues and are responsive to the needs of a dynamically changing • Resources for graduate students at HSU are extremely limited; EO 611 fee 
world. Others are uniquely dedicated to engaging with distinctive communities waivers have been capped; library acquisitions are inadequate (minimal 
and environments on the north coast; they serve the region by offering diverse core journals); student travel funds have been drastically reduced; graduate 
opportunities for the community to benefit from the intellectual and artistic students are the lowest priority at the testing center, and career center 
resources of the University. All HSU graduate programs promote learning both services are geared overwhelmingly to undergraduate student needs 
inside and outside the classroom, and thus provide hands-on opportunities for • Office of Admissions doesn’t focus their resources on recruiting graduate students to pursue their own creative projects and research interests. students 
To achieve our full potential in graduate education we propose the following strategies: • Tremendous variability in support/resources by departments/colleges 

• 	 Within the next 5 years, increase enrollment of graduate students to equal including faculty workloads; graduate students continue to be counted 
the CSU average systemwide as 15 WTU’s rather than 12 WTU’s for FTES 

• 	 Increase the diversity (ethnically, geographically, and internationally) of • Existing physical facilities do not provide adequate space, such as seminar 
the graduate student body rooms and meeting/work/research space for graduate students 

• 	 Provide financial and human resources, especially in the areas of library 

acquisitions, student support, staff and faculty


Values 
• 	 Enhance research and institutional infrastructure to support independent Graduate education should foster excellence through academic achievement professional and applied doctoral degrees and be integral to the learning environment of the entire HSU campus community. 
• 	 Develop new graduate programs in targeted and interdisciplinary areas It enhances undergraduate education, attracts dedicated faculty; enhances 

that build on University strengths and values grantmanship and awarding of external funding. 

 It is the goal of graduate education at HSU to be widely recognized for 

Current Conditions • Dedicated teacher/scholars 

• 	 Graduate education at HSU is currently 6.6% of student body as compared • An integration of social and environmental values 
to the overall CSU average of 12.7%; since 1987, graduate enrollment and • Hands-on opportunities for students to pursue their own creative projects FTE have remained relatively flat and research interests 

• 	 The graduate student body at HSU is ethnically homogeneous, with the • Opportunity for cross and interdisciplinary inquiry majority of HSU graduate students identifying themselves as “white, non-
Hispanic (87%) • Engaging with distinctive communities and environment on the north 

coast 

• 	 Cultivating the full humanity of each student 
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Planning Assumptions 

To achieve the proposed goals and strategies for improving Graduate Education 
at HSU, it is assumed that 

• 	 There is an unmet need at HSU for graduate education 

• 	 The University will provide the highest quality of graduate education, with 
strong academic programs at its core 

• 	 The University must “design a more responsive post-baccalaureate system 
to meet the demand in California for liberally educated professionals” (The 
Cornerstones Report, 1986) 

• 	 The University will increase diversity of people and ideas 

• 	 The University will provide the resources to achieve the proposed strategic 
plan for graduate education 
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Table 2:  Graduate Education Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

IIa. HSU will Increase the enroll- IIa1. Increase resources for Recruitment dollars dedicated to Currently, no resources are 2004-05 VPAA 
ment of graduate students from recruiting to increase numbers of the Office of Research and Gradu- available for recruiting graduate 
6.6% of the overall student body to graduate students ate Studies students 
9-12% or equal to the CSU average 
in the next 5 years IIa2. Increase the financial support 

for graduate students by fully fund-
ing EO 611 

Fully fund EO 611 fee waivers EO 611 currently at $40,000 2005-06 President; VPAA 

IIa3. Increase number of GA/TA Each unit will have enough GA/TA's 5 programs currently have 0; 2005-06 Academic Deans 
positions to meet Departmental to meet their needs Unmet need unknown 
needs 

IIa4. Identify new federal and Increase private scholarship as- Only 6% of graduate students 2005-06 University Advancement; President 
private funding sources for financial sistance to 12-14%; expand federal receive private scholarship assis-
support of graduate students work-study funding to provide re- tance (10 work-study positions) 

search assistantships 

IIa5. Increase staff to evaluate Increase to 1 full-time staff position Currently, one 1/2 position 2005-06 VPAA 
graduate student applications by to evaluate graduate student ap-
capturing increase in fee applica- plications 
tion dollars 

IIa6. Provide competitive salaries 
for GA/TA's 

Increase GA/TA salary to at least 
CSU average 

Salaries have not increased for past 
10 years 

2005-06 VPAA; Academic Deans; Dept. 
Chairs 

IIa7. Re-examine current MA/MS Program reviews Current programs 2004-09 Graduate Council; Graduate Coor-
programs and tailor to build upon dinators; Dept. Chairs 
University strengths 

IIa8. Build into grant applica- Each new grant application, where Frequently, student support is not 2004-05 Principal Investigators 
tions, money to support graduate allowed, money to support graduate built in to grants 
students students 

IIa9. Develop new graduate pro- Number of graduate programs 11 graduate programs 2008-09 Dean RGS; Academic Deans; 
grams in targeted and interdisciplin- Dept. Chairs 
ary areas that build on University 
strengths and values 

IIa10. Develop new graduate level 
certificate programs 

Number of graduate level certificate 
programs 

Currently six, CFPP and five in 
ENRS 

2005-08 Dean RGS; Academic Deans; 
Dept. Chairs 

IIa11. Forge partnerships with Number of new partnerships Currently, 0 2004-09 Dean RGS; Academic Deans; 
other universities granting PhD's to Dept. Chairs 
form a "bridge" with HSU graduate 
students 

IIb. HSU will work to increase the IIb1. Focus recruiting efforts on Increase the percentage of gradu- In 2000, 86.6% of HSU Graduate 2006-07 Dean RGS; Dean Enrollment 
diversity of the graduate student underrepresented students ate students representing diversity Students were white, non-Hispanic; Management 
body represented by nationality, by nationality, geography, and/or less than 1% are international 
geography, and ethnicity. ethnicity by 5% 

IIb2. Train faculty and increase Increase 1 full-time staff member to Currently, only 1 full-time staff; no 2004-05 Dean RGS 
staff effort for recruiting interna- train faculty and recruit international structured effort to train faculty 
tional students students 

IIb3. Increase funding of EO 605 
fee waivers 

Level of EO 605 fee waivers Unknown On-going University Budget Committee 
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Table 2:  Graduate Education Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

IIc. HSU will provide a level of IIc1. Provide release time for Each Graduate and Certificate Varies drastically from 0 to 3 units 2004-05 Academic Deans; Dept. Chairs 
administrative, library, and support Graduate and Certificate coordina- coordinator will receive release time of release time depending on Col-
services that are accessible to and tors for each unit lege and Dept. 
appropriate for graduate students. 

IIc2. Increase travel budget Travel pool dollars. Varies and uneven On-going VPAA; Academic Deans; Dean 
for teacher/scholars to present RGS 
research 

IIc3. Increase travel budget for 
student travel 

Increase travel budget by 10% This year, student travel was 2004-05 VPAA 

IIc4. Enhance library support to 
increase journal holdings 

Increase the journal holdings Journal holdings considered 
minimal core 

2004-05 Dean Library 

IIc5. Provide Career Center ser-
vices for graduate students 

Provide Career Center services for 
Graduate Students 

Currently, none available 2004-05 VPSA; Director Career Center 

IIc6. Provide additional testing cen- Provide at least basic services Graduate students pay fees for test- 2004-05 VPSA; Director Testing Center 
ter services for graduate students ing center but are considered low 

priority for services 

IIc7. Place a priority on hiring new Number of faculty with research Data published by R&GS On-going VPAA, Academic Deans 
teacher/scholars interested in grants 
actively participating in graduate 
programs 

IId. HSU will work to enhance the IId1. Continue to pursue discus- Number of external discussions Two (Fisheries Biology; Forestry) On-going Deans; Dept. Chairs 
research and institutional infra- sions with potential joint doctoral 
structure to support joint doctoral partners 
degrees. 

IId2. Enhance pre-award capability 
by providing assistance in identify-

Number of grant proposals utilizing 
assistance 

Unknown On-going Dean RGS 

ing external funding and help with 
proposal development 

IId3. Support CSU initiatives to Number of external discussions Unknown On-going VPAA 
offer independent professional and 
applied doctoral degrees 
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_____________________________ 

Appendix III


SCHOLARSHIP AND CREATIVE PROCESSES 

FOCUS GROUP 

(Theme: Academic Excellence) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
James Howard, Dean, College Natural Resources and Sciences 

Focus Group Chair 
David Hankin, Professor, Fisheries Biology 

Core Working Group 
Emily Bjerre, Graduate Student 

Julie Davy, Grants Analyst, HSU Foundation

Steve Hackett, Professor, Economics

Erik Jules, Asst. Professor, Biology 

John Meyer, Associate Prof., Government & Politics 

Carolyn Mueller, Librarian

Laurie Naber, Student

Kris Patzlaff, Assoc. Professor, Art

Donna Schafer, Dean, Research & Graduate Studies
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Summary Statement 

Scholarship in the University Community includes scientific, social, and cultural 
research that expands all dimensions of human knowledge or experience. Evidence 
of scholarly work is provided by publications, exhibitions, and presentations of 
creative endeavors. 

Scholarship is identified as a critical activity of our mission statement and in our 
core values for the role it plays in maintaining the intellectual vitality of the University. 
Scholarship relates specially to the centrality of discovery and the collective learning 
the takes place outside the traditional classroom setting. As such, we believe that 
faculty must be encouraged and supported in their scholarly enterprises and must 
be rewarded for their scholarly achievements. This document redefines scholarship 
and identifies needs relating to improving conditions to encourage scholarship. All 
needs seemed to fall under two main thematic categories: 

• 	 HSU must improve and clarify institutional mechanisms for recognition of 
faculty scholarship 

• 	 HSU must improve the opportunities and infrastructure for scholarship. 

Current Conditions 

Humboldt State has invested little in the infrastructure to conduct scholarship 
nor has it recognized the value of scholarship to the academic mission in any 
substantive sense. Because scholarship is so central to the life of the University, we 
believe that faculty must be encouraged and supported in their scholarly enterprises 
and must be rewarded for their scholarly achievements. Although faculty scholarship 
is recognized as having some value in the RTP process and receives additional 
recognition via the Scholar of the Year and McCrone Promising Faculty Scholars 
awards, current forms of institutional recognition of scholarship are inadequate and 
can serve to discourage a faculty member’s continued pursuit of scholarship. 

Faculty who are active and productive scholars do not receive a reduced teaching 
assignment, librarianship, or counseling workload expectation. Indirect costs 
from grants and contracts are not reinvested to the extent possible to encourage 
scholarship. Currently many faculty and their students have inadequate space for 
successfully engaging in scholarship. HSU is unable to compete successfully for 
faculty with good potential as scholars or to give those faculty the best opportunity 
to be successful as scholars. Adequate funding is not provided for library resources 
and services in support of faculty and student scholarship. 

HSU has not created University-recognized “centers of excellence” that could 
serve as magnets for highly visible research and creative activity in areas of University 

strength. HSU does not have a program for the funding of postdoctoral associates 
who would have part-time teaching responsibilities in addition to augmenting the 
scholarly potential of our University. 

At present, there are barriers to interdisciplinary research and to teaching assignments 
that cross existing departmental and/or college or other unit boundaries. 

Values 

Scholarship (research and creative activities) enriches and informs classroom 
instruction and exemplifies “hands on” education for undergraduate and graduate 
students. Scholarship enhances faculty/staff development, stimulates intellectual 
growth of faculty and students, and raises the external visibility of our campus. 
The strategic plan should include actions that support, encourage and expand 
opportunities for faculty and students to engage in research and creative activities. 

Planning Assumptions 

Definition of Scholarship. A university is a community of scholars. Scholarship 
includes research and creative activity that furthers our knowledge and 
understanding, or represents significant expression and interpretation. Scholarly 
achievement is recognized by products that are deemed to have substantial merit 
through a process of scrutiny by professional peers. The diversity of scholarly 
products is a reflection of the diversity of thought and creative impulse inherent in 
the university experience. The products of research are usually scrutinized through 
a process of peer review, whereas the products of creative activity may be recognized 
by inclusion in exhibitions or performances, and/or review by respected critics. 

The Scholarship Focus Group identified and discussed numerous needs relating 
to improving conditions to encourage scholarship. All needs seemed to fall under 
two main thematic categories: 

• 	 HSU must improve and clarify institutional mechanisms for recognition of 
faculty scholarship 

• 	 HSU must improve the opportunities and infrastructure for scholarship. 
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Table 3:  Scholarship and Creative Processes Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

IIIa. HSU will increase institutional IIIa1. Revise Appendix J in the Changes in Appendix J. Current Appendix J Text 2004/05 Academic Senate; VPAA; President 
recognition of the importance of Faculty Handbook to reflect greater 
faculty scholarship. recognition of the importance of 

scholarship including: 1. revise 
definition of "scholarship"; 2. 
eliminate "compensatory in com-
bination" language; 3. adopt more 
explicit language concerning the 
importance of scholarship for RTP, 
especially for advancement to full 
professor. 

IIIa2. Develop a competitively Funds Set Aside for Program Currently no pool exists to support 2005-06 VPAA; Academic Deans; Dean 
funded assigned time pool for fac- assigned time for scholarship R&GS 
ulty research and creative activities 
to encourage scholarship 

IIIa3. Provide faculty with workload Formalizing recognition of these Currently, there are no consistent 2005-06 VPAA; Academic Deans; Academic 
credit for supervised instruction, contributions in workload calcula- University-wide policies relating Senate 
portfolio development, and service tions supervised instruction to faculty 
on graduate student committees workloads 

IIIa4. Create a funding pool from New HSUF policy New faculty get little or no start-up 2004-05 VPAA; Academic Deans; Dean 
HSUF indirect costs to enhance funds now, in stark contrast to R&GS; Director, HSUF 
start-up funding for new faculty. some of our sister institutions in 

the CSU 

IIIb. HSU will improve HSU Founda- IIIb1. Restructure indirect cost Approval of policy revisions Existing Policy 2005-06 Dean R&GS; Director, HSUF 
tion services to reinvest indirect return policy(ies). 
costs in research and creative 
activities. IIIb2. Improve transparency of re- Distribution of explicit recipes for Currently, the explicit recipes for 2004-05 Dean R&GS; Director, HSUF 

porting from administrators to those disbursement of (unexpended) disbursement of (unexpended) 
receiving indirect cost allocations. indirect costs indirect costs are not available to 

faculty or administrators. 

IIIc. HSU will Increase dedicated IIIc1. Dedicate private and Non-state funded construction Currently, no such space is avail- 2007-08 President; Director, HSUF; Director 
space for research and creative Foundation funds for construction able University Advancement 
activities to encourage and support of non-State research and creative 
scholarship. activities spaces. 

IIIc2. Utilize existing space Increase of 20% of generated Benchmark is existing laboratory/ 2005-06 VPAA; Academic Deans; Director, 
formulas to maximize justification space in all new construction or studio space Facilities Planning 
for spaces suitable for scholarly remodels for the same student 
activities. population 

IIIc3. Assess scholarship activity Conduct a systematic, campus- There has been no formal assess- 2004-05 VPAA; Academic Deans; Director, 
space needs by faculty and depart- wide survey ment of scholarship space needs. Facilities Planning 
ment across campus. 

IIIc4. Assess existing campus Conduct a systematic, campus- There has been no formal assess- 2004-05 VPAA; Academic Deans; Director, 
facilities for underutilized space wide survey ment of space needs. Facilities Planning 
that could be used for scholarly 
activities. 
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Table 3:  Scholarship and Creative Processes Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

(continued) IIIc5. Consider space for scholar- Review by Physical Services Little consideration 2004-05 VPAA; Academic Deans; Director, 
IIIc. HSU will Increase dedicated ship in the construction of all new Facilities Planning 
space for research and creative instructional buildings, includ-
activities to encourage and support ing space for faculty, graduate 
scholarship. students, visiting post-docs, and 

artists. 

IIIc6. Encourage a change in Change in formula Research is not a mandate of the 2006-07 President; VPAdmin 
space allocation formulas within the CSU 
CSU that recognizes the need for 
space requirements for scholarly 
activity. 

IIId. HSU will create Centers of IIId1. Seek private funds to support Establishment of one or more No such centers currently exist 2008-09 President; VPAA; Academic Deans; 
Excellence to highlight the unique Centers of Excellence. "centers of excellence" Director, University Advancement 
contributions of the campus to 
advancing knowledge. 

IIIe. HSU will develop a program to 
fund postdoctoral and artist-in-resi-

IIIe1. Establish a Program to Offer 
Teaching Post-Doctoral and Art-

Teaching Post-Docs and Artists-in-
Residence can increase the "critical 

A pool of funds will be identified to 
support a limited number of these 

2005-06 VPAA; College Deans; Dean for 
Research and Graduate Studies 

dence associates ist-in-Residence Positions in Key mass" in some scholarly areas and positions 
Disciplines. their teaching contributions would 

relieve the teaching pressure on 
existing faculty 

IIIf. HSU will reduce barriers to IIIf1. Create a structural Potential assigned time designation None 2005-06 Dean for Research and Graduate 
cross-disciplinary scholarship. mechanism to identify potential for participants and a committee in Studies 

interdisciplinary research and Research and Graduate Studies to 
reward faculty who participate identify potential areas. 

IIIg. HSU will enhance library 
resources to support scholarship. 

IIIg1. Identify and provide 
appropriate funding 

Funding levels are identified and 
provided 

None Begin in 2004/05 and ongoing VPAA; Deans; department faculty; 
library faculty 

IIIg2. Establish a basis for A percentage of indirect costs None 2004/05 and ongoing VPAA; Dean for Research and 
allocating appropriate indirect costs collected by the Foundation should Grad. Studies; Dean of Library; 
from contracts and grants for library be redirected to purchase library Foundation 
resources materials 

IIIg3. Faculty should include a When appropriate, grant proposals None 2004/05 and ongoing VPAA; Dean for Research and 
library resource component in grant include a library resource Grad.. Studies; Dean of Library; 
proposals component Foundation 
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_____________________________ 

Full Report of the Scholarship Focus Group 
Submitted To the Strategic Planning Steering Committee 
03 March 2004 

Focus Group Membership: 
Emily Bjerre, graduate student, Natural Resources (Wildlife) 
Julie Davy, Grants Analyst, HSU Foundation 
Steve Hackett, Professor, Economics 
David Hankin, Professor, Fisheries Biology (Chair) 
Jim Howard, Dean, College of Natural Resources and Sciences (Liaison) 
Erik Jules, Assistant Professor, Biology 
John Meyer, Associate Professor, Government & Politics 
Carolyn Mueller, Librarian 
Laurie Naber, undergraduate student, Art 
Kris Patzlaff, Associate Professor, Art 
Donna Schafer, Dean, Research & Graduate Studies 

(Revised) Statement of Breadth and Responsibility 

Scholarship (research and creative activities) enriches and informs classroom 
instruction and exemplifies “hands on” education for undergraduate and graduate 
students. Scholarship enhances faculty/staff development, stimulates intellectual 
growth of faculty and students, and raises the external visibility of our campus. 
The strategic plan should include actions that support, encourage and expand 
opportunities for faculty and students to engage in research and creative activities. 

Focus Group Operating Procedures 

Our Focus Group met for approximately 90 minutes each week from late October 
through mid-December 2003, and then again from mid-January through mid-
February 2004. Initial meetings were devoted to (a) assessment of the composition 
of the initial membership of the Focus Group, (b) development of a definition of 
scholarship that would guide subsequent discussions, (c) review and critique of the 
draft SPSC mission and vision statements, (d) review of the existing statement of 
breadth and responsibility for our Focus Group, and (e) identification of the most 
important needs that our group should address. Among other things, these early 
discussions led to expanded Focus group membership and increased representation 
of the arts (addition of Patzlaff and Naber). The majority of subsequent meetings were 
devoted to discussion of those scholarship issues judged most important by Focus 
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Group members and to development of one or two page statements of concerns and 
recommendations for each identified major issue. To develop one scholarship issue 
judged of special importance, several of us (Hankin, Howard and R. Golightly, per 
invitation) met with HSU campus experts on space allocation (Gary 

Krietsch and Bob Schulz) to discuss strategies for justification of graduate research 
labs and laboratory/studio space. 

All of the definitions, concerns and recommendations that are presented in 
our report reflect the collective wisdom of our group. We have in all cases drafted 
statements that reflect positions, concerns or recommendations that are shared 
by all members of our Focus Group, regardless of disciplinary orientation or unit 
affiliation. If a substantial number of the recommendations that we have made are 
adopted or are used to guide development of strategic planning policies, we believe 
that the future climate for scholarship at HSU would be dramatically improved 
when compared to the current situation. 

Report Organization 

We have organized our report into two sections. In the first section, we propose 
a definition of scholarship that reflects a shared and unified perspective that cuts 
across many campus programs and disciplines. This definition is central to all other 
material in our report because the needs that we identify and the recommendations 
that we propose to address these needs are all directed toward enhancement 
of scholarship as we have defined it. In this first section, we also present a brief 
prioritized listing of the major needs that we believe must be addressed to encourage 
and enhance scholarship at HSU. This concise listing allows a reader to very quickly 
determine the major needs that we have identified as central to the pursuit of 
scholarship at HSU. 

In the second section of our report, we have presented one or two page 
discussions of the needs identified in bullet form in Section I. These discussions 
include additional background on a particular need and conclude with a series of 
explicit recommendations for ways that the need could be effectively addressed in 
the future. 
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Section I 
Definition of Scholarship and Abbreviated Listing of Key Needs 

Adopted Definition of Scholarship: A university is a community of scholars. 
Scholarship includes research and creative activity that furthers our knowledge 
and understanding, or represents significant expression and interpretation. 
Scholarly achievement is recognized by products that are deemed to have 
substantial merit through a process of scrutiny by professional peers. The 
diversity of scholarly products is a reflection of the diversity of thought and 
creative impulse inherent in the university experience. The products of research 
are usually scrutinized through a process of peer review, whereas the products of 
creative activity may be recognized by inclusion in exhibitions or performances, 
and/or review by respected critics. 

Consistent with the above definition, we use the term scholarship to refer to research 
and creative activity throughout this document. 

Overview of Key Identified Needs 

The Scholarship Focus Group identified and discussed numerous needs relating to 
scholarship, but all needs seemed to fall under two main thematic categories: 

• 	 Improve and Clarify Institutional Mechanisms for Recognition of Faculty 
Scholarship 

• 	 Improve the Opportunities and Infrastructure for Scholarship. 

Below we provide an abbreviated prioritized listing of specific recommended 
actions for each of the above identified categories of need. 

Key Identified Needs 

Improve and Clarify Institutional Mechanisms for Recognition of Faculty 
Scholarship: 

1. Increase Institutional Recognition of Faculty Scholarship, including making 
recommended changes in the RTP process (Appendix J). 

Improve the Opportunities and Infrastructure for Scholarship: 

2. Develop a funded program to support assigned time for faculty scholarship, 
and create a campus-wide policy of providing workload credit for S-factor 
instruction of graduate students. 

3. 	Encourage the reinvestment of unexpended indirect costs in the enterprise 
of scholarship and ensure that rules for disbursement of such funds are 
transparent to academic units. A substantial portion of unexpended indirect 
costs should support infrastructure for scholarship; other uses include 
support of faculty assigned time, postdoctoral positions, library resources, 
and equipment required for scholarship. 

4.	 Develop additional space for scholarship (laboratories for research and studios 
for creative activities). 

5. Develop a reliable and substantial University-wide source of startup funding 
(for equipment, space, assigned time) that will be critical for future attraction 
and retention of new faculty. 

6.	 Seek private foundation or other non-state support for endowment of “Centers 
of Excellence” for support of faculty research and creative activities. 

7.	 Develop a program for funding of postdoctoral associates who would have 
part-time teaching responsibilities in addition to augmenting the scholarly 
potential of our University. 

8.	 Reduce barriers to and facilitate inter-disciplinary research that crosses 
existing Departmental and/or College boundaries; encourage joint faculty 
appointments (across departments, colleges and/or other units) and 
development of interdepartmental institutes. 

9. 	Provide library resources needed to support scholarship. 

Section II 
Summary of Needs and Recommendations 

Priority 1. Increase Institutional Recognition of Faculty Scholarship 

Statement of current conditions: Although faculty scholarship is recognized 
as having some value in the RTP process and receives additional recognition via 
the Scholar of the Year and McCrone Promising Faculty Scholars awards, current 
forms of institutional recognition of scholarship are inadequate and can serve to 
discourage a faculty member’s continued pursuit of scholarship. 

Institutional recognition of or incentives for faculty scholarship can be of two 
general types that are not necessarily mutually exclusive. The first type of incentive 
for faculty scholarship would be increased compensation and the second type of 
incentive would be a non-monetary increase of stature or recognition. Because 
advancement in rank almost always carries with it an increase in compensation, 
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it provides both types of incentives. Unfortunately, such incentives are limited 
generally to two instances in the career of an academic at HSU: (1) tenure and 
advancement from Assistant to Associate Professor or equivalent rank, and (2) 
advancement from Associate Professor to Full Professor or equivalent rank. 
Also, according to the current version of Appendix J, at section VIII.A.2.a, the 
“compensatory in combination” criterion for advancement in rank does not require 
that faculty engage in scholarship in order to be promoted; so long as candidates 
for promotion show substantial (a) service to the university and profession and/or 
(b) service to the community, they may be promoted without need to engage in 
scholarship as currently defined in Appendix J or as our Focus Group has defined 
scholarship. 

There are at least two programs that currently provide recognition of faculty 
scholarship at HSU. These programs include annual recognition of a single faculty 
member as Scholar of the Year and the McCrone Promising Faculty Scholars, a 
program that recognizes promising newer scholars. Both of these programs provide 
important emotional reinforcement for faculty scholarship. Additional recognition 
for scholarship is provided through decisions made regarding sabbatic or difference-
in-pay leave requests which may propose that faculty engage in scholarship. 

We believe that faculty scholarship should receive greater recognition in the RTP 
process at HSU. Most faculty hired by the University in recent years seek actively to 
pursue scholarship. The changes that we recommend to the RTP process (see below) 
would therefore make Appendix J more consistent with newer faculty expectations, 
aiding in their professional development and retention. 

Before listing our recommendations for changes in the RTP process at HSU (i.e., 
changes in Appendix J), we wish to stress two important points. First, we wish 
to remind readers that we have adopted a more rigorous definition of scholarship 
which is at odds, for good reasons, with the definition of scholarship currently 
presented in Appendix J. Second, we wish to stress that we are not proposing that 
less importance be attached to teaching/librarianship/counseling effectiveness in 
the RTP process. For HSU to maintain its long-term commitment to outstanding 
instruction, it is vital that teaching/librarianship/counseling effectiveness remain 
the most important criterion for determination of academic competence, especially 
for advancement from Assistant to Associate Professor and equivalent ranks. What 
we do propose, however, is that no level of service to university or profession or 
service to community can compensate for the absence of scholarship. Also, we 
believe that service to the community should be of relevance in the RTP process 
only when that service takes advantage of the professional academic expertise of 
a faculty member. The increased recognition of scholarship that we propose will 
be vital for attraction and retention of future faculty members, the lifeblood of a 
vigorous faculty. 

Recommended Changes in Appendix J: To ensure that faculty scholarship receives 
the recognition and importance that it deserves, we recommend the following 
changes to Appendix J: 

A. 	The current definition of scholarship (section VIII.B.2.) allows “scholarship” 
to include “development of curriculum and innovative methods of teaching/ 
librarianship and practices that significantly enhance or add breadth to 
one’s skills, abilities, and knowledge as a teacher...”. This definition confuses 
scholarship with good teaching/librarianship/counseling and should be 
replaced by the definition that has been developed by our Focus Group or by 
some similar definition that does not allow scholarship to be defined merely 
as “good teaching practices.” “Good teaching practices” are at the core of 
what we do at HSU, they are properly a part of “teaching effectiveness”, and 
should be evaluated as such. We recognize that “scholarship of teaching” 
can be an important kind of scholarship that should be recognized as such. 
The distinction between “good teaching practices” and the “scholarship of 
teaching” hinges on whether scholarly products have been produced (i.e., 
scholarly papers on pedagogy, presentations on pedagogy at professional 
conferences), and on the quality of those products (i.e., peer review of some 
sort or another). 

B. 	Section VIII.A.2. states that “The three areas other than teaching/librarian/ 
counseling effectiveness shall be considered equally in weight and 
compensatory in combination.” This section should instead require that all 
candidates provide clear evidence of ongoing or completed scholarship, as 
we have defined it, as a condition for advancement. All candidates should 
also provide clear evidence of service to university/profession and service to 
community, but service to community must be related to the professional 
expertise of a candidate. We believe that no individual should be promoted 
unless he/she can provide convincing evidence of ongoing or completed 
scholarship. “Ongoing” scholarship would include current research projects 
or creative activities, papers given at professional meetings or work shown 
at recognized art shows; completed research would include publication of 
professional papers/ reports or published reviews of creative products, or 
externally funded competitive grants. 

C. 	Advancement to Associate Professor should require “clear evidence of ongoing 
scholarship, and promise of continued growth,” whereas advancement to 
Full Professor should require “clear evidence of completed scholarship and 
demonstrated ability to supervise scholarly projects (e.g., via successful 
production of MS theses or degrees).” Appropriate analogous criteria for 
promotion for librarian and counselor faculty should be developed by 
those units. In the current version of Appendix J (section IX.A.1), there is 
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no unambiguous requirement for scholarship, although a requirement for 
scholarship may be implicit in the statement that “(Full) Professors must be 
capable of . . . directing research or stimulating creative activities . . .” 

Priority 2. Assigned Time for Faculty Scholarship 

Statement of current conditions: Faculty who are active and productive scholars 
do not receive a reduced teaching/librarianship/counseling workload expectation. 

Most faculty recognize that a key impediment to increasing the quantity and 
quality of scholarly activity is workload. For example, it is difficult for faculty to 
produce a sustained output of high-quality scholarly products under the 12-unit 
teaching load that is considered “standard” in most departments at HSU. Moreover, 
many faculty engage in “voluntary” overloads by accepting responsibility for 
supervising “S” factor graduate and undergraduate courses without workload credit. 
HSU’s approach of awarding assigned time for service but not for scholarship is not 
a CSU-wide policy.1 

Recommendations: 

• 	 Develop a reduced teaching/librarianship/counseling workload expectation 
for faculty who are active and productive scholars. 

• 	 In order to assure that assigned time goes to active and productive scholars, 
HSU should develop a process whereby faculty of all ranks who are or wish to 
be engaged in scholarship can apply for competitively funded assigned time. 
We recommend a process similar to that used for RSCA proposals, and that 
enough assigned time be funded so that active and productive scholars can 
have a reasonable expectation of receiving assigned research time to support 
their work. 

• 	 Provide faculty with teaching workload credit for “S” factor instruction of 
graduate and undergraduate research. This serves as an additional approach 
to reducing overall teaching workload so as to allow adequate time for pursuit 
of scholarship. 

1 Note that many CSU campuses provide reduced teaching workloads for active and productive 

scholars. Departments at Sacramento State University and San Francisco State University 

surveyed by this focus group were found to expect nine-unit teaching workloads to be standard 

for active and productive scholars. In some cases faculty apply for assigned time at the 

department level, while in other cases it is a baseline expectation. San Francisco State also 

has a Vice President’s Assigned Time Program, which competitively awards three units of 

assigned time to active and productive scholars. 

Priority 3. Disbursement and Use of Unexpended Indirect Costs 

Statement of current conditions: Indirect costs from grants and contracts are not 
reinvested to the extent possible to encourage scholarship. 

Indirect costs from grants/contracts that remain after covering HSU Foundation 
(HSUF) operating expenses and reimbursing the university represent a campus 
resource that can be used to encourage scholarship. The Foundation’s operating 
expenses have historically included the Research Activity Award (an incentive 
program) that returns indirect costs to PIs, departments, college offices and OAA 
(undergraduate and graduate) when projects have a negotiated indirect cost rate 
of 15% Total Direct Costs or greater. The Foundation’s policy provides that 10% of 
the indirect costs generated is assigned to the Research Activity Awards Program. 
HSUF also includes in its operating budget the small grant program (approximately 
$60,000 per year). Until recently the distribution of remaining unexpended revenue 
was divided into thirds with one third going to the Reserve Fund, one-third to the 
President’s Special Projects Trust, and one-third to the Executive Committee Trust. 
There was no expectation that these funds would be spent on encouraging scholarly 
activity (although some funds were certainly spent on such activity). Effective 
December 19, 2002, the Foundation’s reserve policy was modified to distribute 
unexpended indirect costs as follows: 

Year 1: for FY year ending June 30, 2003

30% to fund Foundation reserve categories

25% to fund HSUF trust President’s Special Projects

25% to fund HSUF trust Executive Committee Trust

20% to fund trust Research and Graduate Studies Trust


Year 2: for FY ending June 30, 2004

30% to fund Foundation reserve categories

20% to fund HSUF trust President’s Special Projects

20% to fund HSUF trust Executive Committee Trust

30% to fund trust Research and Graduate Studies Trust


All succeeding fiscal years ending June 30: 
30% to fund Foundation reserve categories 
15% to fund HSUF trust President’s Special Projects 
15% to fund HSUF trust Executive Committee Trust 
30% to fund trust Research and Graduate Studies Trust 
10% to fund each HSU College that generated indirect cost recovery 
proportional to that fiscal year’s total indirect cost recovery from grants 
and contracts awarded 
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The understanding in passing this policy was that the funds allocated to Research 
and Graduate Studies would be used to encourage scholarship and that a more 
robust advancement effort would compensate for the reduced discretionary funding 
available to the President and Vice Presidents. While this approach will provide 
more support for HSU scholars, other steps would further support HSU scholarly 
efforts. 

Recommendations: 

• 	 Expect transparency of reporting from administrators receiving indirect 
cost allocations (i.e., President, Vice Presidents, Deans of Graduate and 
Undergraduate Studies, College Deans) 

• 	 Expect operating efficiency from the Foundation and the requirement that it 
justify any increases in operating costs. 

• 	 Encourage full indirect cost recovery and provide incentives to faculty for full 
cost recovery. 

• 	 Change administrative fee on trust accounts from 4.5% to at least 8% so that 
research funds are not subsidizing trust accounting. With the administration 
of trust funds paying its “fair share” of HSU Foundation operating costs, 
increase the amount of funds that are available for enhancing the Research 
Activity Award. 

• 	 Develop guidelines for the use of indirect costs by various offices to further 
support the research enterprise (e.g., for the support of release time, start-up 
funding, library resources, strategic initiatives across units). 

Priority 4. Space for Scholarship 

Statement of current conditions: Currently many faculty and their students 
have inadequate space for successfully engaging in scholarship. HSU should 
develop additional space for research and creative activities, including: (a) using 
space allocation guidelines for courses more effectively, and (b) constructing new 
dedicated space for research and creative activities. 

Space is required for scholarly endeavors conducted in many disciplines on 
campus, such as the visual and performing arts, physical and life sciences, as well 
as others. In many departments, research and creative activities are limited by the 
lack of any requirement for the university to provide additional space. Research 
and creative activities are further limited by the common scenario in which faculty 
share offices, and graduate students do not have offices or studio space. In addition, 
attracting new, high-quality faculty and the many students they draw to the 
university is hindered by a lack of space. 

The primary basis for justification of research space is departmental graduate-
level FTE production. This FTE production has two primary sources: (1) enrollment 
in traditional departmental classes that are offered at the graduate level, and (2) 
enrollment in departmentally-sponsored graduate-level S-factor instruction (e.g., 
690, 695). Production of graduate-level FTE can prove critical for generation of 
research space. For example, optimization of graduate-level FTE was a deliberate 
strategy that ultimately justified the relatively generous graduate research spaces that 
were included in the remodeled and expanded Wildlife and Fisheries Building. 

It is important to note that the space allocated on the basis of graduate student 
enrollment is created only for graduate research, not for faculty research. While 
there is clearly utilization of the same space by faculty, there is currently no means 
by which any faculty research space can be justified. 

Lastly, undergraduates who are enrolled in 499 courses, or courses designated 
as “supervised undergraduate research projects”, do not generate laboratory or 
research space. As we suggest below, it is probably wise to develop some special 
course label (e.g., 485) with associated C16 classification for all undergraduates 
involved in research during any one semester. The C16 classification generates FTE’s 
justifying future laboratory space. 

Recommendations: 

• 	 Request explicit guidelines for allocating space for scholarly activities from 
the Chancellor’s Office. At present, there appears to be confusion about these 
guidelines across campus. 

• 	 Optimize use of space allocation formulas to develop the justification for more 
space in new and remodeled academic buildings. Use appropriate courses that 
require the CSU to allocate sufficient space for scholarship. For example: 

• 	 Require all graduate students, while in residence at HSU, to enroll in no 
fewer than, say, two credits each of 690 and 695 as part of the MS and MA 
degree requirements. 

• 	 Consider using a course number and C16 designation for undergraduate 
independent study that might otherwise be carried out under the 499 label. 
The 499 course label apparently generates no space. 

• 	 Examine all “space type” designations for all “activity” classes to be sure 
that space type 2 (lab) is associated with any activities which require lab 
(including computer lab) facilities. This type 2 designation generates 
significantly more required space (e.g., 40-100 sq. ft. per student vs. 15 sq 
ft. per student). 
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• 	 Carefully assess the needs for space by faculty. A systematic survey of faculty 
should be conducted to discern which departments and faculty currently have 
inadequate space for scholarly activities. 

• 	 Carefully assess the campus for underutilized spaces that could be altered to 
create space for scholarly activities. 

• 	 Consider including space specifically for scholarly activities in the construction 
of all new buildings on campus. 

• 	 Construct new buildings using non-State funds in which space for scholarly 
activities is a primary concern. 

• 	 Provide adequate office space for faculty and graduate students. Provide 
additional office space available for postdoctoral researchers and visiting 
faculty that will enhance the University’s mission. 

• 	 Pursue the reasons why, at present, the frequently used 499 courses do not 
generate space. 

• 	 Pursue the reasons why faculty research does not generate space for research 
activities. Faculty research accomplishments should justify space. 

• 	 Clarify how space for studios and other “lab type” spaces are justified for 
scholarship (i.e., creative activities) that is not easily labeled as research.

 Priority 5. Develop a Reliable Source of Startup Funding 

Statement of current conditions: HSU is unable to compete successfully for faculty 
with good potential as scholars or to give those faculty the best opportunity to be 
successful as scholars. 

In a study completed by the CSU Science Deans in November 2000, for example, 
the average investment in the member institutions was $40,450 per faculty position 
in startup funds and 9.24 WTU’s in assigned time. While science disciplines may 
represent one extreme in startup funding for laboratory equipment and supplies to 
enable scholars to be productive early in their careers, in other disciplines assigned 
time is an equally important investment in future scholarship. In the 2000 study cited 
above startup ranged from $272,000 for a biochemistry position at San Diego State 
to $2,800 for a computer science position at Humboldt State. HSU had the lowest 
investment in startup and assigned time among the institutions reporting (15/23). 
At HSU, CNRS is currently conducting a search for a new molecular biologist as 
are several other CSU’s. We have identified no startup funds for this position. The 
lowest reported startup from sister institutions for a molecular biologist in a recent 
science deans’ meeting was $80,000. 

Recommendation: Identify funds that can be specifically used as startup funds to 
attract high quality scholars to enable them to continue their scholarship and to 
engage our students in that scholarship. The recovery of indirect costs could result 
in one pool to reinvest in scholarship at HSU. A portion of this pool could be used 
to fund laboratories and studios in order to facilitate desired activities. Another 
portion of the recovered funds could be used as “buyout” to provide some assigned 
time to new faculty so they don’t lose the momentum that so many active scholars 
already have when they arrive on campus. 

Priority 6. Create and Endow Centers of Excellence 

Statement of current conditions: HSU has not created University-recognized 
“centers of excellence” that could serve as magnets for highly visible research and 
creative activity in areas of University strength. 

These centers would provide the infrastructure to draw faculty together often 
across disciplinary boundaries and thereby strengthen their ability to address 
pressing and complex challenges in a collaborative manner. To succeed, centers 
would require a clear University commitment and a sizeable endowment from 
private sources. 

Recommendations: 

• 	 Identify or develop a University review procedure for approving a campus 
“center of excellence.” 

• 	 Prioritize “centers” for strategic and ambitious fund-raising efforts facilitated 
by University Advancement. 

• 	 Establish private endowments to enable centers to become self-sustaining, 
providing for operating expenses, clerical and/or technical support, and 
faculty assigned time to participate in center projects. 

Priority 7. Develop a Postdoctoral Associate Program 

Statement of current conditions: HSU does not have a program for the funding 
of postdoctoral associates who would have part-time teaching responsibilities in 
addition to augmenting the scholarly potential of our University. 

Although HSU has an enviable record of successful grant and contract production 
for an institution where undergraduate teaching is the highest priority, our growth 
is this arena is constrained by at least two factors. First, we have high teaching loads 
that necessarily limit the time faculty can devote to scholarly endeavors and, second, 
we are academically “thin” in many critical areas and need the synergy of additional 
expertise to reach critical mass. 
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Recommendation: Develop teaching postdoctoral positions in key departments 
that can be used to satisfy both deficiencies listed above. These teaching postdocs 
can reduce the load for regular faculty and add their own research expertise to the 
development of new research/creative initiatives. These positions would be very 
much in demand in many disciplines as most academic positions available in the 
nation are in teaching institutions and many recent Ph.D.’s have little previous 
instructional experience when they seek academic positions that will require 
substantial teaching. 

Priority 8. Reduce Barriers to Inter-disciplinary Research 

Statement of current conditions: At present, there are barriers to interdisciplinary 
research and to teaching assignments that cross existing departmental and/or 
college or other unit boundaries. 

Recommendations: 

• 	 Promote a cultural change that would acknowledge the value of cross-
disciplinary research. 

• 	 Create a structural mechanism to identify potential interdisciplinary research 
that would provide resources to facilitate interdisciplinary collaboration, 
sustain existing collaborations and provide a forum in which to explore and 
foster potential new ones. 

• 	 Develop clear and straightforward hiring and RTP policies for joint 
appointments so that new and existing faculty can form long-lasting 
multidisciplinary instructional and scholarly linkages across departments. 

• 	 Create a tangible reward system for those serving on committees that are 
outside of their department. 

• 	 Conduct a survey to gauge interest in expanded interdisciplinary linkages 
across departments and collaborative instruction and scholarship, and to 
identify existing institutional, discipline-based, and “campus culture” barriers 
to these initiatives. 

Priority 9. Provide Library Resources to Support Scholarship 

Statement of current conditions: Adequate funding is not provided for library 
resources and services in support of faculty and student scholarship. 

Lack of adequate library resources will adversely impact the quality of education 
that Humboldt offers and the ability of faculty and students to undertake research 
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and creative activities, and will contribute to the difficulty of recruiting and retaining 
excellent faculty and students. 

Clearly there is overlap between resources supporting instruction and those 
supporting scholarship. No library has all the resources that its users would like 
to have, and choices must be made within the available funding. At Humboldt 
State University, the Library’s first priority is acquisition of resources essential for 
instruction in broad areas of the discipline, followed by those which are important to 
the discipline and to scholarship but less clearly related to instruction at Humboldt. 
Materials not central to instruction but which support the scholarship of individual 
faculty and their graduate students, if any, are by necessity a lower priority, with 
funding rarely available for their purchase. 

Libraries systemwide have been adversely affected by budget reductions, and 
Humboldt suffers an added disadvantage. Most CSU libraries are within an hour 
of another CSU, UC or other major library; for Humboldt, the nearest university 
with a comparable or larger library collection is more than a four hour drive away. 
The increasing availability of online access to library materials is to some degree 
a mitigating factor, but online databases are expensive and not all materials 
are available online. Because there is little uniformity among databases, even 
the “computer literate” benefit from instruction in their optimal use. Scholars 
experienced in traditional research methods may require extra assistance. 

In spring 2002, the Library participated in a nationally-normed survey designed 
and administered by the Association of Research Libraries. Respondents numbered 
1424 faculty, staff, and students. Three items in the “Access to Information” category, 
“complete runs of journal titles,” “convenient business hours,” and “comprehensive 
print collection,” were rated lowest by all classes of respondents, with the lowest 
ratings given by graduate students and faculty. Of 611 comments, 45.1% (276) also 
addressed “Access to Information,” many focusing on inadequate book and journal 
collections. 

Recommendations: Identify the appropriate funding levels (based on Humboldt 
State University’s mission and vision statements) for library resources and services 
in support of instruction and scholarship and allocate funds accordingly. 

• 	 As recommended in Priority 3, above, in support of current and future 
scholarship, Humboldt State University should “[e]stablish a basis for 
allocating appropriate indirect costs from contracts and grants for [sic] library 
and information services support” (Transforming CSU Libraries). 

• 	 Where appropriate, faculty should be encouraged to include a library resource 
component in grant proposals. 
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Appendix IV


TEACHER EDUCATION FOCUS GROUP 

(Theme: Academic Excellence) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
Susan Higgins, Dean, College of Professional Studies 

Focus Group Chairs 
Ann Diver-Stamnes, Professor, Education

Garry Eagles, Humboldt County Superintendent of Instruction


Core Working Group 
Susan Bennett, Professor, English, 

JoAnne Berke, Assoc. Professor, Art

Chris Douthit, Student

Chris Hopper, Assoc. Dean, College of Professional Studies

Dale Oliver, Professor, Mathematics

Cathleen Rafferty, Professor, Education

Jeffrey White, Asst. Professor, Biological Sciences

Patricia Yancey, Assoc. Professor, Education
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Summary Statement 

Teacher education has been at the heart of HSU since its inception, and the 
University continues to declare the importance of teacher education to its central 
mission. Teacher education begins in the undergraduate majors; cuts across all 
colleges; and culminates in the credential year at which time we prepare elementary, 
secondary, and special education teachers in partnership with our K-12 colleagues in 
public schools. Teacher education is in a unique position in the University because of 
its strong ties to the public schools and to a variety of departments on campus as well 
as the regular external review by the California Commission on Teacher Education 
we experience in five year cycles. 

Despite the State and CSU focus on teacher education, our programs at HSU have 
experienced funding difficulties over the past four years, resulting in having to place 
programs indefinitely on hold, having new faculty positions pulled, losing funding for 
the Mentor Teacher stipend, and suspending the Distinguished Teacher in Residence 
Program. Despite these hardships, we have continued to offer high quality teacher 
education as well as an M.A. in Education and have initiated a variety of outreach 
activities such as the North Coast Education Summit.  

We are committed to offering programs that produce well-educated and effective 
teachers, from their undergraduate experiences through their credential year. We 
define well-educated and effective teachers as those who: 

• 	 have strong content-specific knowledge and a deep understanding of the 
underlying concepts they will be teaching; 

• 	 have deep knowledge of children and adolescents, including the ways in which 
such issues as development, learning differences, families, motivation, life 
situations, culture (e.g., socioeconomic, ethnicity, language, exceptionality, 
religion, gender, and sexual orientation), etc. influence students’ ability and 
desire to learn; 

• 	 have an in-depth knowledge of pedagogy including learning theories, styles, 
strategies, and approaches and their connection to planning, instruction, and 
classroom management; 

• 	 have the ability to relate well with their students; 

• 	 know the value of reflection and are metacognitive lifelong learners; and 

• 	 have knowledge of and are involved with the profession of education and the 
world beyond the classroom. 
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 Current Conditions 

Teacher education has always been at the heart of HSU. From its beginning as a 
Normal School in 1914 to our credential programs today, the University has been 
continuously involved in the preparation of education professionals. One of every 
seven HSU students is involved in some phase of teacher education. Students come to 
our credential programs from a wide variety of undergraduate backgrounds that cross 
all three colleges. Many local teachers and administrators received their professional 
preparation at HSU.  

Over the past eight years, teacher education has undergone major changes on 
this campus. In 1996, it consisted of four separate credential programs (Teacher 
Preparation Multiple Subjects, Single Subjects, Administrative Services, and Special 
Education). The latter two programs were offered only through Extended Education. 
The multiple and single subjects programs were separate quasi-departments with 
few full-time faculty (two in Multiple and one in Single Subjects) and no self-
governance. One of the barriers to positive change was a negative University-wide 
perception of Education, a legacy of the old Department of Education which had 
been phased out by 1992. After rigorous self-study which included many interviews 
with faculty from the various credential programs, Arts and Sciences faculty, and 
colleagues in K-12 local schools, faculty generated a report that contained three major 
recommendations: formation of a conjoined Department of Education consisting 
of the four credential programs, reinstatement of the suspended Master of Arts in 
Education, and establishment of a Center for Educational Renewal to foster school/ 
university partnership endeavors. This report became the foundation for changes that 
began to be implemented in January, 1998.  

At that time, Special Education and Administrative Services joined the renamed 
Elementary and Secondary Education programs to form the new Department of 
Education. Faculty were successful in securing the reinstatement of the Master of 
Arts in Education and the creation of the Center for Educational Renewal (now 
called the Center for Educational Excellence, Collaboration, and Inquiry) as well 
as creating a variety of new programs including Level II Special Education, Reading 
Certificate (created at the behest of local teachers and administrators), the Minor in 
Education, North Coast Education Summit, and the Education Colloquium series, to 
name a few. HSU teacher education programs now enjoy strong and positive working 
relationships with local schools, working diligently to maintain those relationships in 
the realization that the preparation of education professionals by definition involves a 
solid partnership between the schools and the University.  

Due to budgetary issues over the past four years, teacher education programs have 
faced cuts in a variety of areas including placing the Reading Certificate and Minor in 
Education programs on hold indefinitely, giving up an approved position in literacy 
due to lack of funding, losing funding for the Mentor Teacher stipend, suspending 
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the Distinguished Teacher in Residence Program, etc. The North Coast Education 
Summit has been accomplished with no release time or compensation for faculty and 
staff involved which is not sustainable, especially in light of its growth over the past 
three years. The loss of such programs directly impacts the ability of teacher education 
programs to recruit new students, provide professional growth opportunities for our 
credential candidates and local educators, provide compensation for mentor teachers, 
and build a strong bridge between theory and practice through the hiring of teachers 
in residence. Additional budget cuts will seriously further erode the progress made 
over the past eight years. Teacher education also faces external requirements from 
the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing as well as the CSU which 
place burdens on faculty and staff who must respond to ever-changing professional 
standards by redesigning programs and preparing and submitting massive amounts 
of documentation. 

Values  

All graduates of the teacher education programs at Humboldt State University will 
be well-educated, effective teachers. Their undergraduate work will prepare them to 
have exceptionally strong content-specific knowledge, and they will have multiple 
early field experiences prior to entrance into the program that will help them clarify 
their aspiration and decision to work with children and adolescents. The credential 
programs will provide them with in-depth knowledge of pedagogy; a critical awareness 
and understanding of the many cultures and ideologies that constitute and shape our 
society and classrooms; an understanding of the importance of truly listening to those 
they serve; and the ability to meet the diverse needs of their students, their schools, 
their communities, and their profession. We value mentor teachers as equal partners 
in the relationship that must exist between HSU and the schools in our on-going 
efforts to bring the best and brightest candidates into our profession and provide 
them with the strongest site-based field experiences possible to ensure that they meet 
our criteria for being well-educated teachers. We have a commitment to a professional 
and collegial partnership with local educators to enhance P-12 and higher education. 
We are dedicated to meeting the professional development needs of our colleagues in 
the public schools.  

Planning Assumptions 

The Teacher Education Focus Group operated under several main assumptions: 

• 	 the University continues to hold teacher education as central to its historical 
and current mission; 

• 	 the University maintains a strong commitment to its responsibility of 
providing high quality, well-educated teachers and administrators for the state 
of California; 

• 	 the University is committed to retaining and enhancing relationships with 
local educators in our community, including those who function in the role of 
mentor teacher; and 

• 	 the University will provide the resources necessary to sustain and enhance the 
ability of those involved in teacher education to achieve the goals outlined in 
the proposed strategic plan. 
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Table 4:  Teacher Education Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

IVa. HSU will encourage a IVa1. Disseminate Educa- Number of meetings between Edu- Meetings with LSEE and Special 2004-05 Program Leaders, Department of 
university-wide understanding of tion Department definition of a cation Dept. faculty and ancillary Methods faculty Education; Associate Dean CPS; 
HSU's definition of a well-educated well-educated teacher and have departments CSMPs*, NMSI** 
teacher. departments involved in teacher 

education review and discuss it in 
light of their current programs. 

IVb. HSU will Increase the pool IVb1. Assign staff member to focus Recruiter assigned None. 2006-07 Dean Enrollment Management; 
of candidates for basic credential on teacher education recruitment. Dean COPS 
programs to meet the needs of 
California. IVb2. Begin publicity campaign 

and outreach across state. 
Campaign plan in place None. 2006-07 Dean Enrollment Management; 

Dean COPS 

IVb3. Increase the pool of appli- Percentage increase in teaching EED = 200 2006-07 Dean Enrollment Management; 
cants to the credential program candidates SED = 160 Dean COPS; NMSI; RSP*; RAMP* 
by 25%. SPED = 40 NMSI: Sci = 14 

Math = 8 

IVb4. Increase the diversity of the Percentage of underrepresented Unknown 2006-07 Dean Enrollment Management; 
pool of applicants to the credential groups in applicant pool. Dean COPS; NMSI; RSP*; RAMP* 
programs by 25%. 

IVb5. Increase math/science stu- Number of math/science students NMSI: Sci = 14 Math = 8 2006-07 NMSI; RSP*; RAMP* 
dents in an undergraduate teacher pursuing teaching credential 
pathway by 50% and recruit 15 stu-
dents from science-related fields. 

IVc. HSU will increase financial IVc1. Raise $150,000 to support Amount of funds raised None 2005-06 Director University Advancement; 
support for teacher education-rela- collaborative teacher education Chair Education Dept.; Director of 
ted endeavors which strengthen our endeavors (e.g., CEECI***, North CEECI; NMSI 
relationships with the community, Coast Education Summit, urban 
College of the Redwoods, and local and rural partnerships, Distin-
K-12 schools. guished Teacher in Residence, etc.) 

IVd. HSU will provide appropriate IVd1. Reinstate the $70,000 men- Level of reinstated funds None 2004-05 Dean COPS 
remuneration for mentor teachers tor teacher stipend funds. 
in the community to encourage, 
acknowledge, and reward their 
participation in teacher education. 

IVd2. Increase the mentor teacher 
stipend funds by $70,000. 

Amount of budget item for teacher 
stipends 

None 2005-06 Dean COPS; Director University 
Advancement 

IVe. HSU will provide on-line IVe1. Provide 3 WTUs release Release time provided None 2004-05 Executive Committee; VPAA 
courses in the education M.A. and time for faculty to create each on-
credential programs for greater line course. 
community outreach (e.g., Crescent 
City, Hoopa, Southern Humboldt, 
etc.). 

IVe2. Provide hardware and sof-
tware necessary for online course 
creation and delivery. 

Necessary equipment in place Computer refresh program on 
college is on hold due to budget 
constraints 

2004-05 VPAA 

IVf. HSU will provide continuing IVf1. Develop an on-line directory Website developed None 2004-05 Director, CEECI 
education and professional growth of local Professional Growth 
services for local educators. Advisors, professional growth 

opportunities, etc., so as to better 
serve local educators. 

IVf2. Develop professional growth Number of professional growth Limited 2004-05 Associate Dean COPS; Director, 
courses, workshops, and conferen- opportunities CEECI 
ces for the community. 
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Table 4:  Teacher Education Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

IVg. HSU will be diligent in certi-
fying that all educational and legal 
requirements are met before any 
university student is placed on a 
K-12 campus. 

IVg1. Create a checklist of requi-
rements for all university students 
to complete prior to placement in 
K-!2 schools (e.g., DOJ clearance, 
orientation to appropriate conduct 
on K-12 campuses, etc.). 

Checklist of requirements created 
and policy for check-off created 

None 2004-05 Associate Dean COPS; Director, 
CEECI 

IVg2. Establish a position housed 
in the Education Department to 
oversee all K-12 school-based 
experiences at the university and 
work as a liaison between HSU and 
the schools. 

Liaison position established Existing relationships with K-12 
schools 

2004-05 Dean COPS; Director, CEECI 

* CSMPs - California Subject Matter Projects (RSP - Redwood Science Project, RAMP - Redwood Area Mathematics Project, and RWP - Redwood Writing Project) 

** NMSI - Northcoast Mathematics and Science Initiative (Nov-03 to Sept-04) 

*** CEECI - Center for Educational Excellence, Collaboration, and Inquiry 
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Appendix V


TEACHING AND LEARNING FOCUS GROUP 

(Theme: Academic Excellence) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
Greg Simmons, Professor, Health & PE 

Focus Group Chair 
Eileen Cashman, Asst. Professor, Environmental Resources Engineering 

Core Working Group 
Elizabeth Boone, Assoc. Professor, Art

Nancy Kelly, Analyst, Budget and Institutional Data

Kelly Kiesling, Student

Anya McDavitt, Program Manager, Youth Educational Service

Elizabeth Watson, Professor, Sociology

Eric Van Duzer, Asst. Professor, Education
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Summary Statement 

A primary core value of the university is the provision of “...the highest quality 
education possible in today’s world.” Teaching and learning have been and will 
continue to be central to quality education. Humboldt State University will improve 
teaching and learning by developing meaningful and valid measures of teaching 
excellence with effective feedback to faculty. We will strive for a positive learning 
environment and faculty sustainability by providing an 18:1 student/faculty ratio, 
space and facilities to accommodate diverse styles of teaching and learning and 
inclusion of appropriate teaching and learning technologies. HSU will promote 
intellectual integrity and responsibility among students and faculty via review of 
course and program profiles. Further development of cross-disciplinary projects 
will assist in fostering academic community among colleges and departments. 
Greater interaction with the local community will enhance learning opportunities 
as support of International Exchange, Study Abroad and Peace Core programs will 
foster involvement with the global community. 

 Current Conditions 

• 	 Teaching and learning are highly valued at Humboldt State University. 

•	 The feedback faculty receive concerning their teaching could be more effective. 

• 	 The measures used for teaching excellence could be improved. 

• 	 The Student/Faculty Ratio is 19+:1. 

• 	 The “Repeat Policy” for students is too liberal. 

• 	 Funded faculty development opportunities are limited. 

• 	 Course classifications need to be reexamined. 

• 	 Students do not appreciate the importance of course evaluations. 

• 	 There is a lack of cross-disciplinary academic projects. 

• 	 Professional development funding for faculty/student travel is limited. 

• 	 Service Learning, Economic Portal Internships, International Exchange 
and study Abroad, and Peace Corps participation are excellent learning 
opportunities. 

• 	 Faculty carry heavy teaching loads and those faculty are prone to “burn-out.” 

• 	 The RTP process needs to be reexamined. 

• 	 The campus lacks enough large lecture and small seminar rooms. 

Appendix V: Teaching and Learning 

• 	 The campus needs more “smart classrooms.” 

Values 

Teaching and learning at Humboldt State University have a tradition of being highly 
valued. As a goal, teaching and learning should be even more highly valued in the 
future. 

Humboldt State University should be recognized for actions that support excellence 
in teaching and learning, including: 

• 	 The provision of mentors that provide multiple observations and meaningful 
feedback to new faculty; 

• 	 The funding of compensation to support all faculty involved in team teaching 
endeavors; 

• 	 The provision of contemporary, meaningful and valid measures of teaching 
excellence; 

• 	 The return to an 18:1 Student Faculty Ratio; 

• 	 The implementation of a responsible Repeat Policy; 

• 	 A well-funded Faculty Development Program; 

• 	 A sustainable teaching and learning environment. 

Planning Assumptions 

To achieve continued excellence in teaching and learning at Humboldt State 
University, it is assumed that 

•	 Strategies that have low fiscal requirements will be implemented in the near future; 

• 	 The University will seek additional funding and/or shift resources to realize 
strategies that require fiscal assistance; 

• 	 Funding created by California Propositions 55 and 57 will actually reach the 
campus level; 

• 	 There is a mutual desire to foster community among departments and colleges 
within the University-; 

• 	 Teaching and Learning will hold a prominent position in the published 
Strategic Plan. 
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Table 5:  Teaching and Learning Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

Va. HSU will provide effective feed- Va1. Provide compensated men- Number of compensated mentors. None 2005-2006 Academic Deans 
back to faculty to improve teaching. tors to perform multiple observa-

tions of new faculty and review 
student evaluations. 

Va2. Develop opportunities for Number of observations. Unknown 2005-2006 Academic Deans; Dept. Chairs 
meaningful faculty observations of 
each others teaching. 

Va3. Support team taught courses WTUs Unknown 2006-2007 VPAA; Academic Deans 
with WTU credit for all faculty 
involved. 

Vb. HSU will develop meaningful Vb1. Collect course evaluations by Course evaluations in program Unknown 2006-2007 Dean Undergraduate Studies 
and valid measures of teaching discipline and disseminate through review documents. 
excellence. the program review documents. 

Vb2. Utilize mid-semester evalua- Number of mid-semester evalua- Unknown 2005-2006 VPAA; Academic Deans 
tions in the RTP process as a way tions in WPAFs. 
to encourage junior faculty to use 
this service. 

Vb3. Redesign course evaluation Validity and utility of evaluation Wide variety of evaluation tools 2007-2008 VPAA; Academic Deans 
tools based on solid research to tools used across campus 
improve validity and utility 

Vc. The University student faculty 
ratio will return to 18:1. 

Vc1. Hire more tenure track faculty SFR 19+:1 2007-2008 President 

Vc2. Examine profile of course NA NA 2007-2008 VPAA 
offerings and enrollments 

Vd. HSU will promote intellectual Vd1. Change the current Repeat The number of repeats allowed. Students may retake a course 3 2005-2006 Registrar 
integrity and responsibility among Policy times and replace the grade in their 
students. GPA. 

Ve. HSU will promote intellectual 
integrity and responsibility among 

Ve1. Strongly encourage faculty 
to participate in funded faculty 

Number of funded professional 
development activities. 

Service learning example. 2005-2006 VPAA 

faculty. development opportunities. These 
opportunities could be funded 
through release time, stipends, 
and/or WTUs. 

Ve2. Make “teaching excellence” To be determined Skepticism by faculty as to require- 2006-2005 President 
a real requirement in the RTP ment 
process. 

XVIe3. Reevaluate course clas- Enrollments in courses Overenrolled 2006-2007 VPAA 
sifications. Make seminars really 
seminars, labs really labs. 

Ve4. University support to explain Number of student evaluations Unknown 2006-2007 Academic Deans 
to students the importance of 
evaluations. 
Support turning in evaluations as a 
course requirement. 
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Table 5:  Teaching and Learning Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

Vf. HSU will foster community Vf1. Promote and support cross- Number of projects Unknown 2007-2008 VPAA; Academic Deans; Depart-
among departments and colleges disciplinary projects ment Chairs 
within the University. 

Vf2. Provide funding for faculty and Level of funding Unknown 2006-2007 Dean R&GS 
students to travel to professional 
meetings 

Vf3. Provide faculty and staff men-
tors for students 

Number of mentors Unknown 2006-2007 Dept. Chairs 

Vf4. Set-up student internships in 
various departments 

Number of Internships Unknown 2005-2006 Dept. Chairs; Academic Deans 

Vg. HSU will foster increased Vg1. Provide resources for Number of projects and level of Unknown 2005-2006 President 
interaction between the local com- planning and building community funding 
munity and university. partnership projects 

Vg2. Reward students engaged in Number of methods of reward Unknown 2005-2006 Coordinator Service Learning and 
service learning…a special nota- Experiential Learning 
tion on the degree, or a certificate 
program that acknowledges a 
significant level of service learning 

Vg3. Use the Economic Portal to Number of projects and internships Unknown 2005-2006 Director of Economic Portal 
develop service learning and intern-
ships in the community. 

Vh. HSU will foster Global Com-
munity Involvement. 

Vh1. Continue to promote and sup-
port the Peace Corp 

Number of Students involved Unknown 2005-2010 President 

Vh2. Promote and support Interna- Number of Students involved Unknown 2005-2010 VPAA 
tional Exchange and Study Aboard 
Program 

Vi. HSU will provide for Faculty 
Sustainability. 

Vi1. Increase the use of student 
assistants 

Number of Student Assistants Unknown 2005-2006 

Vi2. Conduct a thorough univer- NA No study. 2005-2006 
sity-wide study of the committee 
structure and the effect of those 
committees on the decisions made 

Vi3. Substantially reduce the RTP 
process 

Number of faculty and administra-
tors involved. Number of hours. 

Unknown 2005-2006 

Vi4. Reduce the teaching load to 
9 WTUs 

WTUs 12 WTUs 2008-2009 President 

Vi5. Provide professional develop- Number of opportunities Unknown 2005-2006 Faculty Development Coordinator 
ment opportunities for staff that 
can be tied into the teaching and 
learning at HSU. 

Vi6. Make the RTP process more Level of independent goals None 2005-2006 President 
flexible. Allow faculty and depart-
ments to set appropriate goals to 
achieve tenure based on depart-
ment needs. 
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Table 5:  Teaching and Learning Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

(continued) Vi7. Improve sponsorship of Amount of release time and person- Faculty Diversity Program 2006-2007 VPAA 
Vi. HSU will provide for Faculty release time for junior and senior nel involved 
Sustainability. faculty for research and creative 

activities. 

Vi8. Require faculty to take sab-
baticals every 10 years. 

Number of leaves Unknown 2005-2007 President 

Vj. HSU will provide a sustainable Vj1. Provide space and facilities Space Unknown 2009-2010+ Director of Physical Services 
teaching and learning environment that can accommodate diverse 

styles of teaching and learning. 
More large lecture rooms and more 
small seminar rooms 

Vj2. Provide funding for adequate Classroom upgrades per year Unknown 2005-2006 Director of Physical Services 
classroom furniture, balancing stu-
dents needs and room capacity 

Vj3. Provide funding for the instal- Number of smart classrooms and Unknown 2005-2006 Director of Physical Services 
lation and maintenance of current number of annual upgrades 
technologies for teaching i.e. “smart 
classrooms” 

Vj4. Provide release time and/or Level of Release Time Unknown 2005-2006 Academic Deans and Director of 
project time for staff/physical Physical Services 
services to work with faculty and 
students on classroom upgrade and 
design projects. 
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_____________________________ 

Appendix VI


UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION FOCUS GROUP 

(Theme: Academic Excellence) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
Milton Boyd, Professor, Biological Sciences 

Focus Group Chair 

Core Working Group 
Elizabeth Boone, Assoc. Professor, Art

Diana Campos, Student

Gregory Crawford, Asst. Professor, Oceanography

Erik Eschker, Asst. Professor, Economics

Chris Hopper, Assoc. Dean, College of Professional Studies

Elizabeth Miller, Student

Randall Mishler, Student

Anne Paulet, Asst. Professor, History

Valgene Phillips, Interim Dean, Undergraduate Studies
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Summary Statement 

The University offers 27 programs leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree and 22 
programs leading to a Bachelor of Science degree. Most major programs also have 
minors (39) and an additional 38 minors are offered without corresponding majors. 
Students work closely with their major advisor and must complete a major degree 
contract prior to graduation. Academic programs place a high value on active 
involvement, teamwork, and engagement of students and faculty. Undergraduate 
programs are characterized by a high degree of interaction between students 
and faculty and an awareness of environmental, social, cultural, and economic 
connections among and between academic disciplines. There is an abundance of 
“hands on” learning opportunities in lab, field, and community settings. Academic 
major programs contribute to the university’s goal of educating well informed citizens 
who will participate productively in the affairs of their local communities, the state, 
and nation.

 Current Conditions 

The University offers 27 programs leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree and 22 
programs leading to a Bachelor of Science degree. Most major programs also have 
minors (39) and an additional 38 minors are offered without corresponding majors. 

• 	 There is significant variation in the number of students in each major. The 
number of declared students in a major ranged from a low of 7 to a high of 557 
in Fall semester 2003. 

• 	 The University requires that students meet with their major advisor at least 
once each semester to obtain registration materials. Most academic advisors 
meet more often with the students they advise. 

• 	 In recent years it has become possible for academic advisors to e-mail all 
advisees to insure that they have current information about major and 
university requirements. 

• 	 Satisfactory fulfillment of all requirements for a major is insured by completion 
of a major degree contract before students apply for graduation. The major 
contract is formulated by each advisor and student and is reviewed and 
approved by the department chair. 

Values 

The university provides undergraduate students with a diverse array of majors, 
minors, and opportunities for interdisciplinary study. Curricular offerings combine a 
traditional liberal arts and sciences foundation with practical experiences in field and 
laboratory settings. Academic programs at HSU are known for: 

• 	 Learning opportunities that place high value on active involvement, teamwork, 
and engagement of students and faculty. 

• 	 A high degree of interaction between students and faculty. 

• 	 An awareness of environmental, social, cultural, and economic connections 
among and between academic disciplines. 

• 	 An abundance of “hands on” learning opportunities in lab, field, and community 
settings. 

• 	 An alignment of students’ academic goals to the needs of the State of California 
for highly educated, well informed citizens who will participate productively in 
the affairs of their local communities, the state, and nation. 

Planning Assumptions 

HSU will continue to offer academic programs during the next 5-7 years that will 
attract students to the campus and will prepare individuals to function as productive 
citizens in the 21st Century. 
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Table 6:  Undergraduate Education Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

VIa. HSU will offer undergraduate VIa1. Review enrollment in majors, Number of majors offered 49 Majors 2008-09 Academic Deans; Dean UG Stud-
majors that fulfill our mandate and incorporate as part of Program ies; UCC 
reflect the unique qualities of the Review 
campus and its surroundings. 

VIb. The structure of major VIb1. Monitor inquiries through Approved Program Reviews, Self Unknown 2008-09 Academic Deans; Dean UG Stud-
programs will meet the needs of enrollment management, track Studies ies; UCC 
students who attend HSU and the enrollment and graduation rates to 
needs of the people of the state of bachelor’s degree. 
California. 

VIc. Each major will incorporate VIc1. Monitor majors, insure that Number of courses with identified Unknown 2008-09 Academic Deans; Dean UG Stud-
specific opportunities for proficien- each major has a course, series of communication skills and require- ies; UCC 
cy in verbal and written communi- courses, or assignments in verbal ments 
cation in their program of study. and written communication 
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Community of Student Scholars Theme
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_____________________________ 

Appendix VII


CO-CURRICULAR PROGRAMS; STUDENT 

LEARNING COMMUNITIES FOCUS GROUP 

(Theme: Community of Student Scolars) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
Manolo Platin, Student 

Focus Group Chair 
Annie Bolick-Floss, Director, Youth Educational Services 

Core Working Group 
Christian Boomquist, Student 
Corey Dobyns, Student 
Romi Hitchcock-Tinseth, Director, New Student Programs 
Megan Hundley, Coordinator, Housing 
Dave Nakamura, Director, Center Activities 
Dan Pambianco, Sports Information Director, Athletics 
Michael Wilcoxen, Coordinator, Clubs and Activities 
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Summary Statement 

Within co-curricular programs students are capable of enriching their educational 
development through experiences outside the classroom setting. Through the 
pursuit of preparing students with transferable life-long learning skills at HSU. there 
is an essential need for positive student contact with the surrounding community. 
Linkages between the local citizenry and motivated college students create synergy 
throughout the North Coast. Humboldt State becomes a stronger University as 
students voluntarily branch out into the community through independently funded 
co-curricular programs. This experience where students grow as individuals is a 
main principle reason for co-curricular programs to exist, and supplements the 
effectiveness of HSU as a whole.

 Current Conditions 

Co-curricular student learning activities and programs occur as an enhancement 
to the classroom learning experience and support the curriculum. Academic units 
may be given for these experiences but are not mandatory. Extra-curricular student 
learning activities and programs occur as an enhancement to the total college 
experience and maturation process. 

Values 

The well balanced education is not confined to a classroom, a syllabus or 
a textbook. Being a member of the Humboldt State University campus and 
community provides an ongoing exploration of new ideas, socially and culturally 
enriching opportunities, socially and environmentally responsible behaviors and 
intellectually engaging endeavors. A proposed HSU Spirit Program would reinforce 
this ideal by requiring HSU students, faculty and staff to sample a variety of cultural 
events. Just as professors select texts which they deem important and enlightening 
for the students in their courses, so the HSU Spirit Program would recommend 
to the HSU community culturally profitable and enriching ways to enhance their 
lives. The numerous opportunities would include lectures and panel discussions 
on a wide variety of topics by experts from both inside and outside the Humboldt 
community; concerts highlighting different types of music, from jazz to gospel to 
classical; engaging works of theater; and films; as well as community service and 
service-learning opportunities connecting with our local communities. Each event 
would be planned so that students are educated rather than merely entertained. The 
Humboldt Spirit Program resulted from extensive discussions in the Focus Group 
and is still in its infancy. This focus group is committed and interested in further 
developing this idea. The Humboldt Spirit Program is modeled after the Furman 

University Cultural Learning Program. More information about the Furman 
Program can be located at http://www.furman.edu/clp/index.htm. 

Planning Assumptions 

The primary focus of HSU is to provide quality education leading to completion of 
a degree program. The Humboldt experience provides students many opportunities 
for learning beyond the classroom setting. “Education is a social process; education 
is growth; education is not a preparation for life, but is life itself.” Dewey, John “The 
nation and the world need educated men and women who not only pursue their own 
personal interests but are also prepared to fulfill their social and civic obligations. 
And it is during the college years, perhaps more than at any other time, that these 
essential qualities of mind and character are refined,” Boyer, Student learning 
communities, co-curricular programs and extra-curricular activities offer multiple 
opportunities and experiences assist students in developing transferable life-long 
learning skills. 
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Table 7:  Co- and Extra-Curricular Student Learning Activities & Programs Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

VIIa. HSU will continue to VIIa1. Compile and maintain a A listing of the number of resour- Unknown 2004-05 Office of Economic and Community 
utilize the campus and community list of campus and community ces, updated annually Development 
environment to enhance student resources 
learning. 

VIIb. Provide easier access VIIb1. Identify on the Master Cam- Center or not Does not exist 2004-05 Director, Physical Services and VP 
and greater interaction between pus Plan a central location or center Student Affairs 
organized co- and extra-curricular for offices and program spaces. 
programs. 

VIIb2. Develop a strategy for A policy for program migration. No policy exists 2004-05 Director, Physical Services and VP 
migrating existing programs to a Student Affairs 
central location. 

VIIc. HSU will become a leader in VIIc1. Enhance and develop col- Central identification of collabora- Scattered and incomplete lists exist Annually Department Chairs; VP Student 
co- and extra-curricular activities laborative relationships between tive relationships Affairs 
and programs through the devel- academic programs and co- and 
opment of the Humboldt Spirit extra-curricular activities. 
Program. 

VIIc2. Require student participation 
for baccalaureate degree 

Tracking mechanism at the advisor 
level 

Does not exist Pilot 2004-05 Registrar, VPAA, VPSA, Depart-
ments 

VIIc3. Develop and expectation Annual staff evaluations; RTP Does not exist Pilot 2004-05 Registrar, VPAdmin, VPAA, VPSA, 
that all faculty and staff are to be process Departments 
affiliated with co- or extra-curricular 
activities or programs 

VIIc4. Create, in cooperation with Resource Bank Does not exist Pilot 2004-05 VPSA; Community Relations 
College of the Redwoods and Hum-
boldt Area Foundation, a Resource 
Bank to identify existing and poten-
tial community partnerships 

VIId. Encourage all members of VIId1. Encourage all students to Percent of graduating seniors who Does not exist 2004-05 Associated Students 
the HSU community to balance sign the HSU Graduation Pledge. sign the pledge. 
environmental responsibility with 
sound economic choices VIId2. Encourage, where appropri- Number of purchasing decisions Does not exist 2005-06 Cost Centers; Purchasing Dept. 

ate, purchases to be made locally using local suppliers 
to support local businesses. 

VIIe. Create a culture emphasizing VIIe1. Support and emphasize Central listing of leadership posi- Does not exist 2004-05 Associated Students; VPSA 
student leadership while at HSU formal and informal leadership op- tions 
and in subsequent careers. portunities at HSU 

VIIe2. Highlight faculty and staff Number of stories or articles Limited 2004-05 Community Relations; Staff Coun-
models of leadership activities as a cil; Deans; Departments 
form of mentoring 

VIIe3. Identify an academic home 
for the Leadership Studies Minor 

Academic assignment Does not exist 2004-05 VPAA 

VIIe4. Promote the Leadership 
Studies Minor to students 

Number of students minoring in LS Unknown 2004-05 VPAA 

VIIe5. Enhance the recognition of 
students who serve as leaders 

Number of awards or recognitions Limited 2004-05 VPSA 

VIIe6. Promote voting, service, and 
civic responsibilities of students 

Tracking of promotion activities Limited 2004-05 VPSA 
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Appendix VIII


STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES FOCUS GROUP 

(Theme: Community of Student Scholars) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
Gretchen Kinney, Student 

Focus Group Chair 
Patty O’Rourke Andrews, Asst. Director, Housing 

Core Working Group 
Barbara Peters, Counselor, Career Center

Donna Clark, Language Skills Specialist, Learning Center

Dustin Duley, Student

Barbara Goldberg, Director, University Writing Center

Ryan Mann-Hamilton, Advisor, EOP

Chryste Johnson, Student

Barbara Keating, Counselor, Financial Aid

Ginny Kelly, Director, AIR Center

Burt Nordstrom, Executive Director, University Center

Thomas Swanger, Asst. Registrar, Registrar’s Office

Buddy White, Student

Michael Wilcoxen, Director, Clubs and Activities 
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Summary Statement NONE 

Current Conditions 

• 	 Student Support Services at HSU can be categorized into the following distinct 
areas: Advising/Academic Support, General Programs, Advocacy/Conflict 
Resolution, Computers/Technology, Financial/Banking, Employment/Career 
Counseling, Food, Government/Leadership, Housing, Entertainment/ 
Culture/ Recreation/ Social/Extracurricular, Legal Help, Psychological 
Services, Post Office, Copy Needs, Health Needs, Childcare, Orientation, 
Publications, Transportation, Security/Safety, Registration, Support Programs 
for Special Populations, Special Academic Resources, and Special Academic 
Opportunities 

• 	 Currently, there is little to no coordination for the various areas of support nor 
does there exist a central form of referral for support services, whether it be in 
the form of a booklet or support center 

• 	 Resources for Student Support Services at HSU are limited and dwindling in 
response to the budget crises of California 

• 	 Most of Humboldt’s students travel over 300 miles to attend, so it is imperative 
that Humboldt provide adequate support services to meet these unique needs 

• 	 The local community does not provide adequate support services - Humboldt 
is the primary, and in some cases the only provider of these support services 

• 	 Recognizing that over the past few years there has been erosion of available 
resources, particularly due to not filling vacant positions (which results in 
inadequate staffing leading to a reductions of services, such as the reduction 
hours to the Learning Center, Career Center, Financial Aid, New Student 
Programs, Counseling, and the total elimination of the campus legal center) 
leaving personnel struggling to uphold the level of services previously 
provided. 

Values 

Student Support Services should foster excellence through diverse types of support 
resources and be integral to the multifaceted needs of our students and related 
activities reflecting Humboldt’s mission statement. The goals of student support 
services should be student centered which provides access to education and focuses 
on the holistic growth and nurtures the development of each student. 

Planning Assumptions 

The University will implement the proposed long term goals for student support 
services and recognizes the importance of and prioritize the need for all services 
provided outside the classroom. 
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Table 8:  Student Support Services Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

VIIIa. Develop a signage program VIIIa1. Strategically placed Main traffic corridors will have Updated yearly 2005-06 Director Physical Services; VPSA 
for the campus to facilitate student directional signage that identifies signage 
and visitor use. buildings and routes 

VIIIa2. Informational kiosks 6 kiosks in locations related to high Updated by semester 2005-06 
-- Listing by service types offered, traffic areas 
campus map, campus building 
locations with a campus phone 

VIIIa3. All signage would be ADA Braille Updated with other signage 2005-06 Director Student Disability Re-
compliant source Center; Director Physical 

Services 

VIIIb. Develop comprehensive VIIIb1. Require major, general Brochures, binders, workshops, Training each semester 2004-05 Academic Senate; VPAA, VPSA 
and reliable advising services for education and student support ser- and online services 
all facets of students’ university vices training for all faculty advisors 
experience. 

VIIIb2. Develop academic success 
plans for high risk students; e.g., all 
transfer students with less than a 

Brochures, binders, workshops, 
and online services 

Training each semester 2004-05 Academic Senate; VPAA, VPSA 

2.5 GPA, special admits. 

VIIIb3. Enhance the walk-in Extended hours during the aca- Open Hours 8 to 6 Publicity 2004-05 VPAA 
informational and referral services demic year and open year-around campaign 
provide d by the AIR Center 

VIIIb4. Enhance comprehensive 
academic probation advising 

Reduction in disqualification rates 
and increased retention 

To maintain current probation rates 2004-05 VPAA; VPSA; Director Learning 
Center 

VIIIb5. Enhance comprehensive 
financial aid probation advising 

Reduction in disqualification rates 
and increased retention 

To maintain current probation rates 2004-05 VPAA; VPSA; Director Learning 
Center; Director Financial Aid 

VIIIb6. Require mid-term evalua-
tions for all new students 

Once per semester during first 
academic year 

Reduce probation rates 2005-06 VPAA; VPSA; Director Learning 
Center 

VIIIb7. Develop 4- and 5-year Provide a graduation plan to each Shortened time to degree 2005-06 Dean UGS 
graduation maps for every HSU student which includes terms 
student courses are offered 

VIIIb8. Require faculty office hours, Updated from banner each term Improve accessibility to faculty 2004-05 Director ITS; Academic Deans 
schedule and contact information to information 
be available online 

VIIIc. Improve and make more VIIIc1. Provide no-charge ATMs at Number of ATM’s 2 ATM’s (North and South end of Fall 2004 University Center; VPSA 
accessible personal and family a variety of campus locations campus) 
services for students 

VIIIc2. Seek a provider for a bank One bank 1 bank 2006-07 University Center; VPSA 
on campus 

VIIIc3. Provide credit counseling On-campus availability including Provide office space; schedule 2004-05 University Center; VPSA; Dean 
services for students workshops and office hours workshops each semester CPS 

VIIIc4. Provide student legal 
resource center services 

Number of students seeking help Active legal resource center 2005-06 Associated Students; VPSA 

VIIIc5. Expand affordable on- Number of students being served Increase in number of children in 2005-06 Associated Students; VPSA 
campus childcare availability for child care 
all HSU constituents during both 
academic and non-academic 
calendar periods. 
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Table 8:  Student Support Services Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

VIIId. Enhance the transportation VIIId1. Work with local govern- Direct route from Guintoli to Affordable evening and weekend 2005-06 Parking & Transportation Com-
options for the HSU community ments to develop expanded bus HSU; expanded hours and routes bus services with direct routes mittee 

services throughout Humboldt County; 
Subsidized rider fees 

VIIId2. Develop on- and near-cam-
pus shuttle services 

Number of shuttle vehicles Purchase vehicles 2006-07 Parking & Transportation Com-
mittee 

VIIId3. Provide covered and 
secured bike areas 

Universal bike racks; number of 
covered locations 

Facilities created and built 2005-06 Parking & Transportation Commit-
tee; Alternative Transportation Club 

VIIId4. Develop designated bike Creation of paths Clearly marked paths 2007-08 Director Physical Services; Parking 
and pedestrian paths through & Transportation Committee 
campus 

VIIId5. Develop off-site parking When developed Increased off-site parking 2008-09 Director Physical Services; City of 
options with linkages to shuttle Arcata 
services 

VIIIe. Centralize the location of VIIIe1. Continue to implement a Reorganization of existing reporting Improved and mainstreamed ser- 2-3 years VPSA; VPAA 
student support services one-stop shop units vices to students and consolidating 

resources 

VIIIe2. Centralize the location of Reorganization of existing reporting Improved and mainstreamed ser- 2-3 years VPSA; VPAA 
student administrative offices (e.g., units vices to students and consolidating 
clubs, AS) and student ancillary ac- resources 
tivities (e.g., multicultural programs) 

VIIIe3. Centralize the programs Reorganization of existing reporting Improved and mainstreamed ser- 2-3 years VPSA; VPAA 
that provide academic support to units vices to students and consolidating 
students (e.g., AIR Center, Learning resources 
Center, Testing Center) 

VIIIf. Improve access to health and 
counseling services for students 

VIIIf1. Offer affordable student 
dental and vision service programs 
by adding dental and vision 
services to Health Center and 

Dental and vision service offered Limited services 2005-06 VPSA; Associated Students 

providing supplemental dental and 
vision insurance policies 

VIIIf2. Expand Health and Expanded hours Flexible staff hours 2004-05 Director Health Center 
Counseling Center hours to include 
weekends and evenings 

VIIIf3. Offer increased psychologi- Expanded services and number of Unknown 2005-06 Director Health Center 
cal services by expanding hours, students served 
increasing workshop offerings, 
support groups, and long-term 
counseling 

VIIIf4. Offer alternative forms of Decreased number of student judi- Unknown 2005-06 Director Health Center 
health care, e.g., stress counseling, cial hearings Increased 
alcohol and other drug treatment, student well-being 
and natural medicines 
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Table 8:  Student Support Services Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

VIIIg. Expand the availability of 
food services on campus 

VIIIg1. Increase the availability of 
food services on weekends 

Expanded hours 2004-05 HSU Dining Services 

VIIIg2. Increase the diversity of Offerings by Dining Services Increased options 2004-05 HSU Dining Services 
food options to include ethnically 
diverse foods, and more options for 
vegans/vegetarians 

VIIIh. Expand library and media VIIIh1. Expand library hours to Expanded weekend and evening Reduced access due to recent 2004-05 VPAA; Library Dean 
services include more weekend and evening hours budget cuts 

hours, including summer semester 

VIIIh2. Provide access to media Availability inventory Limited to departments 2005-06 VPAA; Director Media Services 
equipment (cameras, light pros, 
etc.) for student use 

VIIIh3. Maintain printed journals, No reduction in current subscrip- Consistent reductions 2004-05 VPAA; Director Media Services 
periodicals, and newspaper sub- tions 
scriptions at increased or current 
levels 

VIIIh4. Develop an Internet Café 
service on campus 

Location identified Number of students using café 2004-05 HSU Dining Services; VPAA 

VIIIi. Increase student recreation 
and entertainment options 

VIIIi1. Reduce pricing on student 
centered activities 

increase number of participant 
students 

Ticket prices from free to $25 2004-05 “AS Presents”; University Center 

VIIIi2. Expand on-campus student 
centered entertainment 

# of students participating Insufficient opportunities 2005-06 “AS Presents” 

VIIIi3. Provide scheduled shuttle # of students w/o transportation or None at present 2004-05 University Center; VPSA; Director 
services to offsite entertainment # of participants Housing 
venues such as bowling alleys or 
theatres. 

VIIIi4. Develop and maintain a Number of visits to website None at present 2004-05 VPSA 
web page for a student recreational 
calendar detailing both on-campus 
and off-campus events 

VIIIi5. Provide venues (e.g., skating # of local venues Little coordination at present 2-4 years, ongoing VPAA; Director University Ad-
rink, live music clubs, hiking trips) vancement 
for student entertainment (available 
to under 21 students) 

VIIIj. Improve the transaction flow VIIIj1. Provide better information Increased visibility of resources Information difficult to find and 2004-05 Office of Financial Aid 
for student financial aid programs flow about the availability of student monitor 

scholarships 

VIIIj2. Provide more Financial Aid Shorter lines Fewer frus- Long queues and long time frames 2005-06 Office of Financial Aid 
Staff services during peak demand trated students 
periods 

VIIIj3. Provide direct deposit of 
financial aid checks 

System implemented None at present 2005-06 Financial Aid Accounting 
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Table 8:  Student Support Services Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

(continued) VIIIj4. Create an American Indian Position created No such position 2005-06 VPAA; Director Financial Aid 
VIIIj. Improve the transaction flow Financial Aid Advisor position that 
for student financial aid programs includes familiarity with the Bureau 

of Indian Affairs, tribal entities, 
members of tribal communities, and 
related grants 

VIIIk. Expand career services to 
include greater 

VIIIk1. Provide more diverse job 
opportunities on campus 

Number of jobs on campus More students employed on 
campus 

On-going Department Offices 

VIIIk2. Increase classroom pre- Number of class presentations Number of students reached in 2 - 5 years Director Career Center; VPAA 
sentations to inform students about classes 
Career Center services 

VIIIk3. Increase hours of service 
for Career Center 

Flexible staff hours Number of students served 2005-06 Director Career Center; VPSA 

VIIIk4. Increase student internships Number of internships Students participating in internships 2005-06 Director Career Center; Academic 
Departments 

VIIIk5. Collaboration with Alumni 
Association 

Placement of students through 
Alumni 

Number of students gaining 
employment 

2005-06 Director Alumni Affairs; Director 
Career Center 

VIIIk6. Senior Seminar courses Offer seminar courses Increase number of students apply- 2005-06 University Curriculum Committee; 
include component on resume writ- ing to graduate school or gaining Academic Departments 
ing, job search skills, and applica- employment after graduation 
tion process to graduate schools 

VIIIl. Provide adequate housing VIIIl1. Provide comprehensive list- Number of visits to the website Increase service to students, 2004-05 Director Housing 
services (on and off campus) ing of off campus housing options reduce paper consumption, and 

available online. save postage 

VIIIl2. Provide more weekend Number of events offered Number of students served 2005-06 Director Housing; Clubs & Activi-
activities and trips for residential ties; Center Activities 
students 

VIIIl3. On campus family housing Number of facilities available 1 building 2-4 years Director Housing 
units, alternative lifestyles housing 
units 

VIIIm. Reduce the net cost of 
textbooks to students 

VIIIm1. Decrease cost of textbooks 
by increasing book buy-back 

Increased opportunities Unknown 2004-05 Academic Affairs 

VIIIm2. Encourage faculty to adopt Number of multi-semester adopters Unknown 2004-05 and on-going Department Chairs 
textbooks for more than a single 
semester 

VIIIn. Facility and physical re- VIIIn1. Prioritize student events Students have better access to More student events on campus 2004-05 Academic Affairs and University , 
source availability and groups when scheduling scheduling events on campus Student Affairs 

facilities 
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Table 8:  Student Support Services Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

VIIIo. Program support for student, 
staff and faculty of diverse groups 

VIIIo1. Increase diversity events 
on campus 

Number of events occurring on 
campus 

Increased diversity awareness 2004-05 Equal Rights & Diversity Committee 
and Student Affairs 

VIIIo2. Support mechanisms for Increase in numbers of international Increase retention of students 2005-06 Research & Graduate Studies 
International Students such as students 
Personal mentoring programs and 
assistance finding housing and 
local resources 

VIIIo3. Mandatory Diversity train-
ing for all Staff and Faculty 

Training offerings Increased diversity awareness 2004-05 Institutional Equity and Equal 
Rights & Diversity Committee 

VIIIo4. Adequate funding for diver- Increased number of club spon- Increase retention of students of 2004-05 Diversity Funding Committee, 
sity programs sored events color Student Affairs and Associated 

Students, and HSU President 

VIIIp. Support student community VIIIp1. Do not schedule classes for Schedule More students participating in 2004-05 Campus wide 
collaborations 1 hour per week between the hours clubs, activities and student govern-

of 8-5 pm ment 
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Cultural Richness Theme
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_____________________________ 

Appendix IX


COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

FOCUS GROUP 

(Theme: Cultural Richness) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
Michael Boreing, CPA, Aalfs, Evans & Co. 

Focus Group Chair 
Richard Borough, Business Owner, Advanced Business Coaching 

Core Working Group 
Robert Benson, Faculty, College of the Redwoods 
Edith Butler, Library Assistant 
Kenneth Cummins, Institute for Forest & Watershed Mgmt 
Rebecca Evans, Faculty, College of the Redwoods 
Maggie Gainer, Director, Economic and Community Development 
Susan Masten, Yurok Tribe 
Alissa Morris, Student 
Katherine Ziemer, County Farm Bureau & Redwood Logging Conference 
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Summary Statement NONE 

Current Conditions 

Humboldt State enjoys a unique symbiotic and cooperative relationship with the 
region and its communities. However, there continue to be major obstacles to increase 
cooperation and to bridge the gaps, both real and perceived, between “town and 
gown”. Many university departments, from the natural resource disciplines to the arts 
to professional studies avail themselves of collaborative opportunities by partnering 
with local business and industry, governmental entities, non-profit organizations, 
schools, or hospitals. Over the years university–based knowledge and expertise has 
been a resource to the community in various efforts, including as just one example, the 
management and stewardship of our local natural resources and environment. Recent 
developments, like the establishment of the Office of Economic and Community 
Development, have heralded an increased commitment to open access between the 
university and the larger community on matters of mutual interest and concern. Even 
with the strong local support the university enjoys, many locals seem to feel that there 
is room for significant improvement in the university’s relationship with the people 
and communities of our region. The university has forged a culture admirable for 
its commitment to social and environmental responsibility. Current efforts to build 
on that culture by specifically addressing issues of diversity, which are issues for the 
larger community as well, are just getting underway. 

Values 

• 	 The university emphasizes and rewards collaboration between the college 
community and the community at large. 

• 	 The university utilizes the local region as a learning laboratory by focusing 
on real-world problem-solving in our region, with an emphasis on teaching 
across the traditional disciplines to promote cross-functional literacy in our 
graduates. 

• 	 The HSU experience, including immersion in the issues and needs of the 
surrounding region, and in an atmosphere embracing diversity in all its forms, 
inspires and equips our graduates to take responsible and informed actions as 
citizens of their communities and the world. 

• 	 The university takes a proactive role as a player in regional problem-solving issues, 
facilitating access to and sharing in its resources by the larger community. 

Planning Assumptions 

For change to be effective in removing barriers to cooperation and collaboration 
between the university and the community, significant support, leadership, and 
policy will need to come from the Office of the President. Establishing a curriculum 
characterized by a cross-disciplinary approach tailored to solving problems in 
the real world will tend to erode the traditional boundaries between academic 
disciplines, thereby challenging traditional paradigms of how higher education is to 
be structured. These changes will be particularly challenging. Rewards and incentives 
will have to follow and reflect clear goals and values, for change to occur. For example, 
in a cross-disciplinary world, the requirements for tenure would expand to include 
collaborative cross-disciplinary efforts. All of the values and goals here stated are not 
the responsibility of just the university community to attain; the larger community 
must take a proactive role as well to make this collaboration work to best effect. This 
is particularly true in regard to issues of facilitating diversity in all its expressions. 
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Table 9:  Community and Regional Relationships Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

IXa. Increase collaboration & IXa1. Create a mechanism for Clear definition of problem for Current fragmented approach to 2004-2006 ongoing President; Director OECD/Portal; 
bridging between university & regional & community issues to be focus; Secure sponsorship for fac- campus-community focus on is- Advancement; Community Rela-
community. addressed, with the university & 

community as partners in identify-
ulty research to focus on regional 
problem-solving; Increase faculty 

sues: coordination begun between 
W.E.T. mtgs, Environment & Com-

tions; KHSU 

ing & addressing needs. & administrators’ knowledge of munity Lecture Series, and OECD 
regional issues Community Conversations 

IXa2. Establish “correspondent” See VII a 11- Graduate Education VPAA; Deans; Dept Chairs; Dean 
relationships with other universi- RGS 
ties’ doctoral programs (not just the 
UC’s…Stanford? Oregon State?) 

IXa3. Enhance regional mediation Secure funding for director position Ecological degradation & negative 2004-2005 Klamath River Institute for Study 
role with applied scientific research economic impacts continue of Alternative Dispute Resolution 
(e.g.. Klamath River) 

IXa4. Be available to local govern- through on-line services; research Online Faculty Expertise Directory 2005 OECD; Index of Economic Activity; 
ment to provide information for contracts, and broadened subscrip- initiated; Library databases cur- Institutes and Centers; Library 
planning and decision-making. tion agreements; make informa- rently reserved for HSU personnel 

tion and expertise more readily & students only 
available 

IXa5. Recognize and encour- Establish new policies and pro- Insufficient incentives for tenured 2005-2006 RGS; Faculty Dev Coordinator; 
age community “Bridging” efforts grams that support faculty & staff faculty; staff community leadership Academic Senate; OECD/Portal; 
by both faculty and staff through “bridging” with community is not formally acknowledged Service Learning; Staff Council 
specific policy and programs 
that provide incentives for such 
behavior. 

IXa6. Accept the lead responsibil- Presidential directive; Sufficient Library has passive collecting ac- 2005-2006 President; HSU Library 
ity as a public institution with clear funding, space, and staff to make tivities & limited collecting space 
policy committed to the preserva- historical collections available to 
tion of the region’s historical & public 
cultural heritages. 

IXa7. Commit to service learning 50% increase in service learning Service Learning is understaffed 2004-2006 Career Center; Yes/Service 
internships & field work as an inte- opportunities for students; increase Learning 
gral part of an HSU education. in funding to support 
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Table 9:  Community and Regional Relationships Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

(continued) IXa8. Offer more courses in Increase publicity for educational Insufficient space and outdated 2004-2008 Extended Education College 
IXa. Increase collaboration & community facilities off campus. offerings in the community; hold a equipment for Marine Science, Deans Director of Physical 
bridging between university & 
community. 

Examples: 
* Relocate marine lab (with 

minimum of 4-6 lectures in Eureka 
a year Establish working groups for 

Industrial Technology, Arts, and 
SERC; OECD has initiated collabo-

Services 

aquarium) on to Humboldt Bay, each facility ration with local government agen-
possibly leading to CR moving its 
marine Research Tech program 

cies to pursue EDA and other state 
& federal funding; Fish Hatchery 

there as well. threatened with closure. 
* Relocate Schatz Energy lab to 
larger facilities with off-campus 
accessibility. 
* Access local communities’ Com-
munity Development Block Grant 
Funding to access, for example, 
sites in Eureka like Wright-Shugart, 
Balloon Tract, etc. Explore po-
tential to take over management of 
Mad River fish hatchery because: 
* Watershed restoration laboratory 
* Potential housing for students 
* Ecotourism value. 

IXa9. Be more proactive in con- Develop community-HSU events Businesses & local organizations 2004-2005 Community Relations; OECD 
necting HSU visitors to regional calendar & coordinate/communi- are not notified and prepared for 
tourism opportunities, and alert cate regularly HSU conferences 
local tourism industry of major 
“draws.” 

IXa10. Bring local groups on to Accommodate increased visitor Insufficient parking 2005-2007 Community Relations; OECD; 
campus more by sponsoring meet- parking; schedule events to ac- Extended Ed 
ings/providing venues. commodate parking 
Involve HSU more in local informa-
tion/referral services. 

IXb. Build new synergies within the IXb1. Develop policy that provides Refer to Faculty-Administrative Insufficient incentives/rewards for 2004-2005 HSU Research Fdn; OECD; Staff 
campus community. incentives for increasing collabora- Committee; Increase funding for tenured faculty; staff leadership & Council ; Faculty Development; 

tion with the community. 
* Include “participate (in community 

faculty release time. commitment in community is not 
recognized on campus. 1 Staff 

Academic Affairs 

bridging activities) or perish” in the Council member is developing a 
tenure requirements. 
* Provide “release” time for faculty 

program. Tech transfer & com-
mercialization assistance for faculty 

in these pursuits. is very weak. 
* Recognize staff’s vital links to & 
involvement in community as a key 
part of the collaborative culture we 
seek. 

IXb2. Focus research and scholar- Increase cross-discipline com- Current lack of inter-disciplinary 2004-2007 HSU Research Fdn; RGS; Insti-
ship on regional problem-solving munication and planning. Target approach to teaching & research tutes & Centers; OECD 
* E.G., local organic dairy industry grant sources for interdisciplinary weakens University ability to ad-
has global implications. problem-solving dress regional problem and ability 

to secure funding 
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Table 9:  Community and Regional Relationships Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

(continued) IXb3. Commit to interdisciplinary President- RCRA; RGS; Faculty 
IXb. Build new synergies within the learning grounded in real world Dev Coordinator; Academic Sen-
campus community. problem-solving with clear policy 

that calls for integrated solutions 
ate; OECD/Portal; Service Learn-
ing; Staff Council 

(i.e., de-emphasize departmental 
lines.) 
* Offer specific interdisciplinary 
courses, particularly in lower 
division. 
* Allow and encourage more inter-
disciplinary majors. 
* Implement the “institute” model 
as a structure for cross-disciplinary 
research/problem-solving. 
* Create a “research triangle” with 
our own unique emphasis, based 
on cutting edge programs like the 
Schatz Energy lab, Arcata Marsh & 
Watershed restoration. 

IXc. Support and expand curricu-
lum to reflect the region’s interests 
and needs and social, economic, & 
environmental responsibility. 

IXc1. Build the curriculum on a 
regional problem-solving focus. 
Foster an interdisciplinary campus 
culture. e.g.,: * Take a leadership 
role in research & development 
of sustainable rural economic 

Increase finding for interdisciplin-
ary problem-solving curriculum 
development 

Environment & Community 
M.A.S.S. program is a success-
ful interdisciplinary model, but 
underfunded 

VPAA; Deans; 

strategies. 
* Strengthen cold water marine 
research. 
* Add AG/ Dairy/ Ranching options 
to curriculum. 
* Focus business development (and 
MBA program) on small to medium 
sized business and nonprofit entre-
preneurship. 

IXc2. Require either experiential VP Academic Affairs; Deans; Ser-
(internships, field work, etc.) or vice Learning Coordinator 
service learning for graduation. 

IXc3. Build curriculum that uses CICD; ITEPP; Native American 
our unique opportunities and Studies; INRSEP 
strengths in regard to native Ameri-
can education, and also educate 
non-native people about those rich 
cultural heritages. 

IXc4. Expand the timing & length of Course offerings Current catalog Extended Education 
course offerings to better serve the 
re-entry student, lifelong learners, 
distance learning, etc. 
* Look at 1-2 week “Intensive” 
focused summer seminars & sym-
posiums, night & weekend course 
offerings, and Summer Institutes for 
“educational tourism.” 
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Table 9:  Community and Regional Relationships Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

(continued) 
IXc. Support and expand curricu-
lum to reflect the region’s interests 
and needs and social, economic, & 
environmental responsibility. 

IXc5. Encourage more inter-
disciplinary courses of study as 
proactive choices (not just reactive 
when a student tries to figure how 
to finally graduate). 

IXc6. Expand dual enrollment 
opportunities for HSU students 
at CR (similar to U of O and OSU 
programs). 

IXd. Build on our student-centered 
focus to create a more nurturing, 
empowering and inclusive com-
munity. 

IXd1. Attract students whose 
interests are a good “fit” with HSU 
strengths. 
* Use HSU strengths to provide 
quality Native American education 
programs, including educating 
non-native people about those rich 
cultural heritages. 
* Learn from the athletic depart-
ment’s model for recruiting students 
for “fit” and retention. 

Office of Admissions; Enrollment 
Mgt 

IXd2. Commit to enhanced career 
development services & resources 
for students & alumni. 

Career Center; Student Affairs 

IXd3. Actively pursue interna-
tionalizing the campus as one 
component of striving for a more 
global perspective on the part of 
graduates. 

International Resource Committee 

IXe. Invite and embrace diversity. IXe1. Actively promote cultural 
literacy, not just “diversity”, with an 
inside-out approach that starts with 
SELF, not “them”. 
* Within the campus culture 
* With programs in & for the greater 
community, which plays a key role 
in “welcoming” the diverse, interna-
tionalized campus of the future. 

Multi-Cultural Center; International 
Resource Center; Student Affairs 

IXe2. Optimize our unique 
opportunities for native American 
educational programs, & for 
educating non-native people about 
those rich cultural heritages. 

CICD; ITEPP; NAS; INRSEP 
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_____________________________ 

Appendix X


DIVERSITY OF PEOPLE FOCUS GROUP 

with Full Text of Diversity Action Plan 

(Theme: Cultural Richness) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
Issac Carter, Assoc. Director, Housing 

Focus Group Chair 
Don Antón, Assoc. Professor, Art 

Core Working Group 
Paris Adkins, Student

Ryan Mann-Hamilton, Advisor, EOP

MaryAnne Levine, Professor, Nursing

Jennifer Majka, Residence Life Coordinator, Housing

Marylynn Paik-Nicely, Director, Multicultural Center

Jyoti Rawal, Basic Skills Spec., Learning Center

Robert Robinson, Student

Mary Wells, Development Officer, University Advancement
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Summary Statement 

Humboldt State University cannot continue with “business as usual” if we expect 
to remain one of the premier public institutions in the state of California. It is critical 
that HSU increase its enrollment and the diversity of its student population. Diversity 
can no longer be an add-on or an afterthought. Diversity is key to the planning of 
our enrollment strategy, non major requirements, general education, student support 
services, co-curricular programming, teacher preparation, community relations, 
scholarship, capital development, health, safety, human resources, the physical 
campus, teaching, learning, decision making and so on. There is no aspect of the 
University or the strategic planning process that is not affected by diversity. The future 
of this institution hinges on our ability to support and enhance diversity. HSU must 
challenge the social norms in our society, dare to be different and take risks if we are to 
transform this campus into a community that truly exhibits the “Humboldt Spirit.”

 Current Conditions 

• 	 The percentage of students identifying as non-white students and completing 
the necessary coursework to be admitted to the CSU or UC system is over 50 
percent of the California K-12 system. 

• 	 Eighty-six percent of the population of Humboldt County is White, only 25 
percent of HSU’s student base comes from Humboldt County. 

• 	 Seventy-five percent of HSU’s student enrollment comes from outside of 
Humboldt County. 

• 	 White students graduate from HSU at a rate of nearly 50 percent, students of 
color graduation six year graduation rates are 37 percent. 

• 	 Between the years 1998 and 2002 the average percent of enrollment for White 
students was sixty-five percent. 

• 	 Seventy-one percent of HSU professors, 59% HSU of associate professors and 
69% percent of HSU assistant professors are males. 

• 	 Fifty-nine percent of HSU lectures are female. 

• 	 Seventy five percent of HSU faculty members are white. 

Values 

• 	 Accountability 

• 	 Community Service 

• 	 Diverse Pedagogy 

• 	 Diverse Curriculum 

• 	 Economic Resources 

• 	 Equity 

• 	 Inclusion 

• 	 Representation 

• 	 Research 

• 	 Safety 

• 	 Social justice Training 

Planning Assumptions 

HSU is committed to creating a community of learners that is welcoming. 
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Table 10:  Diversity of People Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

Xa. We will create an equitable Xa1. Convene, during the aca- Creation of committee no committee currently serves this 2004-05 President 
institutional and social climate at 
HSU and the surrounding com-

demic year 2003-2004, a Diversity 
Plan Advisory Council (DPAC), 

function 

munity, that welcomes diverse which will be comprised of present 
students, staff and faculty, and 
fosters success for all members of 

members of the Diversity Plan 
Committee, Equal Rights and 

Humboldt’s learning community. Diversity Committee, Director of 
Diversity and Compliance and 
additional members to assist with 
the implementation, review and 
evaluation of the Strategic Plan for 
Campus Diversity and Equity. 

Xa2. Develop a Diversity Training Creation of Diversity Training and Does not exist 2004-05 President; VPAA; Director Diversity 
and Advocacy Institute for all Advocacy Institute and Compliance Office 
faculty and staff to create a vibrant, 
welcoming campus and to develop 
abilities for all members of the cam-
pus to be leaders for diversity. 

Xa3. Create a diversity training Diversity training program strategy None exists 2005-06 Director Diversity Compliance 
program, along with a timeline for in place 
implementation, designed to trans-
form the diversity climate at HSU. 

Xa4. Seek a major outside grant Grant acquisition Does not exist 2004-05 Director Diversity and Compliance 
and matching University funds to Office 
support the development of a Diver-
sity Training and Advocacy Institute 
by providing release time for faculty 
and staff to participate in diversity 
training and advocacy forums. 

Xa5. Develop a university-wide Existence of diversity seminar Does not exist, although diversity 2005-06 Dean Undergraduate Studies; 
first-year (including transfer is suggested to be covered in each Academic Senate; VPAA; Director 
students) student seminar where FIG Student Life 
diversity and social justice are the 
central themes of the course. 

Xa6. Expand informal and formal Number programs and services Unknown 2004-05 VPSA 
programs for developing student 
leadership to improve the campus 
diversity climate. 

Xa7. Work with Associated Existence of Student Advisory Does not exist 2004-05 VPSA 
Students to develop a Student Committee 
Advisory Committee to the Vice 
President for Student Affairs that 
will ensure the continuing involve-
ment of students in diversity issues. 
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Table 10:  Diversity of People Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

(continued) Xa8. Ensure that culturally-appro- Number of services Unknown 2005-06 VPSA 
Xa. We will create an equitable priate services for diverse groups 
institutional and social climate at needs are available on campus. 
HSU and the surrounding com- (e.g., African American hairdress-
munity, that welcomes diverse ers) 
students, staff and faculty, and 
fosters success for all members of 
Humboldt’s learning community. 

Xa9. Will work to increase the 
amount of contracts with and pur-
chasing from minority and women 
vendors. 

Number of minority contracts Unknown Annually VPAdmin 

Xa10. Appoint diversity students Number of appointments None 2004-05 Dean Enrollment Management 
to serve in advisory capacities 
on committees in Undergraduate 
Admissions. 

Xa11. Develop a proactive strategic Number of under-represented 1306 students in F03 2004-05 Dean Enrollment Management 
plan for recruiting and retaining students 
students from underrepresented 
populations. 

Xa12. Schedule meetings and Calendar of dates None exists 2004-05 VPSA 
programs with an awareness and 
consideration of non-Christian 
religious days (e.g., Hanukkah, 
Ramadan) 

Xb. We will Increase the number of Xb1. Replace outreach money Amount of money HSU contributes Unknown 2004-05 President; University Budget Com-
California high school graduates of (e.g., EOP funding) for recruiting to cover the difference of current mittee 
color who apply, are accepted, and underrepresented students when funding 
enroll at Humboldt State University. removed by the Chancellor’s Office. 

Xb2. Facilitate the enhancement Number of linkages Unknown 2004-05 Dean Enrollment Management; 
and strengthening of existing link- Director Admissions 
ages that connect the University 
to K-12 education in Humboldt 
County, with particular focus on 
connections with local Native 
American and Latino communities. 

Xb3. Strengthen partnerships Number of partnerships Unknown 2004-05 Dean Enrollment Management; 
with K-12 schools in diversity-rich Director Admissions 
communities throughout California, 
including more involvement of 
students, faculty, staff and alumni in 
the recruiting process. 

Xb4. Utilize the network of HSU Number of participating alumni Unknown 2004-05 Dean Enrollment Management; 
Alumni to enhance recruitment Director Alumni Relations 
of under-represented students 
including individual meetings with 
students and/or their parents, par-
ticipation in pre-college programs 
when possible, and follow-up calls. 
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Table 10:  Diversity of People Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

(continued) Xb5. Require, as part of the hiring Job descriptions for new hires Unknown 2004-05 and ongoing Dean Enrollment Management 
Xb. We will Increase the number of process, that all campus recruiters 
California high school graduates of demonstrate an ability to work with 
color who apply, are accepted, and a diverse population 
enroll at Humboldt State University. 

Xb6. Raise the entry-level status 
of recruiting officers and fill vacant 
recruitment staff positions promptly 
with at least a temporary appoint-

Entry-level of new hires Unknown 2004-05 President; Dean Enrollment Man-
agement; Bargaining units 

ment. 

Xb7. Provide logistic support to the Training and information program Little provided 2004-05 VPSA 
Humboldt Orientation Program to 
give diversity students early infor-
mation on multi-cultural activities 
and contacts to HSU students with 
similar backgrounds and interests. 

Xc. HSU will increase the propor- Xc1. Increase number of tuition Number of scholarships Unknown 2004-05 and ongoing Executive Committee 
tion of students of color, and other scholarships for students from 
underrepresented groups, to levels underrepresented groups; women 
that are in closer alignment with the in science, engineering and natural 
population of CSU-eligible Califor- resource management programs; 
nia high school graduates. and out-of-state American Indian 

students 

Xc2. Develop out of state recruit- Out-of-state program in place None 2005-06 Dean Enrollment Management 
ment activities to further enhance 
the racial/ethnic diversity of the 
campus. 

Xc3. Build the pool of pre-science Programs in place None 2005-06 Dean Enrollment Management; 
majors through pre-college pro- Dean CNRS; Dean COPS 
grams with local and diversity-rich 
K-12 schools. 

Xc4. Work to ensure that multi- Policy/procedure in place No explicit criteria 2004-05 VPSA 
cultural events are able to access 
space on campus (such as in the 
Kate Buchanan Room, Goodwin 
Forum, Van Duzer Theatre, and so 
on) that facilitates large student, 
staff, faculty and community 
involvement. 

Xd. HSU will close the gap in edu- Xd1. Enhance the effectiveness of Mentor training programs in place Little training 2005-06 Dean Undergraduate Studies; Dean 
cational achievement of diversity mentor programs. R&GS; VPSA 
students by bringing retention and 
graduation rates in line with those 
of the student body as a whole. Xd2. Increase logistic support for 

centers and programs that work 
with students from underrepresent-

Support levels for mentoring groups Unknown 2005-06 VPSA 

ed groups (e.g., ITEPP, INRSEP, 
EOP and the Multicultural Center). 
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Table 10:  Diversity of People Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

(continued) Xd3. Secure funding to pay Number of graduate students None 2005-06 Dean R&GS; VPSA 
Xd. HSU will close the gap in edu- graduate students a stipend to mentoring stipends 
cational achievement of diversity be mentors to underrepresented 
students by bringing retention and undergraduate students. 
graduation rates in line with those 
of the student body as a whole. 

Xe. The University will Increase Xe1. Create a process, which will Number of applicants from under- Unknown 2004-05 Director Diversity and Compliance 
and retain the proportion of faculty, insure that all faculty positions are represented groups 
academic staff, classified staff posted and advertised in ways that 
and administrators of color, so that will attract faculty applicants from 
they are represented in the HSU underrepresented groups. 
workforce in proportion to their cur-
rent availability in relevant job pools 
throughout the state. 

Xe2. Create a process in which the 
Compliance Officer must approve 
all applicant pools for faculty, staff 
and administrative positions. 

Procedure in place Limited 2004-05 Executive Committee 

Xe3. Revise the Retention, Tenure Inclusion in RTP process evaluation no current acknowledgement 2005-06 President; VPAA 
and Promotion process to account criteria 
for the additional work that faculty 
from underrepresented groups take 
on in relation to mentoring students 
of color, serving on committees, 
and linking with numerous campus 
committees. 

Xe4. Revise the evaluation process Revised staff evaluation instru- No explicit criteria 2005-06 Director Human Relations 
for staff so that work with under- ments 
represented groups (e.g. mentoring 
students, advising groups, serving 
on committees and linking with 
numerous campus committees) 
is evaluated, acknowledged and, 
when appropriate, rewarded. 

Xe5. Perform regular salary equity Policy/procedure in place None 2004-05 and on-going Director Faculty Personnel Ser-
reviews for all categories within the vices; Director Human Resources 
University. 

Xe6. Undertake targeted fund-rais- Number of endowed chairs and None exist Begin fund-raising 2004-05 Director University Advancement 
ing for eventual endowed chairs visiting professorships in ethnic 
and visiting professorships in ethnic studies fields 
studies fields. 

Xf. HSU will develop academic Xf1. Establish the Native American Number of widely-broadcast Unknown 
programs that prepare students Studies program as a CSU system recognitions 
to help society address issues of leader in Native American scholar-
diversity and equity. ship. 

Xf2. Ensure that the two faculty po- Filled positions Vacant positions 2005-06 President; VPAA 
sitions in Native American Studies 
currently open for reappointment 
are filled with permanent tenure 
track faculty. 
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Table 10:  Diversity of People Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

(continued) Xf3. Increase the faculty in the Number of positions One position 2008-09 President; VPAA 
Xf. HSU will develop academic Native American Studies Program 
programs that prepare students beyond the replacement of two 
to help society address issues of tenure track faculty over the next 
diversity and equity. seven years. 

Xf4. Develop an Ethnic Studies 
major. 

ES major in place None 2006-07 President; VPAA 

Xf5. Increase tenure track faculty Number of faculty Two 2008-09 President; VPAA 
in Ethnic Studies from two to four, 
based on student demand. 

Xf6. Work to create incentives Create incentive program for DCG no current incentive program 2005-06 VPAA; Dean Undergraduate 
for faculty/course development in Studies 
Diversity and Common Ground 
courses especially in CNRS 

Xf7. Review the learning outcomes Review process in place Some review currently taking place 2005-06 Dean Undergraduate Studies 
of Diversity and Common Ground 
requirements. 

Xf8. Work with faculty to incorpo- Program in place None 2005-06 and on-going Dean Undergraduate Studies 
rate diversity-related content into 
courses where appropriate. 

Xf7. Appoint a committee to fast- Committee appointed None exists 2004-05 VPSA; VPAA 
track researching and planning for 
a freshman seminar experience as 
a way to improve academic perfor-
mance, retention and multicultural 
understanding for all students. 

Xg. HSU will work to establish and Xg1. Create a President’s Scholar- Create President’s Scholarship None exists 2004-05 President; Director University 
increase scholarship funds avail- ship Fund that assists students Fund Advancement; Director Alumni 
able for underrepresented students. from underrepresented groups at Relations 

the University. 

Xg2. Continue outreach to local Defined outreach program None exists 2004-05 Director Alumni Relations; Director 
and underrepresented communi- University Advancement 
ties, with the help of alumni. 

Xh. HSU will improve account- Xh1. Provide a progress “report Create an annual report on the Limited reporting now 2004-05 President 
ability for advancing diversity goals card” on the implementation of progress HSU diversity initiatives 
throughout all units and depart- Diversity Plan 2009 in the annual 
ments at HSU. report to the HSU campus and 

community, including highlights of 
best practices. 

Xh2. Require that every admin- Number of completed plans with Unknown Beginning 2004-05 Executive Committee; Academic 
istrative unit, including individual diversity strategies Senate 
academic departments, include in 
their strategic plan mechanisms for 
how it will contribute to achieving 
the goals of Diversity Plan 2009. 
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Table 10:  Diversity of People Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

(continued) Xh3. Develop performance-based Development of criteria for inclusion None exists 2004-05 Executive Committee; University 
Xh. HSU will improve account- budgeting for diversity and equity in the allocation review process Budget Committee; Academic 
ability for advancing diversity goals where outstanding achievement in Senate 
throughout all units and depart- diversity efforts will be recognized 
ments at HSU. as models for greater investment 

through the budget allocation 
process. 

Xh4. Create a Diversity Plan Create a Diversity Plan Advisory None exists 2004-05 President; Academic Senate; 
Advisory Council (consisting of ad- Council (DPAC) Academic Senate; Staff Council; 
ministration, faculty, staff, students, Associated Students; Director 
alumni, and community representa- Community Relations 
tives) to monitor the progress of 
Diversity Plan 2009. 
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Full Text of the Diversity Action Plan 
DRAFT - 09 April 2004 

Preface 

The 1997 Humboldt State University Strategic Plan articulated a vision for the 
future of the University. Among the statements in this plan was the following: 
“Humboldt State University will increase the diversity of our students, faculty, staff, 
and curriculum.” In the January 1998 Western Association of Schools and Colleges 
(WASC) Self-Study Report, “Diversity” was one of the three campus planning 
themes. In particular, the following statement appeared: “A campus committed 
to diversity is one that acknowledges and celebrates differences among people, 
encourages discussion of ideas from multiple perspectives, and prepares individuals 
to live and work harmoniously in an increasingly diverse society.” 

Research shows that a diverse environment has many educational benefits. A 
study conducted by Professor Gurin of the University of Michigan provides evidence 
that all students learn better in a setting where students interact and exchange ideas 
with others who are different from themselves. She found that racially and ethnically 
diverse classrooms and classes that deal with cultural differences allow students to 
grow intellectually through challenging long-held beliefs and ideas. This research 
challenges the common belief that the benefits of diversity accrue primarily to racial 
minorities. Another report published by the American Council on Education (ACE) 
and American Association of University Professors (AAUP), “Does Diversity Make 
a Difference? Three Research Studies on Diversity in the Classroom,” supports the 
claim that diversity provides educational benefits for all students. In particular, 
diversity provides benefits by challenging stereotypes, broadening students’ 
perspectives, and sharpening critical thinking skills resulting in a positive impact 
in all students’ learning. These studies, along with many more, clearly articulate the 
need for and importance of diversity on a university campus. 

Over the course of many years and up until the present, numerous surveys, 
studies, task forces and focus groups have indicated that much work remains to be 
done in diversifying the HSU campus community. Areas specifically and consistently 
identified as problematic by past and current members of our community include 
campus climate, curriculum, hiring and retention of racial/ethnic minorities, and 
recruitment and retention of traditionally underrepresented students. Understanding 
the dire need to address diversity in a pro-active manner, President Richmond pulled 
together a team of administrators, staff and faculty, led by Dr. Rick Vrem, then Dean 
of Undergraduate Studies, to attend a multi-day workshop on “Strategic Planning 
for Campus Diversity” at the Summer Institute for Intercultural Communication in 
Oregon, in July 2002. This group continued its work during the 2002-2003 academic 

year conducting focus groups across campus to gather input regarding specific steps 
that the University should take to better promote and support diversity. During 
the Summer of 2003, members of the Committee (Issac Carter, Associate Director 
of Administrative and Residential Services; James Daniels, Director, Academic 
Support Programs; Jennifer Eichstedt, Associate Professor of Sociology, Convener 
of the Diversity and Common Ground Curriculum Committee; Marylyn Paik-
Nicely, Director of the Multicultural Center; Samantha Williams-Gray, Associated 
Students Administrative Vice-President), worked on developing this comprehensive 
Diversity Action Plan designed to increase diversity throughout the campus. The 
Committee has worked collaboratively with the University Strategic Action Planning 
Committee to ensure that this plan is a vital component of the larger University 
Strategic Plan. 

Definition of Diversity 

“Diversity” as a word, like many others, comes to us fully loaded with many 
meanings – some of which are perceived as controversial or contentious. Given this, 
we want to be as clear as possible about what we mean by diversity and why we 
choose this definition. 

First, the pursuit of “diversity” as we perceive it, is not merely about adding 
“difference” to HSU’s campus. In the “difference” model of diversity, all 
“differences” become equal – in this case, all differences, such as racial/ethnic, 
religious, geographical, ideological, gender, age, and so on, are seen as equal when 
constructing “diversity” goals. The limitation of this definition, as we (and others) 
see it, is that it does not recognize any of the inherent inequities in our society or 
the principle of social justice advocacy, which is foundational to HSU’s mission and 
strategic plan. We offer, therefore, an approach to diversity that we believe centers 
on social justice concerns. 

We suggest that the practices and definitions that should be used to organize 
HSU’s actions in relation to “diversity” are those that recognize contemporary and 
historic inequities in access to a meaningful education, without fear of harassment 
and discrimination, and those that seek to remedy these inequities (reference hate 
crime incident report). Therefore, we believe it is imperative to define diversity in 
relation to peoples of color, white women (where they continue to be excluded), 
sexual minorities, language minorities, and those who are disabled. 
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Within this definition we are emphasizing diversity primarily from a contemporary 
and historical domestic perspective in terms of access and matriculation within 
higher education. While there may be other groups, such as international students, 
whose presence is valued and increases diversity of perspectives and ideas; their 
presence does not address the social inequities and institutional oppression 
imbedded within the U.S. and California system of education (Applied Research 
Center, March, 2000). Given this, we recommend that efforts to recruit international 
students continue, however this should be done in a separate track from efforts to 
address social equity and diversity of people at HSU (Hune, 2002, 17). 

Given the current racial/ethnic composition of California (see page 4) the 
increase in students attending CSU campuses, and the flat rate of HSU enrollment, 
it is imperative that we consider race and ethnicity as primary components of HSU’s 
diversity initiatives. All of our students will live in an increasingly more racially/ 
ethnically diverse world – if we do not provide a learning environment that is rich in 
the aspects of diversity outlined above, we then doom our students to an inadequate 
education. Students across campus know that they are being shortchanged in relation 
to a fully rounded education (as reported in HSU’s Campus Climate Surveys). White 
students, as well as students of color, express concern about their limited education 
in an institution that is very “white” in composition and in its institutional and 

Section I: The Context 
California State University System 

Enrollment Trends 

The California State University (CSU) system has the largest enrollment of any 
four-year university system in the country and the world. The CSU school system 
consists of 23 campuses, 408,000 students, and 44,000 faculty and staff. More than 
97 percent of CSU students are from California; the CSU enrollment also includes 
students from every state in the country, and there are well over 100 different 
countries represented in its enrollment. The enrollment at the CSU is at the highest 
point it has ever been. Since 1990 (when the enrollment of the system was 369,053) 
the CSU enrollment totals have grown by more than 39,000 students – an increase 
of approximately 11 percent. 

CSU Enrollment 1993-2002 & 2010 Projection 
Source: www.calstate.edu 
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“Last year we said that Tidal Wave II had washed over our shores. This year we 
continue to be flooded with students,” said CSU Chancellor Charles B. Reed. 
“That is why we have made access the number one priority in our budget and in 
our strategic planning efforts. We will continue to do all that we can to provide 
our students with the high-quality programs and services that they expect from 
the CSU.” - News and Information for California State University Leaders. 
Volume 2, No. 1: November 1, 2002 

CSU Enrollment by Ethnicity 1993-2002 
Source: www.calstate.edu 
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Projections for the fall of 2010 have the CSU enrollment growing to nearly 479,000 
students, an increase of 37 percent (California Postsecondary Education Commission). 
The major increases in enrollment have occurred within multicultural populations 
that identify as Non-White. These increases directly and positively correlate with the 
changing demographics in California. 54 percent of California’s population identify 
as being Non-White. 
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California Ethnic Demographics (Census 2000) 
Source: HSU Analytical Studies 

Latino 28% 

White 46.7% 
American

Indian 1%


Asian 10% 

Black 6% 

Other 15% 

Today students of color represent more than half of the CSU total student body, 
more than doubling the national average. Within the CSU system those students 
who self-identify their ethnicity as being Non-White grew from 31.4 to 55.3 percent 
between Fall 1985 and Fall 2000, a growth of over 75 percent. In addition to the 
changes in the demographics of California and the CSU, the California K-12 public 
school system has experienced a similar shift in the demographics of its students. In 
the 1980-81 school year, 56 percent of the California school population was identified 
as White. This number has dwindled in the past two decades, and in the Fall of 2000 
only 37 percent of the school system identified as White, with 63 percent of students 
in California’s public school identifying as Non-White. Upon further examination 
of the California K-12 system the percentage of students identifying as non-white 
students and completing the necessary coursework to be admitted to the CSU or 
UC system is over 50 percent of the K-12 system. This data further demonstrates 
the changing face of California’s population and the changing face of California’s 
college students. 
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Enrollment of California K-12 Public Schools 2000-2001 
Source: California Department of Education 
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“It’s about impact: on people and communities, on the state, nation and world... 
We generate ideas and accomplishments that shape our economy and culture. 
Our students use their education to improve their lives and the lives of others. 
We have ideas and we put them into action. We look to the future and we make it 
happen. That’s impact.” (Statement taken from the California State University 
website www.calstate.edu) 

California Public School Graduates Completing 
Courses Required for UC/CSU Entrance, 

by Ethnic Group in 2002 
Source: California Department of Education 
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 Humboldt State University and the CSU 

The correlation between enrollment and diversity is evident, as we look at the 
22 other CSU campuses. Coupled with our current budget crisis, the health and 
vitality of HSU has been extremely compromised. It is imperative that our campus 
creates solutions to grow our enrollment if we are to continue to be a leader in 
higher education in California and across the country. Diversity has emerged as 
a key component that we must examine as we search for solutions to increase our 
enrollment. We must ask ourselves why our enrollment hasn’t increased with the 
rest of the CSU. In comparing the enrollment of HSU over the past six years and the 
population of California, there are several gaps where the California population is 
not represented equitably with the HSU student population. Students of color have 
fueled the very strong growth in the CSU but that growth has not yet materialized 
at HSU. 

Comparison of the 6 Year Average of Enrollment at HSU 
and California’s Population by Ethnicity 1998-2003 

Source: HSU Analytical Studies 
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“The mission of the California State University is to encourage and provide access 
to an excellent education to all who are prepared for and wish to participate in 
collegiate study” (CSU Mission Statement). In support of this mission, the CSU 
“seeks out individuals with collegiate promise who face cultural, geographical, 
physical, educational, or personal barriers to assist them in advancing to the 
highest educational level they can reach” (CSU Mission Statement). This mission 
was reaffirmed in the 1989 report “California Faces...California’s Future...” 
and subsequent statutes based on this report (primarily AB 617) in relation to 
California’s changing demographics. In recognition of the fact that California 
is becoming a state with a new multicultural majority, and that the State’s 
future depends upon ensuring that students are prepared for an international, 
multicultural society, the CSU has in place a number of programs that make 
particular effort to redress problems of access to the University and barriers 
to employment faced by persons from groups who have been and are currently 
underrepresented in higher education. (www.calstate.edu) 

The CSU has made it clear that diversity is a priority not only for the continued 
growth and success of the system, but also that diversity is important and imperative 
if graduates from the CSU are going to be prepared to be leaders within the State 
and across the globe. HSU is a member of the CSU and must bear its share of 
the responsibility for diversity that the CSU has outlined. But enrollment and 
accountability to the CSU are not the only driving forces in support of the need 
to increase diversity at HSU. There have been a number of committees and focus 
groups that have conducted research on HSU’s campus that clearly demonstrates a 
need for increased support of diversity and social justice activities and programs. 

In a series of focus group studies conducted in 1998 by Rakin Hall and the 
Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs, it was found that African American 
students often feel awkward on campus and find it hard to integrate themselves 
into the campus community. Research by Ann Diver-Stamnes and Anna F. 
LoMascolo found that “minority” students more frequently reported experiences 
of marginalization and dissatisfaction with curriculum and level of diversity at the 
University. Documented reports from Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender (GLBT) 
populations articulate constant harassment and feeling unsafe on campus and 
throughout the community. Within the residence halls, students have reported and 
taken judicial action based on feeling discriminated against and being the targets 
of prejudiced behavior. This information along with the countless number of direct 
experiences of faculty, staff, and students on this campus and in the community 
who working with individuals of underrepresented groups, clearly demonstrate the 
need for diversity to be addressed on our campus. 

Humboldt State University 

Enrollment Trends 

As Humboldt State University looks toward the future it must examine how 
it can continue to be successful and positively impact the state of California and 
our country. We must acknowledge that it is vital to our continued success that we 
increase our enrollment and that the diversity of our student population directly 
impacts our ability to grow as an institution. While virtually every school in the 
CSU system has experienced increases in both enrollment and diversity, HSU’s 
enrollment and ethnic demographics have practically remained static. HSU has 
been left in the wake of Tidal Wave I and II without experiencing a ripple or any 
growth in enrollment or the diversity of our students. 

Humboldt State University Enrollment 1998-2002 
Source: HSU Analytical Studies 
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One explanation for the lack of growth in enrollment and diversity can be offered 
when we look at the demographics of HSU applicants. HSU’s applicant pool mirrors 
and reflects the population that enrolls each year. Over the past five years there has 
been a strong and positive correlation between the percentage of ethnic groups who 
apply to the University and the percentage of ethnic groups who enroll within the 
University. The problematic part of this trend is that HSU’s applicant pool is not 
representative of the state of California. Those students who identify as being White 
disproportionately represent the applicant pool for HSU, even though students of 
color are the majority of the population in California. 
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Comparison of the 5 Year Average of Applications Received Humboldt County Demographics and HSU Students and the 5 Year Average of Enrollment by Ethnicity 1998-2002 
Source: HSU Analytical Studies Geographic location is an aspect of our enrollment that we must examine to 
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These disparities only become even more apparent when you compare the overall 
ethnic distribution of HSU’s fall enrollments with the demographics of California’s 
public school system. For example in the Fall of 2000, 67 percent of the HSU students 
enrolled were White while Whites only comprised 37 percent of the students in the 
California public schools systems. Why is HSU’s applicant pool and enrollment so 
disproportionately comprised of White students? Also what are the ethnic demographics 
of our population of students that identify as “Unknown.” Anecdotal faculty and staff 
accounts of the Unknown population through classrooms, programs, events and the 
delivery of services lead many to believe that many of these Unknown students would 
be categorized as White. Additional studies on the Unknown population are necessary 
to be able to determine the ethnic composition of this group. 

Comparison of the Fall 2000 Ethnic Enrollment Demographics 
of HSU and the California Public School Systems 

Source: HSU Analytical Studies 
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Graduation 

Graduation is an important aspect of enrollment trends that needs to be addressed 
as HSU continues to look at issues of diversity and enrollment. Graduation marks 
the culmination of the academic experience and the final stage of a student’s 
matriculation through the institution. When examining HSU’s graduation rates 
disaggregated by ethnicity a staggering trend emerges. While White students 
graduate from HSU at a rate of nearly 50 percent, students of color graduation rates 
(calculated after six years or more) hover around 37 percent. Students of color are 
almost one-third less likely to graduate from HSU as are White students. 
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1991-1997 Percent of FTF Graduated by Fall 2002 
Source: HSU Analytical Studies 
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50.0%diversity) coupled with these current rates of graduation, it is evident that HSU must 
address this issue if it is to become economically healthy and culturally rich. HSU 40.0% 

must be able to not only enroll a diverse student population, but HSU must also 30.0% 

fulfill its commitment to all of its students and support them through graduation. 
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40.0%As HSU addresses the issue of diversity within its student body it must also 
address the issue of diversity among its faculty and staff. The demographics of 30.0% 

California have been well documented and HSU’s current demographics in relation 
20.0% 

to the representation of faculty and staff are not reflective of the CSU system. For 
example, faculty of color in all categories except Native American are present at 10.0% 

HSU at only half of the levels found in the CSU. Conversely, White faculty are over 0.0% 

represented compared to the CSU system. There is also gender inequity in tenured/ 
tenure track faculty, particularly among full professors. Diversity within the faculty 
and staff population is important if HSU is to be a leader in diversity and equity 
throughout the state. 

Rank of HSU Faculty in 2003 by Gender 
Source: www.calstate.edu 
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Recommendations 

Recommendations for improving the state of diversity at Humboldt State 
University have been made by multiple entities. In 1993, Stephen Stamnes provided 
a framework for addressing diversity on campus through creating diversity training 
teams for faculty and staff diversity training, second language acquisition, engaging 
students in service, and the formation of policies and procedures that affirm 
diversity. In 1999, Randi Darnall-Burke offered four suggestions for improving the 
campus climate at HSU based on her graduate work and the 1995 Campus Climate 
Survey. These recommendations included addressing the areas of curriculum, hiring 
of ethnically/racially diverse faculty, facilitation of interactions between student 
groups and student focus group studies. On March of 2002, a report from the ad 
hoc Student Campus Climate Committee made 11 recommendations to address 
diversity on campus. Emphasized in these recommendations were support from the 
University President; staff and faculty training, recruitment of faculty, staff, and 
students; and most importantly, the need for action now. 

Currently Humboldt State University has several programs and initiatives 
that promote diversity. Programs such as Indian Natural Resources Science and 
Engineering Program (INRSEP), Indian Teacher and Education Personnel Program 
(ITEPP), Educational Opportunity Program (EOP), Student Academic Services 
Outreach Program (SASOP), Multicultural Center (MCC) and the Student Disability 
Resource Center (SDRC) are vital to our students, faculty and staff in providing 
education and support to our diverse populations and the community as a whole. 
INRSEP, ITEPP and EOP have demonstrated success in recruiting, retaining and 
graduating students of diverse backgrounds, higher than the general HSU student 
population. The MCC and SDRC provide student support and programming as they 
transition to their new community. These programs are effective, but only impact a 
small portion of the total Humboldt State University citizenry. 

Humboldt State University cannot continue with “business as usual” if we expect 
to remain one of the premier public institutions in the state of California. It is 
critical that HSU increase its enrollment and the diversity of its student population. 
Diversity can no longer be an add-on or an afterthought. It also cannot be delayed 
until after the current budget crisis. Instead, diversity must be understood as a way 
through the current budget crisis. Diversity is key to the planning of our enrollment 
strategy, non major requirements, general education, student support services, co-
curricular programming, teacher preparation, community relations, scholarship, 
capital development, health, safety, human resources, the physical campus, 
teaching, learning, decision making and so on. There is no aspect of the University 
or the strategic planning process that is not affected by diversity. The future of 
this institution hinges on our ability to support and enhance diversity. HSU must 
challenge the social norms in our society and dare to be different, take risks and do 

things differently if we are to transform this campus into a community that truly 
exhibits the “Humboldt Spirit.” If not because of moral conviction, or the fulfilling 
of the CSU mission, or recognizing the intangible contributions that diversity 
offers to the educational experiences of students, then for the sake of Humboldt 
State University’s economic vitality we must increase the ethnic composition of our 
campus to one that is more reflective of the state of California. 

Section II: Goals & Recommendations 

The Diversity Action Planning Committee presents the following goals and 
recommendations for action based on our focus groups at HSU; exploration of the 
numerous previous studies of dynamics and issues regarding diversity at HSU, our 
study of other successful diversity plans from around the country, and our work 
with national leaders in diversity planning. 

The Eight Goals of HSU’s Plan 2009 

HSU’s Diversity Action Plan 2004-2009 is organized according to achieving specific 
goals. Throughout this document recommendations are preceded by reference to 
which goal(s) they address. 

Goal 1	 Create an equitable institutional and social climate at HSU and the 
surrounding community, that welcomes diverse students, staff and faculty, 
and fosters success for all members of Humboldt’s learning community. 

Goal 2	 Increase the number of California high school graduates of color who apply, 
are accepted, and enroll at Humboldt State University. 

Goal 3	 Increase the proportion of students of color in the student population to 
more closely reflect California’s demographics. Close the gap in educational 
achievement by bringing retention and graduation rates for students of 
color in line with those of the student body as a whole. 

Goal 4	 Increase the number of faculty, academic staff, classified staff and 
administrators of color so that they are represented in the HSU workforce 
in proportion to their current availability in relevant job pools. 

Goal 5	 Foster institutional environments and course development that enhance 
learning and a respect for racial and ethnic diversity. 

Goal 6	 Improve accountability throughout all units and departments at HSU in 
relation to diversity. 
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Goal 7	 Establishment/increase of student scholarship funds available for 
underrepresented students. 

Goal 8	 Create programs for diversity training for staff, faculty, and administrators. 

Summary of Recommendations in Humboldt Plan 2009 

In this summary we outline the action recommendations for the University and the 
office responsible for implementing the recommendation. These recommendations 
are both general, and, in some cases, specific in nature and are designed to 
fundamentally transform many of the problematic areas related to diversity and 
equity that have been systematically uncovered through many years of research at 
Humboldt State University. 

1. Create an equitable institutional and social climate at HSU and the surrounding 
community, that welcomes diverse students, staff, and faculty and fosters success 
for all members of HSU’s learning community. 

A. The President will: 

Convene, during the academic year 2003-2004, a Diversity Plan Advisory 
Council (DPAC), which will be comprised of present members of the Diversity 
Plan Committee, Equal Rights and Diversity Committee, Director of Diversity 
and Compliance and additional members. This council will assist with the 
implementation, review and evaluation of the Strategic Plan for Campus 
Diversity and Equity. 

Work with DPAC to develop measurement tools based on the Strategic Plan for 
Campus Diversity and the individual unit plans. Measurement tools, some of 
which are already in place, will include but not be limited to: 

• 	 Benchmarks for measuring progress 

• 	 Data gathering on underrepresented student groups as well as entire student 
population to determine any progress and growth or not 

• 	 Annual campus climate surveys 

• 	 Exit surveys for faculty, staff and students 

• 	 Data on faculty and staff searches and hires reporting on the number of 
underrepresented candidates interviewed and hired 

• 	 Data on where job announcements are published 

Develop a budget and allocate necessary funds to be distributed through the 
President’s Office and Diversity and Compliance Office. 

Work with Vice Presidents, Deans, Department Chairs, Directors and other 
administrators in conjunction with DPAC to provide the leadership and 
coordination of the Strategic Plan for Campus Diversity. Campus administration 
will play a critical role in setting both the tone and the example for diversity 
efforts as well as motivating action throughout the campus community. 

Review membership of all advisory boards to consider diversity as defined in the 
preface of this plan. (i.e. University Executive Committee, President’s Council, 
and President’s Cabinet). Take leadership to develop a Diversity Training and 
Advocacy Institute that facilitates the transformation of campus climate and 
curriculum to create a more welcoming campus and classroom environment. 

Increase, even in times of budget crisis, the funding available for multicultural 
programs, recruiting of underrepresented students and other related efforts. 

Create “Diversity Awards” that recognize campus and community members who 
are working to create a more equitable and welcoming community. 

Work to create, by the end of this plan timeframe (2009), an Office of Diversity 
and Equity Leadership, led by a high level administrator who reports directly to 
the President. This administrator will sit as a member of the President’s Executive 
Council. Assisting in this office will be a Compliance Officer whose sole job will be 
compliance and reporting. Separating the functions of diversity and compliance 
will allow for more dedicated time for diversity initiatives. Diversity and Equity 
Leadership Offices have been created in many major educational institutions that 
are working to create substantive and meaningful change on their campuses; 
HSU should join this movement. Such an office will provide clear leadership for 
all of the diversity initiatives and activities relevant to fulfilling the University 
mission and vision. The establishment of a Diversity and Equity Leadership 
Office with a high level administrator will create clear lines of accountability 
and organization. It also will signal across the campus (and the CSU system) the 
centrality and importance of diversity to our learning community. 

Initiate the development of a central campus diversity website that coordinates 
and communicates diversity initiatives, programs, resources and support 
services. 

Continue outreach to local communities, with the help of alumni, the President’s 
Advisory Board, Native American Advisory Council and other community-
related advisory boards that assist with university-community relations. 
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B.  The President, working with the Provost, Diversity and Compliance Office 
and the DPAC will: 

Develop a Diversity Training and Advocacy Institute for all faculty and staff. 
This training will be focused on creating a vibrant, welcoming campus and 
developing abilities for all members of the campus to be leaders for diversity. 

Seek a major outside grant and matching University funds to support the 
development of a Diversity Training and Advocacy Institute. In addition, the 
grant will be used to provide release time for faculty and staff to participate in 
diversity training and advocacy forums. 

C.  Dean of Undergraduate Studies, Academic Senate, the Provost the Director 
of Student Life will: 

Develop a university wide first-year (including transfer students) student seminar 
where diversity and social justice are the central themes of the course. This 
academic course would be required of all first-year students. (A possible model 
for such a program would be the first year core course seminars conducted at the 
University of California, Santa Cruz.) 

D. Vice President of Student Affairs will: 

Expand informal and formal programs for developing student leadership to 
improve the campus climate. Coordinate with students in all aspects of student 
life to use their enthusiasm to draw in diverse students full participation. 

Work with Associated Students to develop a Student Advisory Committee to the 
Vice President for Student Affairs that will ensure the continuing involvement of 
students. To be implemented by December 2004. 

Ensure that services for diverse groups needs are available on campus. (e.g. 
African American students need access to hairdressers who are familiar with 
their hair care needs. The University should ensure that such a hairdresser is 
available at the on-campus hair care facility.) 

E.  Vice President for Administration will: 

Will work to increase the amount of contracts with and purchasing from minority 
and women vendors. 

F.  Dean of Enrollment Management will: 

Appoint students to serve in advisory capacities on committees in Undergraduate 
Admissions. 

Do a thorough exploration of successes and weaknesses in relation to recruiting 
and retaining students from underrepresented groups. 

Work with the DPAC and the President to develop a proactive strategic plan for 
recruiting and retaining students from underrepresented populations. 

G. All Campus Members will: 

Schedule meetings and programs with an awareness and consideration of non-
Christian religions’ Holy days (Judaism, Muslim, and so on) and practices 
(Judaism, Moslem, American Indian, and so on). 

2. Increase the number of California high school graduates of color who apply, are 
accepted, and enroll at Humboldt State University. 

A. The President and the University Resource Planning and Budget Committee will: 

Replace outreach money (i.e. EOP) for recruiting underrepresented students, as 
defined by the definition of “diversity,” that was taken by the Chancellor’s Office 
in the budget cuts. 

B. Dean of Enrollment Management and Director of Admissions will: 

Facilitate the enhancement and strengthening of existing linkages that connect the 
University to K-12 education in Humboldt, with particular focus on connections 
with local Native American and Latino communities. 

Strengthen partnerships with K-12 schools in diverse communities throughout 
California, including more involvement of students, faculty, staff and alumni in the 
recruiting process. 

C. Dean of Enrollment Management will: 

Work with the Alumni Association to recruit students. 

Continue to bring recruiting procedures up to the highest level of involvement 
possible, including individual meetings with students and/or their parents, 
participation in pre-college programs when possible; and consistent follow-up 
calls from recruiters, area alumni, faculty, staff, and students. Alumni and student 
participation is critical (e.g. student visits to their high schools). Incorporate 
presentations at churches, community centers and other community gathering 
venues, which can be valuable in reaching the underrepresented student 
populations. 

Require that all campus recruiters hired be able to demonstrate (work with 
the Diversity and Compliance Officer and the DPAC to construct appropriate 
language and questions to elicit knowledge of working effectively across 
difference) an ability to work with a diverse population as part of the hiring 
process (Implemented at start of plan period – Spring 2004). 
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Provide support to students so they can continue to host prospective students 
and work with them through HOP (Humboldt Orientation Program), providing 
them with early information on multi-cultural activities and with contacts to 
HSU students with similar backgrounds and interests. 

Work with the President, Provost and appropriate bargaining units to raise the 
entry-level status of recruiting officers and fill vacant recruitment staff positions 
promptly with at least a temporary appointment. 

3. Increase the proportion of students of color, and other underrepresented groups, 
to levels that are in closer alignment with the population of CSU eligible California 
high school graduates. Close the gap in educational achievement by bringing 
retention and graduation rates for students of underrepresented groups in line 
with those of the student body as a whole. 

A. President’s Council will: 

Continue to determine and use successful strategies for improving the retention 
and graduation rates for each of the targeted groups to reduce the gap in the 
retention and graduation rates between majority and targeted students by 50 
percent by 2009. 

Encourage and support faculty and staff to mentor an undergraduate or graduate 
student of color through the student’s educational career. The expectation is that 
the mentor will become familiar with that student’s cultural background. 

B. President will: 

Increase number of tuition scholarships for students from underrepresented 
groups (including women in science, engineering and natural resource 
management programs). 

Maintain (and where possible increase) budgets for centers and programs that 
work with students from underrepresented groups (including but not limited to 
such programs as ITEPP, INRSEP, EOP and the MultiCultural Center). Develop 
workable base-amounts for budgets below which funding will not fall, even in 
times of budget crisis. 

Look into HSU’s ability to increase the number of out-of-state American Indian 
students by offering in-state fees/tuition to these students. 

C. Dean of Undergraduate Studies will: 

Enhance the effectiveness of mentor programs. 

D. Dean of Enrollment Management will: 

Continue to improve recruitment of both new freshmen and transfer or re-entering 
students of color qualified for admission to HSU until the proportions of entering 
in-state students more closely reflects the corresponding racial/ethnic proportions 
of the CSU high school graduation class qualified for admission. The Dean will 
recruit out of state to further enhance the racial/ethnic diversity of the campus. 

Fund, over the next three years, at least one new paid position for an HSU student 
to help with recruiting racial and ethnic minorities to campus. 

Build the pool of pre-science majors through pre-college programs through 
ongoing and increased relationships with local K-12 schools. 

E. Dean of Research and Graduate Studies will: 

Secure funding to pay graduate students a stipend to be mentors to under-
represented undergraduate students. 

4. Increase the number of faculty, academic staff, classified staff and administrators 
of color, so that they are represented in the HSU workforce in proportion to their 
current availability in relevant job pools throughout the state. 

A. President and Provost will, in relation to Native American Studies: 

EnsurethatthetwofacultypositionsinNativeAmericanStudiesopenforreappointment 
are filled with permanent tenure track faculty. The first position should be filled, if 
possible, by May 2005. The second hire should be made as soon as possible. 

Increase the faculty in the Native American Studies Program beyond the 
replacement of two tenure track faculty over the next seven years. 

Provide funding to establish the Native American Studies program as a CSU 
system leader in Native American scholarship and Native student participation. 

Facilitate cooperation among the different programs that serve Native American 
students across campus (NAS, ITEPP, INRSEP). 

Put together a committee in 2005-2006 to look at the feasibility of creating a 
building on campus specifically designed to create a welcoming space and house 
various Native American programs and activities. 

B. President and Provost, in relation to Ethnic Studies will: 

Support Ethnic Studies’ efforts to develop a major. 

Increase tenure track faculty from two to four, based on student demand, during 
the next ten years to cover and support the core program. 
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C. The Provost, Vice-Presidents, Deans, Department Chairs, Student Affairs 
Directors, Faculty, Staff and Search Committees in regards to Recruiting Faculty 
and Staff will: 

Continue diversity-related strategic hiring of traditionally underrepresented 
faculty and use positions available from faculty turnover to promote hiring 
faculty of color. Work to significantly increase the total percent of diverse faculty 
of color on campus by 2009. 

Strategically recruit faculty by several means, including a seminar fund for early 
identification of promising graduate students from the UC system and elsewhere 
for possible faculty positions and possible funding for visiting faculty/scholars 
positions who may be attracted to faculty positions at HSU. 

Seek funding to broaden the strategic hiring program to target academic staff of 
color. 

Focus on the recruitment of classified staff of color for University-specific 
vacancies, including developing materials and working with community 
organizations to improve their recruitment and status. 

Ensure that all job announcements include language that clearly emphasizes that 
faculty and staff will be required to have skills in intercultural competence and 
will, during their time at HSU, be evaluated on their contributions to the creation 
of a more hospitable and diverse environment. 

Continue to monitor departments to ensure they are using targeted advertising 
of positions. 

D. Provost and Deans of the three colleges will, in regards to Retaining Faculty 
and Staff: 

Continue orientation and guidance for new faculty, and expand orientation and 

guidance for staff. 


Encourage mentor relationships. 


Monitor salary and promotion equity for classified staff. 


Recognize success in diversity initiatives. 


E. Vice Presidents and the Student Affairs Directors will, in regards to Retaining 
Staff: 

Continue orientation and guidance for new staff, and expand orientation and 
guidance for staff. 

Encourage mentor relationships. 

Monitor salary and promotion equity for classified staff. 


Recognize success 


F. Provost, Vice Presidents and Academic Senate will, in regards to Faculty and 
Staff: 

Increase professional development for staff and faculty. 

Revise the Retention, Tenure and Promotion process to account for the additional 
work that faculty from underrepresented groups take on in relation to mentoring 
students of color, serving on committees and linking with numerous campus 
committees. 

Revise the evaluation process for staff so that work with underrepresented 
groups (e.g. mentoring students, advising groups, serving on committees and 
linking with numerous campus committees) is evaluated, acknowledged and 
when appropriate rewarded. 

G. Office of Diversity and Compliance will: 

Create a process, which will insure that all faculty positions are posted and 
advertised in means and ways that would attract faculty applicants from 
underrepresented groups. 

Create a process in which the Compliance Officer must approve all applicant 
pools for faculty, staff and administrative positions. 

Incorporate a Diversity Training and Advocacy Institute in which all faculty and 
staff must participate. 

5. Foster institutional environments and course development that enhance 
learning and a respect for diversity as defined in Section I. 

A. President, Provost, and Deans of the Colleges will: 

Continue and increase economic funding for departments and programs that 
are centrally organized around issues of diversity and equity, for instance, Ethnic 
Studies, Native American Studies and Women Studies. 

B. Provost will: 

Work to create incentives for faculty/course development in Diversity and 
Common Ground courses. 
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 C. Faculty Personnel Services will: 

Perform regular salary equity reviews, to be submitted to the DPAC and the 
President, for all categories within the University. 

D. Vice-President for Student Affairs will: 

Appoint a committee to fast-track researching and planning for a freshman 
seminar experience as a way to improve academic performance, retention and 
multicultural understanding for all students. 

Work to ensure that multicultural events are able to access space on campus (such 
as in the Kate Buchanan Room, Goodwin Forum, Van Duzer Theatre, and so on) 
that facilitates large student, staff, faculty and community involvement. 

E. Diversity and Common Ground Committee will: 

Review the learning outcomes of Diversity and Common Ground requirements 
during the 2005-2006 academic year. 

Support faculty and departments in the College of Natural and Resource Sciences 
to develop DCG courses where appropriate. 

Work with faculty to incorporate diversity-related content into courses where 
appropriate. 

F. Dean of Enrollment Management will: 

Develop a fiscally responsible strategic plan for recruiting and supporting inter-
national students that promotes “diversity” as defined in the preface of this plan. 

6. Establishment/increase of scholarship funds available for underrepresented 
students. 

A. The President will: 

Create a President’s Scholarship Fund that assists students from underrepresented 
groups at the University. 

Work with the Office of Advancement and the Alumni Association to raise 
scholarship funds. 

Encourage faculty and administrators to donate monies to the President’s 
Scholarship Fund. Recruit 20 other people for similar donations, and provide the 
endowment for one student-year. 

Continue outreach to local and underrepresented communities, with the help of 
alumni. 

B. Office of Advancement will: 

Undertake targeted fund-raising for eventual endowed chairs and visiting 
professorships in ethnic studies fields. 

7. Improve accountability throughout all units and departments at HSU in relation 
to diversity. 

A. The President will: 

Provide a progress “report card” on the implementation of Plan 2009 in the annual 
report to the HSU campus and community, including highlights of best practices. 
The annual Diversity Update will serve as a report from the administration. 

In consultation with the Provost, Executive Committee, Academic Senate and 
other relevant bodies, develop performance-based budgeting for diversity and 
equity. Budget decision making will include evaluation of diversity achievements 
by colleges, divisions and departments. In particular, outstanding achievement 
in diversity efforts will be recognized as areas of models for greater investment 
through the budget allocation process. 

Develop, with DPAC, measurement tools based on the Strategic Plan for Campus 
Diversity and the individual unit plans. 

Will work to create, by the end of this plan timeframe (2009) an Office of Diversity 
and Equity Leadership, led by high level administrator who will report directly to 
the President. (see goal 1) 

B. The President’s Executive Committee and Academic Senate will ensure that: 

Every unit, including individual academic departments, will develop by May 
2005 a plan for how it will contribute to achieving the goals of Plan 2009, with 
both benchmarks and incentives for progress. These goals should be integrated 
into the units’ strategic plans. Best practices will be identified from these plans 
and forwarded to the President. 

The appropriate governance committees and Vice Presidents will work to 
implement, monitor and assess the plan’s progress. 

C. Diversity Plan Advisory Council (consisting of administration, faculty, staff, 
students, alumni, and community representatives) will: 

Meet at least once per semester and discuss with the president the progress of 
the plan. 
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Host one or more open forums, each semester, with the President, Provost, 
Vice President for Student Affairs each participating in at least one of them, to 
exchange information on the progress of the plan. 

D. Deans, Administrators and Department Chairs will: 

By the end of Spring 2005, develop and submit a diversity plan for their unit 
which details how the unit already works towards enhancing diversity within 
their unit/department and what further steps the unit/department will take in 
the following four years. The DPAC will provide assistance, best practices and 
models for these department plans. The unit plans will include benchmarks and 
time lines. 

8. Create Programs for diversity training for staff, faculty and administrators. 

A. President’s Office will: 

Work with relevant faculty, staff and administrators to secure substantial external 
funding to develop and launch the social justice oriented Diversity Training and 
Advocacy Institute. 

In conjunction with the DPAC and the Director of Diversity and Compliance 
create a committee of faculty, staff, administrators and students to develop a 
diversity training program designed to transform the climate at HSU. 

Increase funding to support efforts at the departmental level for achieving 
diversity goals over the five year period. 

B. The Relevant Committee (see above), in conjunction with the Director of 
Diversity and Compliance, will: 

By Fall 2005, create a substantive diversity training program, along with a timeline 
for implementation, designed to transform the climate at HSU. 

Additional Ways to Enhance Diversity 

In addition to these specific recommendations, the Diversity Action Planning 
Committee recognizes that there are many activities that all campus members 
can engage in, that would create a more equitable campus. The following types of 
activities can and should be undertaken: 

Students (1) Be a friend to a student of a diverse ethnic/cultural background. (2) 
Volunteer to help recruit students of color and/or work at HOP. (3) Be a friend 
and/or tutor to a local student of color and the student’s family. Bring them as 
welcome guests to the University. (4) Volunteer to work in the community and 

ask a fellow student of a different ethnic/cultural background to join you. (5) 
Take a service-learning course. (6) Read this plan thoughtfully and creatively 
find other ways and places to help. 

Faculty and Staff (1) Get involved with a local family as a friend. Bring them 
as welcome guests to the University. (2) Volunteer to work in the community 
and ask someone of a different ethnic/cultural background to join you. (3) 
Incorporate diversity into your curriculum. (4) Join with other faculty and staff 
to develop more proactive ways to create a welcoming campus and classroom. (5) 
Get connected to a residential community. (6) Read this plan thoughtfully and 
find other creative ways and places to help. 

Alumni (1) Continue local recruiting efforts. (2) Donate to scholarships. (3) 
Speak up about the need for graduates who have experience living and working 
in a diverse environment. (4) Get involved with a local family as a friend. Tell 
them about the University. 

The preceding goals and recommendations for action are designed to ensure that 
a truly equitable campus is developed and nurtured. Through commitment and 
proactive measures we can create a vibrant school that is successful in meeting all 
of the promises that we have made, including our stated goal of creating a school in 
which critical thinking, preparedness for participation in the contemporary world 
and a commitment to social justice are instilled throughout the whole campus. 
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_____________________________ 

Appendix XI


INTERNATIONAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE a.k.a. FOCUS GROUP 

with Full Text of International Education and Programs 

FOCUSING ON A WORLD VIEW Strategic Plan 

Adopted by International Resource Committee 04 April 2003 

(Theme: Cultural Richness) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
Steven A. Carlson, Professor, Environmental and Natural Resource Sciences 

Focus Group Chair 
Guy-Alain Amoussou, Asst. Professor, Computing Science 

Core Working Group 
International Resources Committee 
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Summary Statement 

An institutional commitment to global and international learning is necessary to 
provide the framework for the integration of lifelong international and intercultural 
experiences that enrich the lives of our students. As an institution that “welcomes the 
challenges and opportunities of a diverse and rapidly changing society,” it is critical 
that as an institution we embrace the rapid interculturalization of California society 
and prepare our students for excellence in that world. Respect for the diversity, 
integrity, and equality of cultures and nations is fundamental in preparing the 
members of the University community for increasing global interdependence. An 
international perspective is essential to a thorough understanding of social justice 
issues specifically, and to social, economic, and environmental issues more generally. 
Developing the international aspects of the University helps us creatively confront the 
challenges of the future. 

Establishing links and affiliations beyond the borders of the United States will increase 
the research and instructional capabilities of the University as well as extend its influence 
in international affairs to local, regional, and national organizations and institutions. 

Current Conditions 

In Fall 2001, HSU ranked 20th among 21 CSU campuses for the number of 
international students enrolled with 34 students representing 0.5% of enrollment. 
Average enrollment of international students on other CSU campuses was 4.2%, ranging 
from 0.5% to 9.9%. Humboldt has few visiting and/or permanent international faculty 
on its campus and a reasonably large number of exchange programs opportunities 
with overseas universities. 

There is no centralized office to oversee study abroad programs or to monitor 
the welfare of international students, faculty, and staff. International programs and 
services are dispersed across campus. The Office of Research and Graduate Studies 
is assigned oversight responsibility for international programs, but the scope of 
their role and resources to perform these responsibilities are limited. The half-
time Study Abroad Advisor assists students and faculty involved with study abroad 
opportunities and works closely with other university offices such as the Registrar’s 
Office, Student Financial Aid, Student Health Service Extended Education Office, 
and Risk Management to oversee the implementation of study abroad programs. The 
Office for Research and Graduate Studies maintains a website for International Study 
Abroad Programs and other international resources (www.humboldt.edu/~gradst/ 
INTERNATIONALStudyAbroad.html). The Office of Enrollment Management 

provides a part-time evaluator for admissions of international students while the Office 
of Extended Education plays a primary role in accommodating incoming international 
students. Recruitment for international students occurs primarily through Enrollment 
Management and the International English Language Institute (IELI). 

The Multicultural Center provides opportunities for intercultural exchanges, 
development of leadership skills, and social interaction through such activities as 
Campus Week of Dialogue on Race, Diversity Conference, Cultural Programming 
Board, academic internships, newsletter, volunteerism, informal gatherings, and 
support to student clubs and activities. Clubs and activities support comes through 
a Community Coordinator who assists with event and activity planning, field trip 
transportation, hospitality expenses, and professional staff to drive, guide and assist. 
There are a number of student clubs and activities: e.g., Asian Pacific American 
Student Alliance, Global Connections, Latinos Unidos/Humboldt, and MEChA. 

There are a number of international-related academic programs on campus. 
Through the Interdisciplinary Studies major there is an International Studies option 
with concentrations possible in a number of geographic, cultural and historic areas. 
The Department of Modern Languages was recently reorganized as Department of 
World Languages and Cultures offering a number of international majors and minors: 
French Studies, German Studies, Spanish Studies, Ethnic Studies, and language 
courses. The Peace Corps has a very strong presence on campus and has worked with 
the Department of English graduate program to develop a Master’s International 
Program (MIP). Individual programs and departments promote international 
activities and events through variety of on and off campus means but current efforts 
are largely decentralized and uncoordinated. 

The International Resources Committee (IRC) was formed in 2002 as an answer to this 
situation and it includes faculty, administrator, staff and students. The IRC goal is to: 

• 	 promote and support programs and initiatives that foster international 
educational opportunities for the campus community, including issues 
related to the development of an International Resources Center, recruitment 
of international students and faculty, the establishment and maintenance of 
faculty-led international programs, international student and faculty exchanges 
and international bilateral programs, and the development of on-campus 
seminars related to international education. 

• 	 work with various offices and programs on campus so that international 
programs and opportunities are provided to students and faculty as effectively 
as possible, and so that faculty may more easily facilitate the offering of 
international programs and opportunities to their students. 
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• 	 advise the campus community regarding international programs and 

international educational opportunities. 


The Dean of Research and Graduate Studies (a committee member) reports committee 
business to the Vice President of Academic Affairs. 

Values 

• 	 An institutional commitment to global and international learning is necessary 

to provide the framework for the integration of lifelong international and 

intercultural experiences that enrich the lives of our students.


• 	 Building on and drawing together our current strengths to create a more 

contemporary, comprehensive, centralized model for achieving the university’s 

mission will achieve this goal.


• 	 Respect for the diversity, integrity, and equality of cultures and nations is 

fundamental in preparing the members of the University community for 

increasing global interdependence.


• 	 Developing the international aspects of the University is consistent with its 

primary mission of creating and disseminating knowledge.


• 	 Establishing links and affiliations beyond the borders of the United States will 

increase the research and instructional capabilities of the University as well 

as extend its influence in international affairs to local, regional, and national 

organizations and institutions.


Planning Assumptions 

Centralization and coordination of international programs, education and activities 
will establish a campus focal point and a channel for the exchange of information for 
students, faculty, staff and the community-at-large. The speed of economic, political 
and communication changes in the world makes it essential that the University adopt 
a coherent strategy to meet its international mission. 
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Table 11:  International Resources (Committee) Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

XIa. HSU will coordinate and XIa1. Develop International Re- International Resource Center • No centralized office in charge 2007-08 IRC; Dean R&GS 
centralize international programs, source Center to facilitate efficient created of study abroad and international 
education and activities to enhance access to available services and re- students exists to service students, 
the international component on sources and to establish additional faculty, and staff. Interna-
campus. programs and linkages. tional programs and services 

are dispersed across campus. 
• Current part-time staff in various 
offices. 

XIa2. Increase number of grant Number of grant applications One proposal (Title IV) submitted in 2004-05 IRC; Dean R&GS 
applications submitted to external 2002-2003. 
funding sources for support of 
center and services. 

XIa3. Develop a Virtual center Virtual website completed Study Abroad website with various 2004-05 IRC; Dean Enrollment Mgmt; Dean 
(website) to enhance communica- links. R&GS 
tion and visibility 

XIb. HSU will enhance the role of XIb1. Use International Resource International Resource Committee IRC is currently an ad-hoc com- 2006-07 President 
International Resource Commit- Committee to recommend policy for chartered mittee 
tee as permanent committee to development of University-wide ap-
promote and support programs and proach to international education. 
initiatives that foster international 
educational opportunities for cam-
pus community. 

XIb2. Establish system of curricular 
input, regular monitoring and evalu-
ation to improve quality of interna-
tional programs and services. 

Policies/procedures in place Normal curricular review process 
does not include explicit review of 
international components 

2004-05 College Curriculum Committees 

XIb3. Develop and enhance Number of contacts and agree- Some consortium agreements and 2006-07 IRC; Dean R&GS; Dean Enrollment 
models of cooperation between ments informal networks exist. Mgmt 
campuses in California State 
University, other universities and 
community colleges relative to 
global education. 

XIb4. Advise and support global 
partnership development. 

Number of global contacts Some faculty contacts exist 2008-09 IRC 

XIb5. Increase community involve- Number of community members on None 2007-08 IRC 
ment in international advisory committees 
committees. 

XIb6. Gather and disseminate Communication plan in place with Initial document exists. 2004-05 Dean R&GS 
information on international and annual reports 
global programs at HSU, the CSU, 
other campuses, and other interna-
tional resources. 
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Table 11:  International Resources (Committee) Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

XIc. HSU will enhance the interna- XIc1. Increase number of contacts Number of contacts Enrollment Management website 2004-05 Dean Enrollment Mgmt 
tional student presence on campus with prospective international provides contact point for interna-
by increasing recruitment goals and 
strategies for international students. 

students in order to increase the 
number of applications submitted 

tional students; Recruitment for 
international students primarily 

and students admitted. occurs through Director Human 
Resources, Enrollment Manage-
ment, and the International English 
Language Institute (IELI). 

XIc2. Increase the number of 
international student recruiting trips. 

Number of recruitment trips tar-
geted at international students 

Recruitment plan drafted by EM 
2-6-04. 

2006-07 Dean Enrollment Mgmt 

XIc3. Increase enrollment of inter-
national students by 5% in 5 years. 

Number of enrolled international 
students 

Unknown 2008-09 IRC; Dean Enrollment Mgmt 

XIc4. Determine the minimally Policy developed None exists 2008-09 IRC; Dean Enrollment Mgmt 
appropriate diversity of countries to 
be represented. 

XIc5. Increase the number of Number of programs and partner- 9 bilateral exchange partnerships 2004-05 Dean R&GS 
educational programs and/or part- ships and amount of financial aid 2003-04; IELI (Extended Ed) 
nerships for academic richness. 

XIc6. Develop an International View Book created View book developed by Extended 2004-05 Dean Enrollment Mgmt; Director 
“view book” for distribution to pro- Ed. Extended Ed 
spective international students. 

XIc7. Provide help for international Enrollment levels HSU current ranking in the CSU 2008-09 IRC, Dean Enrollment Mgmt 
students in completing application system and number of international 
and admission processes. Support students is near bottom. 
application, admission, and enroll-
ment processes and 

XIc8. Provide academic and social Year-to-year retention rates Unknown 2008-09 Dean Enrollment Mgmt 
support services for international 
students to increase retention rates. 

XIc9. Develop a student survey Student survey administered No survey tool 2005-06 Dean Enrollment Mgmt 
instrument to assess satisfaction 
levels of international students. 

XIc10. Develop private money for 
scholarships to support interna-
tional students. 

Dollars available for scholarships International students can apply 
for HSU scholarships. Restrictions 
apply to targeting private funds 
to international students. Some 

2006-07 IRC, Director University Advance-
ment 

non-HSU scholarships are targeted 
to international students; Funding 
formula by EO 611 provides fee 
waivers (3 WTU/semester for 32 
international students for 2003-04) 
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Table 11:  International Resources (Committee) Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

XId. HSU will enhance the interna- XId1. Develop recruitment goals, Number of international faculty Criteria not defined. 2006-07 VPAA 
tionalization of faculty and staff. implementation strategies for inter-

national faculty and staff. 

XId2. Increase resources to sup- Program in place None exists 2008-09 VPAA 
port international faculty and staff 
including orientation programs 

XId3. Increase number of HSU Number of faculty and staff with Unknown 2005-06 IRC 
staff and faculty members with international experience 
international experience ( e.g., 
Fulbright Scholarship program; Bi-
lateral exchanges; California State 
University International Program 
(CSU- IP) opportunities for faculty; 
3rd party provider programs.) 

XId4. Provide opportunities for Number of program opportunities Unknown 2008-09 Dean R&GS 
HSU faculty and staff to gain 
international experience as in XIId3 
above. 

XId5. Increase number of Number of international collabora- Unknown 2008-09 Dean R&GS 
international collaborations to tions 
provide experiential opportunities 
for students, staff, faculty, and 
administrators. 

XIe. HSU will seek to Increase XIe1. Use peer evaluations and Evaluation instruments created Ad hoc collaboration among faculty 2007-08 Departments 
student appreciation for interna- student assesssments to evaluate with international interests. 
tional perspectives tDirector Human the strength of the international 
Resourcesough internationaliza- components in the curriculum. 
tion of the curricula. 

XIe2. Increase the number of aca- Number of courses/programs with International Studies Major 2005-06 Department Chairs; Academic 
demic offerings with international international focus established (BA degree option Deans; IRC 
focus. in Interdisciplinary Studies major 

with concentrations in various geo-
graphic, cultural and historic areas); 
Department of World Languages 
and Cultures offers international 
majors and minors (French Studies, 
German Studies, Spanish Studies, 
Ethnic Studies) and language 
courses; Master’s International 
Program (MIP) offered tDirector 
Human Resourcesough Depart-
ment of English graduate studies 
as joint venture between HSU and 
Peace Corps. 

XIe3. Promote student enrollment Number of promotion mechanisms Some courses promoted by depart- 2004-05 Department Chairs; Academic 
in courses with a strong interna- ments and colleges. Deans; IRC 
tional component. 
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Table 11:  International Resources (Committee) Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

(continued) XIe4. Develop a faculty question- Questionnaire administered Ad hoc collaboration among faculty 2005-06 IRC 
XIe. HSU will seek to Increase naire to determine the level of with international interests. 
student appreciation for interna- awareness of international offer-
tional perspectives tDirector Human ings. 
Resourcesough internationaliza-
tion of the curricula. XIe5. Revamp the criteria for DCG DCG criteria modified Multicultural studies is an edu- 2006-07 DCG Committee 

courses to include a multicultural cational objective for approval of 
perspective as meeting the intent new Diversity & Common Ground 
of DCG. courses. 

XIf. HSU will support and enhance XIf1. Increase number of students Number of students studying 24 students enrolled in bilateral 2005-06 Dean R&GS 
study abroad program opportunities studying abroad in bilateral abroad exchange program in 2002-03 (out 
for students. programs. of 125 total study abroad students 

for Fall 2002-Summer 2003). 

XIf2. Develop tracking mechanism Statistical tracking implemented None 2004-05 Dean R&GS 
to document number of incoming 
students who indicate study abroad 
programs were factor in deciding to 
enroll at HSU. 

XIf3. Increase the number of bilat- Number of programs and partner- Nine bilateral exchange agree- 2005-06 Dean R&GS 
eral exchange programs available ships and amount of financial aid ments on file for 2002-03. 
for students. 

XIf4. Increase number of students Number of participants 73 students enrolled in faculty led 2005-06 Dean R&GS 
studying abroad in HSU-faculty led study abroad programs in 2002-03 
study abroad programs. (out of 125 total study abroad stu-

dents for Fall 2002-Summer 2003). 

XIf5. Adoption of protocols, Guidelines approved None 2004-05 Dean R&GS 
procedures, and guidelines to di-
minish risk factors for study abroad 
programs. 

XIf6. Encourage and support the Number of participants 25 students enrolled in third party 2004-05 Dean R&GS 
use of study abroad programs of- provider programs in 2002-03 (out 
fered by third party providers. of 125 total study abroad students 

for Fall 2002-Summer 2003). 
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HSU International Education & Programs 

Focusing on a World View - Strategic Plan 
Adopted by International Resource Committee 04 April 2003 

Preface: The purpose of this plan is to create an institutional framework for 
the integration of an international perspective at Humboldt State University. 
Centralization and coordination of international programs, education and activities 
will establish a campus focal point and a channel for the exchange of information for 
students, faculty, staff and the community-at-large. The speed of economic, political 
and communication changes in the world makes it essential that the University 
adopt a coherent strategy to meet its international mission. 

Process Employed to Develop this Plan: This plan results from a series of efforts 
built upon: 

• 	 A proposal for the creation of an Office of International Studies, prepared by 
the International Studies Group (May 1997), 

• 	 A Status Report on International Education at Humboldt State University by 
the Ad hoc Committee on International Programs (Feb 2000), 

• 	 A draft strategic plan for International Education and Programs “Focusing 
on a World View” (Oct 2000) by the International Resource Committee, 
and 

• 	 Consistent participation by the International Resource Committee to advise 
on the current plan. 

The strategic plan for International Education and Programs outlines strategies 
and tactics for responding to the strategic goals described below. The following 
statements of mission, vision and key values serve to strengthen the plan and guide 
the university in its work. 

Mission: 

Humboldt State University affirms its commitment to increase the capacity to 
foster international and global learning, understanding and opportunities among 
the students, faculty, staff, administration and University community through its 
people, its pursuits and its programs. 

Vision: 

Humboldt State University seeks to incorporate the “global ethos” (Task Force 
on CSU Globalization, 1998) in all university activities. The Humboldt State 
University Strategic Plan (Fall 1997) includes in its mission statement that the 

university strives to “prepare individuals for fulfillment of their roles as productive 
and responsible members of the local, state, national and world communities,” in 
its vision to “increase the diversity of our students, faculty, staff and curriculum,” 
in its values to commit to “community and diversity characterized by mutual 
respect,” and in its planning assumptions regarding globalization that “students 
are exposed to international issues in their education...including the study 
of languages and culture.” An education with an international perspective 
not only encourages advanced learning and scholarship, it engenders respect 
among different peoples, and encourages constructive leadership in the global 
community. 

“As the California State University looks to the future, the global dimension of 
its mission grows ever more significant. The students we educate increasingly 
need to be prepared to function as citizens of a global society. They need to 
understand, and contribute to, California’s participation in a global economy...” 
(CSU Task Force on International Programs, Feb 1997) 

Key Values: 

• 	 An institutional commitment to global and international learning is necessary 
to provide the framework for the integration of lifelong international and 
intercultural experiences that enrich the lives of our students. 

• 	 Building on and drawing together our current strengths to create a more 
contemporary, comprehensive, centralized model for achieving the university’s 
mission will achieve this goal. 

• 	 Respect for the diversity, integrity, and equality of cultures and nations is 
fundamental in preparing the members of the University community for 
increasing global interdependence. 

• 	 Developing the international aspects of the University is consistent with its 
primary mission of creating and disseminating knowledge. 

• 	 Establishing links and affiliations beyond the borders of the United States will 
increase the research and instructional capabilities of the University as well 
as extend its influence in international affairs to local, regional, and national 
organizations and institutions. 
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Underlying Principles and Assumptions 

The International Education and Programs strategic plan for Humboldt State 
University rests on several key principles and expectations: 

• 	 The focus of the plan is six primary goals and their associated strategies and 
tactics; 

• 	 Plan initiatives will be built wherever possible on current programs and 
services, and growth will be developed in consideration of available 
resources and opportunities for the generation of new resources; 

• 	 Annual operating plans, tied to annual operating budgets, will be created to 
develop implementation; 

• 	 Performance against plans will be measured regularly; 

• 	 Those responsible for implementation will employ best practice models and 
strive for efficiency and effectiveness in carrying out the strategic plan. 

This plan emphasizes vision and ideas over the means of implementing them; 
however, implementation is dependent upon available budgetary resources, 
potential external funding and human capital. The plan assumes a five-year horizon 
for implementation, but a key underlying assumption is that it will be a work in 
progress in order for it to remain dynamic and respond to evolving requirements, 
realities, and opportunities. It is further assumed that faculty, staff, and advisory 
constituents will fully embrace it as Humboldt State University’s commitment to 
the future. 

Strategic Goals: 

Goal 1: Coordinate and centralize activities related to global and 
international learning.


Goal 2: Enhance international student presence.


Goal 3: Enhance internationalization of faculty and staff.


Goal 4: Internationalize curricula.


Goal 5: Strengthen development of study abroad programs.


Goal 6: Internationalize campus culture.


GOAL 1: Coordinate and centralize international programs, education and 
activities by establishing an International Resource Center. 

Strategy 1: Develop infrastructure to facilitate efficient access to services and 
resources available and to establish additional programs and linkages. 

Existing Tactics 

• 	 Current resources for providing an environment and grounding for students 
in global and international learning should be enhanced through coordination 
and cooperation. 

• 	 No centralized office in charge of study abroad and international students 
exists to service students, faculty, and staff. International programs and 
services are dispersed across campus. 

New Tactics 

• 	 Create a virtual center as the first step in welcoming and directing inquiries. 
Incorporate available web resources. 

• 	 Create physical center to facilitate coordination and centralization of 
resources, information and activities. 

• 	 Develop internal support to sustain center, international programs and 
activities. 

• 	 Seek external funding to support center, international programs and 
activities. 

• 	 Increase staffing to support international programs. 

Resource Implications 

• 	 Release time and stipends to faculty and staff to implement international 
education and program objectives. 

• 	 Personnel to oversee center. 

• 	 Space, supplies, equipment, etc. 

Key Progress Measures 

• 	 Number of grant applications submitted to external funding sources for 
support of center and services. 

• 	 Virtual center completed and updated. 

• 	 More components included in virtual center. 

• 	 Available information is current and accurate. 
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• 	 Adequate staffing to meet needs of faculty, staff and students. 

• 	 Adequate internal support. 

Strategy 2: Establish International Resource Committee as permanent committee 
to promote and support programs and initiatives that foster international 
educational opportunities for campus community. 

Existing Tactics 

• 	 Research and Graduate Studies is assigned oversight responsibility for 
international programs, but scope of role and resources to perform 
responsibilities are limited. 

New Tactics 

• 	 Use International Resource Committee to recommend policy for development 
of University-wide approach. 

• 	 Establish system of curricula input, regular monitoring and evaluation to 
improve quality of international programs and services. 

• 	 Develop and enhance models of cooperation between campuses in California 
State University and California Community College systems relative to global 
education. 

• 	 Advise and support global partnership development. 

• 	 Add community members to International Resource Committee. 

Resource Implications 

• 	 Time for committee work. 

• 	 Travel to other campuses, partners. 

Key Progress Measures 

• 	 International Resource Committee chartered. 

• 	 More visibility on campus and in community of international programs. 

Strategy 3: Gather and disseminate information on international and global 
programs at HSU, the CSU, other campuses, and other international resources. 

Existing Tactics 

• 	 Office for Research and Graduate Studies maintains website for International 
Study Abroad Programs and other international resources (http://www. 
humboldt.edu/~gradst/INTERNATIONALStudyAbroad.html). 

• 	 Strong presence for Peace Crops at HSU. 

• 	 Limited presence on CSU Mentor, HSU websites and CSU online Blue Book. 

New Tactics 

• 	 Develop and maintain resource document and web pages for international 
programs to foster linkages between faculty, students and programs that 
include contact information and description of current international programs 
available, e.g., study abroad programs, faculty international opportunities, 
internationally oriented undergraduate and graduate programs, international 
and global cultural activities on campus. 

• 	 Develop, organize and promote programs, workshops and seminars for 
international learning opportunities, issues and programs. 

• 	 Explore collaboration with other institutions through partnerships, grant-
funded programs and integrated curricula. 

• 	 Explore provision of contract services to industry and community 
organizations. 

• 	 Active engagement in HSU campus identity efforts. 

• 	 Identify and promote courses with international focus. 

• 	 Develop prioritized list of reasons why students decided to attend HSU. 

Resource Implications 

• 	 Personnel resources. 

• 	 Office space, equipment, and operating funds. 

Key Progress Measures 

• 	 Resource document prepared. 

• 	 Web pages developed and maintained. 

• 	 Communication plan developed. 

• 	 “Annual report” summary prepared. 

• 	 More visibility of international programs. 

• 	 Website counter for “hits”; number of hits recorded. 
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GOAL 2: Enhance international student presence. 

Strategy 1: Determine and support recruitment goals and strategies for 
international students. 

Existing Tactics 

• 	 HSU ranked 20th among 21 CSU campuses for number of international 
students enrolled (34), approx. 0.5% of enrollment for Fall 2001. Average 
enrollment of international students in CSU campuses is 4.2% (range 0.5% 
- 9.9%). 

• 	 Enrollment Management provides a part-time evaluator for admissions of 
international students. 

• 	 Extended Education plays primary role in accommodating incoming 
international students. 

• 	 Recruitment for international students primarily occurs through Enrollment 
Management and the International English Language Institute (IELI). 

New Tactics 

• 	 Determine recruitment goals for HSU using baseline data and comparing to 
other campuses. 

• 	 Identify countries and programs to target for growth. 

• 	 Develop plan to market HSU internationally. 

• 	 Increase participation in international tours. 

• 	 Target community colleges, high schools and other referring institutions. 

• 	 Develop and enhance educational programs, partnerships, and financial 
resources to attract and retain international students, e.g., certificate programs, 
English language programs, scholarships (academic and special talent). 

• 	 Develop international alumni affinity groups to augment recruitment efforts 
and to develop private support. 

• 	 Provide sufficient staffing and training for faculty and staff to implement 
international recruitment plan. 

• 	 Develop collateral materials to respond to inquiries. 

• 	 Design, install, and maintain information for prospective international 
students on website, including e-mail contact. 

• 	 Incorporate internal funding mechanism, e.g., portion of international 
student fees go toward international programs. 
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Resource Implications 

• Travel budget for recruiters, faculty/staff. 

• Private support. 

• Dedicated resources for updating online information. 

Key Progress Measures 

• 	 Increased number of contacts with prospective international students. 

• 	 Increased number of international student recruiting trips. 

• 	 Increased number of applications requested and submitted. 

• 	 Increased enrollment of international students from baseline figures (5% by 
year 5). 

• 	 Appropriate diversity of countries represented. 

• 	 Increased number of educational programs, partnerships, and amount of 
financial resources available to international students. 

• 	 International “view book” developed for distribution to prospective 
international students. 

• 	 Internal funding mechanism developed. 

Strategy 2: Support application, admission, and enrollment processes and support 
services for international students. 

Existing Tactics 

• 	 Office of Enrollment Management part-time evaluator provides credential 
evaluation, general education (GE) advising, and visa information support as 
required by Student and Exchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS). 

• 	 Provide consultation regarding international travel necessities and required 
paperwork for international students, e.g., visa applications, travel information 
services. 

• 	 Extended Education assists students with insurance. 

New Tactics 

• 	 Enhance campus and community support systems for international 
students. 

• 	 Enhance admission services (applications, financial services, health 
insurance). 
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• 	 Enhance external resources for meeting educational expenses. 

• 	 Coordinate and move toward centralization of services currently provided 
by Enrollment Management, Extended Education, and Student Affairs for 
receiving, providing orientation, and advising incoming international 
students. 

Resource Implications 

• 	 Staffing, office space, equipment, and operating funds. 

Key Progress Measures 

• 	 Increased enrollment. 

• 	 High rates of retention. 

• 	 High ratings on student satisfaction surveys. 

• 	 Private money available for scholarships. 

• 	 Increase in services and activities coordinated by different offices. 

GOAL 3: Enhance internationalization of faculty and staff. 

Strategy 1: Develop recruitment goals, implementation strategies for international 
faculty and staff. 

Existing Tactics 

• 	 Humboldt has few visiting and/or permanent international faculty on its 
campus and few exchange programs with overseas universities. 

New Tactics 

• 	 Determine current (baseline) of international faculty and staff. 

• 	 Work with departments and offices to develop plan and financial resources 
to recruit faculty and staff internationally through employment listings, 
partnerships, visiting faculty lecturers, visiting researchers/scholars, 
international collaborations. 

• 	 Develop capacity and coordinate efforts of Human Resources and Faculty 
Personnel Services to orient and employ international faculty and staff. 

• 	 Develop collateral materials to respond to inquiries and to support recruitment 
efforts. 

• 	 Provide consultation for requirements of international faculty and staff 
working in U.S., e.g., visa forms, medical clearance, language, culture 
orientation. 

• 	 Develop institutional support for immigration issues for international faculty 
and staff. 

• 	 Enhance campus and community support systems for international faculty 
and staff. 

• 	 Investigate utilization of RTP process to augment efforts to attract and retain 
international faculty. 

Resource Implications 

• 	 Travel funds for visiting faculty and staff. 

• 	 Create resources to aid international faculty, e.g., training, immigration 
expertise. 

• 	 Outreach resources for international faculty and staff. 

Key Progress Measures 

• 	 Increased number of international faculty and staff. 

• 	 Increased resources to support international faculty and staff. 

• 	 Increased efficiency of orientation and employment for international faculty 
and staff. 

Strategy 2: Support efforts to enhance internationalization of existing faculty and 
staff members. 

Existing Tactics 

• 	 Fulbright Scholarship program. 

• 	 Bilateral exchanges. 

• 	 California State University International Programs (CSU- IP) opportunities 
for faculty. 

New Tactics 

• 	 Promote international teaching and research opportunities for HSU faculty. 

• 	 Provide international opportunities for staff. 

• 	 Provide consultation for faculty and staff traveling internationally regarding 
travel requirements and forms, e.g., visa applications, travel information 
services, medical clearance. 
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Resource Implications 

• 	 Travel funds. 

• 	 Training. 

Key Progress Measures 

• 	 Increased number of HSU staff and faculty members with international 
experience. 

• 	 Increased resources to support HSU faculty and staff with international 
opportunities. 

• 	 Increased number of international collaborations. 

GOAL 4: Increase internationalization of curricula. 

Strategy 1: Strengthen and increase awareness and coordination of academic 
majors, minors, options, certificates of study and courses with international 
focus. 

Existing Tactics 

• 	 International Studies Major established (BA degree option in Interdisciplinary 
Studies major with concentrations in various geographic, cultural and historic 
areas). 

• 	 Department of Modern Languages reorganized as Department of World 
Languages and Cultures offering international majors and minors (French 
Studies, German Studies, Spanish Studies, Ethnic Studies) and language 
courses. 

• 	 Master’s International Program (MIP) offered through Department of 
English graduate studies as joint venture between HSU and Peace Corps. 

• 	 Ad hoc collaboration among faculty with international interests. 

New Tactics 

• 	 Enhance and revise existing courses to incorporate international 
perspectives. 

• 	 Develop new courses in international and global studies. 

• 	 Develop programs focusing on issues or topics, e.g., international health, 
international business. 

• 	 Enhance area studies programs and associated languages. 

• 	 Develop innovative curricula that combine teaching of international studies 
with professional or pre-professional studies. 

• 	 Support collaborative efforts and creation of international curricula and 
interdisciplinary international courses, e.g., team taught courses. 

• 	 Provide incentives for faculty to develop programs and courses with 
international perspective. 

• 	 Increase faculty communication about international course offerings, 
skills/interests of individuals, identification of commonalities and areas for 
collaboration. 

• 	 Increase and support collaboration activities for faculty with interest in 
international topics, e.g., periodic support group to talk about courses offered, 
panel discussions open to university on international topics, etc. 

Resource Implications 

• 	 Incentives offered for new course development. 

• 	 Resources to team teach classes. 

• 	 Resources for support. 

• 	 Refreshments at collaboration meetings/panel discussions. 

• 	 Publicity for international courses and panel discussions. 

Key Progress Measures 

• 	 Peer evaluations. 

• 	 Student assessments. 

• 	 Increase in number of academic offerings with international focus. 

• 	 Increase in number of international courses taken by each student. 

• 	 Faculty questionnaire to determine awareness of international offerings. 

• 	 Evaluation forms for panels and collaboration sessions. 

Strategy 2: Promote curricular policy that incorporates international perspectives. 

Existing Tactics 

• 	 Interdisciplinary/global studies programs with international focus 
established. 

• 	 Multicultural studies is an educational objective for approval of new Diversity 
& Common Ground courses. 
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New Tactics 

• 	 Increase representation of international interests on university curriculum 
committees and subcommittees. 

• 	 Promote curricular policy that incorporates international perspectives. 

• 	 Pursue Diversity & Common Ground requirement change to require students 
to take one international DCG and one domestic DCG. 

Resource Implications 

• 	 None. 

Key Progress Measures 

• 	 More representation of international interests on relevant committees. 

• 	 Progress toward change in DCG requirement. 

GOAL 5: Support and enhance study abroad programs. 

Strategy 1: Develop bilateral exchange programs. 

Existing Tactics 

• 	 Current bilateral exchanges include: Germany, Australia, England, Finland, 
France, Norway. Most are degree specific. 

• 	 Bilateral programs are among most cost effective ways for students to study 
abroad. 

• 	 Bilateral programs retain HSU enrollment while increasing student diversity 
on campus. In Fall 2001, less than 2 percent of HSU undergraduates studied 
abroad. 

New Tactics 

• 	 Assess and determine priority countries and institutions for HSU to develop 
exchanges. 

• 	 Assess and determine disciplines for HSU needs to develop new exchanges. 

• 	 Formalize new relationships with letters of cooperation/affiliation. 

• 	 Cultivate and enhance relationships where faculty have established contacts, 
e.g., additional international and global study programs, scholarly linkages, 
cross disciplinary study, short and long term study, internships. 

• 	 Complete protocols for initiating and maintaining all HSU exchange 
programs. 

• 	 Centralize the contact office for outgoing/incoming students. 

• 	 Become members in International Student Exchange Program. 

Resource Implications 

• 	 Sufficient staffing of study abroad office to support bilateral exchange 
programs. 

• 	 International Student Exchange Membership ($2000/year). 

• 	 Utilize faculty contacts abroad. 

Key Progress Measures 

• 	 Track number of students studying abroad. 

• 	 Develop tracking mechanism to document number of incoming students 
who indicate bilateral exchange programs were factor in deciding to enroll at 
HSU. 

• 	 Increase in number of bilateral exchange programs. 

Strategy 2: Support faculty led study abroad programs. 

Existing Tactics 

• 	 Current faculty led study abroad programs include Mexico, England, West 
Indies, Greece, China/Tibet, France, Germany. 

• 	 Study abroad programs generally offered through departments during 
summer. Financial Aid may be available. 

• 	 Programs offered to community members through Extended Education. 

New Tactics 

• 	 Continue to standardize protocols for development, administrative oversight, 
legal/liability requirements, and implementation of study abroad programs. 

• 	 Enhance administrative oversight to ensure that all proposed, newly 
developed, and established study abroad programs have proper faculty, staff 
and administrative support including information about the organizational 
and fiscal implications and responsibilities for implementing such 
programs. 

• 	 Provide appropriate professional remuneration to faculty who implement 
and lead study abroad programs. 

• 	 Make funding available to pay for program-related faculty expenses. 
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• 	 Develop appropriate health and behavior screening procedures for students 
enrolling in HSU programs. 

• 	 Develop and initiate emergency plan that includes the relevant HSU campus 
offices. 

Resource Implications 

• 	 Sufficient staffing of study abroad office to support faculty led study abroad 
programs. 

• 	 Funding for program-related faculty expenses. 

• 	 Possible expansion of Health Center and Psychological Services roles. 

• 	 Commitment of time and staff to develop and implement emergency plan. 

Key Progress Measures 

• 	 Increased number of faculty led study abroad programs. 

• 	 Fewer health and behavior related problems on study abroad programs. 

• 	 Tracking mechanism developed to document number of incoming students 
who indicate faculty led study abroad programs were factor in deciding to 
enroll at HSU. 

• 	 Adoption of protocols. 

Strategy 3: Support study abroad programs offered by third party providers. 

Existing Tactics 

• 	 Students can participate in approved Study Abroad Program that offers 
courses through other universities and organizations. 

• 	 University Study Abroad Consortium (USAC) and other approved third party 
provider (Study Abroad Programs) programs provide moderately priced 
programs in variety of countries, some of which are not offered through HSU 
programs. 

• 	 Humboldt participates in CSU International Program (CSU-IP), providing 
students additional yearlong opportunities for study abroad. 

• 	 CSU-IP and programs provided by third party providers currently result in 
loss of HSU enrollment for participating HSU students. 

New Tactics 

• 	 Develop method for registering and coding all HSU Study Abroad students. 

• 	 Waive HSU registration fee for outgoing Study Abroad students participating 
in approved third party provider Study Abroad Programs. 

Resource Implications 

• Time, cooperation, and commitment between offices and departments. 

• Sufficient staffing of study abroad office to coordinate non-HSU programs. 

Key Progress Measures 

• Tracking reports developed to record number of students studying abroad. 

• 	 Programs offered to HSU students are less expensive and more diverse. 

• 	 More departments with degree relevant programs available to students 

• 	 Develop tracking mechanism to document number of incoming students 
who indicate study abroad programs offered by third party provider were 
factor in deciding to enroll at HSU. 

GOAL 6: Internationalize campus culture. 

Strategy 1: Promote and build awareness of existing international activities and 
events. 

Existing Tactics 

• 	 Individual programs and departments promote international activities and 
events through variety of on and off campus means. Current efforts largely 
decentralized. 

New Tactics 

• 	 Establish key contact point for promotion of international activities and 
events to be included in existing campus calendars, e.g., Events Calendar, 
Weekly Announcements. 

•	 Establish “International Events” as regular feature of Weekly Announcements. 

Resource Implications 

• 	 Labor and graphics for printed calendar. 

• 	 Staffing for web site coordination. 
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Key Progress Measures 

• 	 Measure ‘hits’ on web site that includes calendar of international activities 
and events. 

• 	 Number of activities/events listed. 

Strategy 2: Diversify scope and increase number of activities, events and cultural 
attributes. 

Existing Tactics 

• 	 MultiCultural Center provides opportunities for intercultural exchanges, 
development of leadership skills, and social interaction, e.g., Campus Week 
of Dialogue on Race, Diversity Conference, Cultural Programming Board, 
academic internships, newsletter, volunteerism, informal gatherings and 
support to student clubs and activities. 

• 	 Student clubs and activities, e.g., Asian Pacific American Student Alliance, 
Global Connections, Latinos Unidos/Humboldt, MEChA, and others. 

• 	 Festivals, conferences, speakers, and events, e.g., International Week, 
information about international conferences, participation in campus 
consortiums/partnerships, staff/faculty affinity groups. 

• 	 MultiCultural Center supports clubs and activities through Community 
Coordinator to assist with event and activity planning, fieldtrip transportation, 
limited funds for refreshments, and professional staff person to drive, guide 
and assist. 

New Tactics 

• 	 Enhance prominence of internationally related student clubs and activities. 

• 	 Build relationships within local community to support and participate in 
international activities and events. 

• 	 Establish host (faculty, staff or community host) program for international 
students with emphasis on initial portion of stay, vacations and holidays. 

• 	 Develop and promote opportunities for U.S. and international students to 
interact, e.g., increase U.S. participation in ISU, investigate development of 
Learning Community in residence halls to bring together international and 
U.S. students. 

• 	 Provide funding to programs that assist international students directly, e.g., 
MCC. 

• 	 Increase diversity of foods available on campus. 

• 	 Create FIG course with international focus and advertise international 
studies opportunities to freshmen. 

Resource Implications 

• 	 Staff and/or student interns to coordinate host program, create Learning 
Community. 

• 	 Staff to coordinate, develop and promote activities and events; possible 
coordination with Associated Students. 

Key Progress Measures 

• 	 Monitor participation rates at events and in programs. 

Strategy 3: Enhance infrastructure for international students, faculty, and visitors. 

Existing Tactics 

• 	 MulticCultural Center programs for students with international interests. 

• 	 Individual faculty and staff support of international students. 

• 	 Referrals on limited basis to community housing. 

New Tactics 

• 	 Enhance support systems within local community for international students, 
faculty and visitors. 

• 	 Enhance housing in community and on campus, e.g., learning community 
created around cross-cultural living opportunities. 

• 	 Create physical space (permanent or reserved space) to serve as, among other 
things, a gathering point for U.S. and international students. 

Resource Implications 

• 	 Physical space. 

• 	 Refreshments to attract student interactions. 

Key Progress Measures 

• 	 Monitor use of space. 

• 	 Refreshments used. 
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Fiscal Resources and 

Processes Theme 
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_____________________________ 

Appendix XII


BUDGETING PROCESSES FOCUS GROUP 

(Theme: Fiscal Resources and Processes) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
Richard Vrem, Vice-President, Academic Affairs 

Focus Group Chair 
Carol Terry, University Budget Director

Saeed Mortazavi, Professor, Business


Core Working Group 
Randi Darnell-Burke, Assistant to the Vice President of Student Affairs

William Cannon, Director, Information Technology

Karen Earls, Director, University Budget Office

Richard Giacolini, Director, Contracts, Procurement, & Risk Management

Emilia Patrick, Student
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Summary Statement  

Humboldt State University has had a centralized budgeting process which has 
led to some confusion in the campus community regarding the HSU budget. The 
campus has recently established new budget processes and policies. The new budget 
policies and processes are intended to create an environment that is open and 
transparent to the campus community. The budget policies and funding allocations 
made through the budget process should be in alignment with the priorities and 
vision outlined in this Strategic Planning document. Using budget data from 
comparable institutions and other established benchmarks, HSU should compare 
its budget levels and procedures with similar academic institutions. 

Current Conditions 

• 	 The existing budget process is centralized and not clear to the campus 

community.


• 	 The campus is in the process of establishing a new budget process and new 

budget policies.


• 	 The new budget process is under particular stress currently because of the 

severe budget reductions that the campus is experiencing.


Values 

• 	 The HSU budget process should be open and transparent. 

• 	 HSU budget policies should promote changes that move the campus into 

alignment with the HSU strategic plan.


• 	 The University should review its budget processes and policies and compare 

budget levels with established benchmarks and budgets at comparable 

institutions


Planning Assumptions 

• 	 The newly formed University Budget Committee (UBC) will provide a 

broadly-based campus oversight of the budget process.


• 	 The campus community will support budget policies that reinforce and 

complement the HSU strategic plan.
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Table 12:  Budgeting Processes Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

XIIa. HSU will create an open and XIIa1. Establish an open and inclu- Review of new budget process by Review of previous budget methods 2004-05 President; Academic Senate 
transparent budget process to use sive budget process that will incor- Univ. Exec. Comm. & Academic led to new budget process 
as a vehicle to align the University porate accountability measures. Senate 
budget allocations with the goals in 
strategic plan XIIa2. Establish base level, stable 

cost center budgets for salaries, 
benefits and operating expenses. 

Completed detailed budget for each 
University cost center made avail-
able to the campus community 

Budgets are determined at major 
unit level, e.g., college 

2004-05 Univ. Executive Committee 

XIIb. HSU will make informed XIIb1. Establish base budget Completion of base budget bench- There are no base budget 2005-06 VP’s, Director University Budget; 
budget decisions based on local benchmarks based on the needs of marks that are available to the benchmarks currently available Analytic Studies 
conditions and on the experiences individual units. campus community campuswide 
of comparable institutions. 

XIIb2. Create a methodology for 
differential budget adjustments— 

Annual review of budget adjust-
ments and their correlation with the 

There is no such review currently 2005-06 University Budget Committee 

augmentations or reductions—that HSU strategic plan 
reinforces the institution’s goals in 
the strategic plan. 

XIIb3. Identify peer institutions to Establishment of a list of peer insti- There is no current list of peer 2005-06 Director University Budget 
understand their budgeting param- tutions for budget purposes institutions for budget purposes 
eters as a mechanism to inform our 
own budgeting process. 

XIIc. HSU will inform the campus XIIc1. Provide budget workshops a) Provide annual training for the a) No in depth training in place b) 2004-05 Director University Budget 
community about the budget and training opportunities for the University Budget Committee, b) Annual meeting 
process to facilitate meaningful campus community Hold open campus meetings on the 
participation. HSU budget 

XIId. HSU will use the University’s XIId1. Create and maintain a Uni- a) Establish initial contingency Ad hoc process for establishing a) 2004-05 b) 2007-08 University Executive Committee; 
budgeting process strategically to versity Contingency Reserve equal of 1.2 percent of state operating contingency University Budget Committee 
protect the financial well being of to 2.4 percent of the state operating funds, b) Increase contingency 
the University. funds. fund until it equals 2.4 percent of 

the state operating funds 

XIId2. Provide opportunities for Establishment of a loan fund from There is no current loan fund for 2005-06 Director University Budget 
divisions to use a portion of the Uni- University contingency reserves multi-year purchases 
versity Contingency Reserve as a 
loan fund for multi-year purchases 
to create University savings and to 
provide divisions with more flexible 
purchasing options other than 
outside financing. 

XIIe. HSU will fully disclose all of XIIe1. Publish an annual budget Published budget book with a Annual HSU Budget Report 2004-05 Director University Budget 
the University’s financial informa- book detailing the budget plan for review for clarity by the University 
tion to the campus community. the University in an easily under- Budget Committee 

stood format. 

XIIe2. Publish a consolidated Published financial statement Annual HSU Budget Report 2005-06 Director University Budget 
financial statement and a change in and change in financial position 
financial position statement for all statement 
University accounts each year. 

XIIf. HSU will fund “All University” XIIf1. Exclude “All University” Movement of the “All University” ob- Budget reduction applied to “All 2004-05 University Executive Committee; 
cost obligations off the top of the cost obligations from calculations ligations into an off the top category University” but not collected University Budget Committee 
University’s annual budget alloca- identifying divisional percentage on the University budget 
tion. budget targets. 
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Appendix XIII


ADVANCEMENT AND ALUMNI RELATIONS 

FOCUS GROUP 

(Theme: Fiscal Resources and Processes) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
Debbie Goodwin, Director, University Advancement 

Focus Group Chair 
Steven Smith, Assoc. Dean, College of Natural Resources and Sciences 

Core Working Group 
Val Arrizi, ASC, Geology 
Robin Bailie, ASC, University Advancement 
Joan Berman, Librarian 
Steven Butler, Vice President, Student Affairs 
Denice Helwig, Special Assistant to the President 
Maggie Gainer, Director, Economic and Community Development 
Becky Mosgofian, Director, Alumni Relations 
Burt Nordstrom, Executive Director, University Center 
Elizabeth O’Keefe Coordinator, Enrollment Management 
Richard Stepp, Professor, Physics 
Mary Wells, Development Officer, University Advancement 
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Summary Statement 

University Advancement must provide the leadership for building philanthropic 
support by working in partnership with campus constituents, alumni, friends, 
businesses and foundations to achieve the University vision, mission and goals. 

University Advancement currently conducts four annual fund campaigns and 
facilitates major gifts and planned gifts for the University. In addition, University 
Advancement coordinates other annual fund campaigns (e.g., First Street Gallery 
and KHSU), and fund-raising activities: (e.g., the athletics auction, women’s walk, 
departmental and other program appeals). 

University Advancement is also in the planning stages of a five-year effort to 
prepare for a comprehensive capital campaign for HSU to coincide with the 
University’s centennial in 2013. 

The Focus Group identified the following major areas required for the University’s 
success: 

• 	 Review the organizational structure of the office of university advancement 
and revise, as necessary, to meet our goals; 

• 	 Promote an expansive culture of philanthropy; 

• 	 Provide exemplary stewardship over university philanthropy and advance 
and foster ethical standards and practices; 

• 	 Promote and support a vital alumni relations program; 

• 	 Create and sustain the infrastructure required to successfully conduct 
a comprehensive campaign in celebration of the institution’s centennial 
celebration in 2013; 

• 	 Commit to an institution-wide practice of collaboration among all 
development and advancement personnel. 

Current Conditions 

The Office of University Advancement oversees campus advancement activities 
including charitable gift donations and alumni relations. Currently, the Director of 
the unit reports directly to the President. The Director of Alumni Relations reports 
to the Director of University Advancement. 

University Advancement currently conducts four annual fund campaigns: 
Humboldt Loyalty (alumni), Humboldt First (faculty and staff), Partnership 
(businesses), and the Parent Fund (current parents), and facilitates major gifts and 
planned gifts for the University. In addition, University Advancement coordinates 
other annual fund campaigns (e.g., First Street Gallery and KHSU), and fund-
raising activities: (e.g., the athletics auction, women’s walk, departmental and other 
program appeals). All charitable gifts are deposited to the University through the 
Gift Processing Center. 

The Office of University Advancement is also in the planning stages of a five-year 
effort to prepare for a comprehensive capital campaign for HSU to coincide with the 
University’s centennial in 2013. 

Values 

The following summarize the needs and/or values for Advancement, Capital 
Development and Alumni Relations: 

• 	 There is a need to raise unrestricted funds; 

• 	 There is a need to develop a policy and cultivate opportunities for donors to 
name buildings; 

• 	 There is a need to develop donor “societies” like the von Humboldt Society; 

• 	 There is a need to explore possible partnerships with other campuses to 
enhance fund-raising; 

• 	 There is a need to better promote our academic programs to benefit 
advancement activities; 

• 	 It is important that contributors to the campus know that they are adding 
to the university and not subsidizing what the State of California should be 
funding; 

• 	 The campus needs to recognize donors properly; 

• 	 There is need to raise more in scholarship donations; 

• 	 There is need to more effectively solicit faculty and staff for donations; 

• 	 There is need to establish giving through payroll deductions; 

• 	 There is need to build an increased culture of philanthropy on the campus 
(i.e., engaging faculty and staff in cultivating donors); 
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• 	 There is need to develop a philanthropic foundation on campus to effectively 
provide HSU with the expertise, oversight and advocacy to increase private 
giving and manage the philanthropic assets of the University; 

• 	 There is need to geographically expand our donor base; 

• 	 The campus must be ethical in all aspects of advancement; 

• 	 There needs to be equity in establishing campus fund-raising priorities; 

• 	 There needs to be funding campaigns for buildings (brick and mortar); 

• 	 There needs to be fund raising efforts that enhance existing facilities; 

• 	 There needs to be fund raising efforts that enhance campus programs. 

Planning Assumptions 

University Advancement must provide the leadership on campus to plan for 
building philanthropic support and work in partnership with campus constituents, 
alumni, friends, businesses and foundations to achieve University goals and 
objectives. 
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Table 13:  Capital Development, Advancement, Alumni Relations Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

XIIIa. HSU will review the organiza- XIIIa1. Identify resources to support Creation of the VP Position Advancement is currently not at the 2004-05 President 
tional structure of the Office of Uni- a Vice President for Advancement. VP level 
versity Advancement in light of the 
increased emphasis on developing 
external resources. 

XIIIa2. Identify resources to support 
development officers for each aca-
demic college and for the library. 

Number of Development Officers in 
Colleges/Library 

1.5 Development Officers with 
University-wide responsibilities 

Phase-in one per year beginning 
2004-05 

President; Executive Committee 

XIIIa3. Establish the Advancement Foundation established with 10 No dedicated philanthropic Foun- 2004-05 President; Director HSUF; VP and 
Foundation to increase philanthro- board members dation Director University Advancement 
pic support 

XIIIb. HSU will promote an expan- XIIIb1. Work with the Alumni Number of alumni memberships 4,070 members, FY 2003 Annually Director Alumni Relations 
sive culture of philanthropy within Association to find ways to increase 
the university community and from membership by at least 5% each 
external donors. year. 

XIIIb2. Work with the Alumni Total number of alumni giving $243,368 in FY 2003 Annually VP University Advancement 
Association to find ways to increase 
member giving by at least 5% each 
year. 

XIIIb3. Identify campus-funding Number of funding priorities estab- One item: Student Scholarships 2004-05 President; VP University Advan-
priorities for non-state dollars lished and funding goals achieved identified as only campus priority, cement 

$122,000 raised out of $150,000 
goal 

XIIIb4. Increase charitable Volume of donor giving $2,016,858 FY 2003, goal was $6.8 Annually VP University Advancement 
donations by at least 5% per year million 
to achieve CSU 10% of general 
fund goal. 

XIIIb5. Explore and develop Revenue generated by sources None 2006-07 VP University Advancement 
alternative revenue streams, e.g., other than donors 
real estate 

XIIIb6. Establish donor-giving Number of donor giving societies No active donor-giving societies 2005-06 Director University Advancement 
societies to recognize tiered contri- established 
bution levels. 

XIIIb7. Enhance opportunities to Planned giving program in place, No certified staff 2005-06 VP University Advancement 
attract planned gifts to benefit the staff certification 
University. $8 million received in 
testamentary gifts in 2003 

XIIIb8. Revise, as necessary, cam- Intellectual property policy Unknown 2006-07 President; Academic Senate 
pus intellectual property policies approved; the number of business 
to encourage partnerships with partnerships will increase 
business and commercialize appro-
priate assets of the University. 

XIIIb9. Upgrade and effectively Presence of new website; on-line New website under development; 2004-05 Director University Advancement 
utilize on-line communications giving available no on-line giving; donor giving at 
including a new Advancement $2,016,858 FY 2003 
website and on-line giving 

XIIIb10. Establish payroll deduction Volume of annual giving by As of 6/30/04: 30 participants, 2004-05 Director University Advancement 
plan to increase charitable giving by campus employees through payroll $500/mo 
campus employees by at least 5% deduction 
in giving and # of participants per 
year for five years. 
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Table 13:  Capital Development, Advancement, Alumni Relations Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

XIIIc. HSU will provide exemplary XIIIc1. Implement policies, proce- Policies and procedures in place Recent audits successful; donor Annually VP University Advancement 
stewardship over University phil- dures and practices that ensure that pass audits giving at $2,016,858 FY 2003 
anthropy and advance and foster auditing and ethical standards will 
ethical standards and practices. be met. 

XIIId. HSU and the Alumni Associa- XIIId1. Improve communication with Number and frequency of commu- Humboldt Stater magazine produ- Annually Director Alumni Relations 
tion will work together to improve alumni, including those that live nication devices ced annually 
and expand the University‘s vital outside of the north coast region. 
alumni relations program. 

XIIId2. Improve and maintain a 
database management system 
for Advancement that increases 

DBMS that meets Alumni Relations 
needs 

Minimal development, 32,000 out of 
49,000 are active 

2004-05 Director Alumni Relations 

the number of alumni with active 
addresses. 

XIIId3. Increase alumni participa- Numbers of alumni participating in Unknown. No records have been Annually Director Alumni Relations 
tion in homecoming events and homecoming or reunion events kept of attendance 
reunions by at least 10% per year 
for five years. 

XIIId4. Develop plans for an Alumni The Alumni Center as part of the None Master Plan inclusion 2004-05; Director Alumni Relations 
Center. HSU Master Plan will have a pro- Development by 2006-07 

gram for implementation in place 

XIIId5. Develop at least one The number of discipline-specific One Chapter (Forestry Alumni Annually Director Alumni Relations 
discipline-specific chapter of the chapters Chapter) 
Association per year for five years. 

XIIIe. HSU will create and sustain XIIIe1. Plan and conduct a $6M Pilot capital campaign completed Feasibility study completed by Nov 2006-07 VP University Advancement 
the infrastructure required to pilot capital campaign prior to 2006 2004 
successfully conduct a comprehen-
sive campaign in celebration of the 
institution‘s centennial celebration 
in 2013 

XIIIe2. Encourage a philanthropic 
culture within the Advancement 
Foundation by raising at least 
$6.8M annually. 

Funds raised No Advancement Foundation Annually beginning 2004-05 Advancement Foundation, VP 
University Advancement 

XIIIf. HSU will develop an instituti- XIIIf1. Work with development Communication/co-ordination plan None 2004-05 Advancement Foundation, VP 
on–wide practice of collaboration personnel in other campus units in place University Advancement 
among all development and advan- to enhance a) communication, b) 
cement personnel. coordination, c) cooperation, and d) 

effectiveness 

XIIIf2. Develop and implement Quarterly meetings held for campus Annual meeting 2004-05 VP University Advancement 
strategies that ensure campus-wide development personnel 
development efforts are effective, 
efficient, and aligned with instituti-
onal goals. 
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Table 13:  Capital Development, Advancement, Alumni Relations Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

XIIIg. HSU will strengthen the 
collegial and mutually supportive 
relationship between alumni relati-
ons and the campus. 

XIIIg1. Work with the Alumni Asso-
ciation to develop and implement 
an internal marketing strategy to the 
campus that emphasizes the value 
and importance of the Association 
to Advancement; Increase campus 
participation in Association activi-
ties by 5% per year. 

Faculty and staff will be informed 
of Alumni Association activities; 
# of faculty and staff participating 
will increase by 5% each year for 
five years. 

No data available 2005-06 Director Alumni Relations 

XIIIg2. Alumni Relations Director 
will visit with Chairs‘ Councils, 
Provost‘s Council, and Depart-
ments to highlight alumni outreach, 
including the Alumni Association 

Visits per year 2 per year Annually Director Alumni Relations 
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Infrastructure Theme
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_____________________________ 

Appendix XIV


HEALTH AND SAFETY FOCUS GROUP 

(Theme: Infrastructure) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
Steven Butler, Vice-President, Student Affairs 

Focus Group Chair 
Robert Foster, Chief, University Police Department 

Core Working Group 
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Summary Statement NONE 

Current Conditions 

• 	 Health and safety on HSU’s campus has four major components: student 
health and wellness; campus police and public safety; environmental and 
workplace safety; and, emergency preparedness and response. 

• 	 Student health and wellness are addressed in various administrative units, 
including: Student Health Center, Counseling and Psychological Services, 
Residence Life, Student Health Education, Student Recreation and Club 
Sports, and Student Life. 

• 	 The University Police Department provides 24 hour, 365 days a year, police 
and public safety. The police officers are sworn State police officers with full 
arrest powers. 

• 	 The office of Environmental Health and Safety assists the campus in 
monitoring environmental and workplace safety, complies with State and 
Federal EPA and OSHA standards, and assists in prevention of workplace 
accidents. 

• 	 HSU has a comprehensive Emergency Planning process and an organized 
structure and response teams. The UPD are funded to provide administrative 
oversight to emergency preparedness and training. 

Values 

Campus health and safety is basic to HSU’s educational mission; a safe campus 
is necessary in order for learning to take place. Student must be healthy and make 
responsible health decisions in order to be in the classroom and learn. Employees 
must feel safe in their work environments, free from personal and vocational risks. 

It is the goal of the University to provide a safe and healthy campus environment 
as it is a necessary and basic underpinning in order for learning to take place: 

• 	 Prevent crime and increase personal safety on campus 

• 	 Create a state of readiness to respond and manage emergencies and major 
disaster as effective and efficiently as possible 

• 	 Improve student/faculty/staff health knowledge and health status 

• 	 Provide occupational injury and illness prevention, education and leadership, 
and thus, achieve zero occupational injuries and illnesses 

• 	 Provide stewardship for environmental regulatory compliance, and thus, 
reduce the environmental impact of the campus and its activities 

Planning Assumptions 

To achieve the proposed goals and strategies for maintaining and improving the 
health and safety of the University and its students, faculty and staff, it is assumed 
that: 

• 	 The University will provide the resources necessary to support the 
administrative units and educational programs that promote safety, provide 
campus protection, provide student health services, monitor environmental 
safety, and train the campus for emergencies; 

• 	 The University must provide a safe environment in order for learning to take 
place; 

• 	 The University has legal and moral responsibilities for providing an 
environment that is safe as possible; 

• 	 As part of the education mission, the University will education its students, 
faculty and staff enabling them to make informed choices about health and 
their personal wellness. 
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Table 14:  Health and Safety Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

XIVa. Prevent crime and increase XIVa1. Continue deliberations Campus crime statistics and ser- Campus crime statistics On-going UPD, Public Safety Committee, 
personal safety on campus. of the Campus Public Safety vice surveys HSU-City of Arcata Liaison Com-

Committee in reviewing real and/or 
perceived campus safety issues 

mittee, Student Judicial Affairs 

and assist in the development 
of campus community response 
strategies 

XIVa2. Incorporate public safety Campus crime statistics and ser- Campus crime statistics On-going UPD, Public Safety Committee, 
community policing strategies into vice surveys HSU-City of Arcata Liaison Com-
University Police Department daily mittee, Student Judicial Affairs 
operations plans 

XIVa3. Promote awareness of 
personal safety 

Number of presentations and train-
ing sessions 

Unknown 2004-05 for policy and strategy UPD, Public Safety Committee 

XIVb. Create a state of readiness XIVb1. Train and communicate with Number of presentations and Unknown 2004-05 UPD, Emergency Management 
to manage emergencies and major the campus on the latest standards training sessions Program, Emergency Prepared-
disasters as effective and efficiently for emergency management ness Committee, President 
as possible 

XIVb2. Conduct campus exercises Exercise and actual event debrie- Unknown 2004-05 UPD, Emergency Management 
using the Campus Emergency fing data Program, Emergency Prepared-
Management Plan ness Committee, President 

XIVb3. Collaborate with surroun- Operational area preparedness Unknown On-going UPD, Emergency Management 
ding agencies on preparedness standards and CSU Emergency Program, Emergency Prepared-
strategies to meet operational Preparedness standards consistent ness Committee, President 
area preparedness standards and with state and federal regulations 
CSU Emergency Preparedness 
standards consistent with state and 
federal regulations 

XIVb4. Prepare for mitigation Policies and providers in place Unknown 2004-05 UPD, Emergency Management 
activities that minimize physical and Program, Emergency Prepared-
psychological impacts from natural ness Committee, President 
or human caused emergencies or 
disasters 

XIVb5. Incorporate preparedness Number of classrooms with prepa- Most 2004-05 UPD, Emergency Management 
information into all campus class- redness information Program, Emergency Prepared-
rooms and programs ness Committee, President 
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_____________________________ 

Appendix XV


INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FOCUS GROUP 

(Theme: Infrastructure) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
Kumi Watanabe-Schock, Library Assistant 

Focus Group Chair 
William Cannon, Director, Information Technology 

Core Working Group 
John T. Carter, Student

Drogheda Ni Faolain, Student

Stephen Heck, Director, Common Management System

Mark Hemphill-Haley, Asst. Professor, Geology

William Herbrechtsmeier, Professor, Religious Studies

Philip Hooker, Coordinator, Smart Classrooms

David Marshall, ITC, College of Natural Resources and Sciences

Mihir Mehta, Student

Drew Meyer, ITC, Housing

Corryn Crosby-Muilenburg, Librarian

Michael Penney, Multimedia Spec., Courseware Development Center

J. Brian Post, Assoc. Professor, Music

Riley Quarles, Coordinator, Courseware Develoment Center

Dale Sanford, Systems Analyst, Enrollment Management

Jeremy Shellhase, Assoc. Librarian

Cassandra Tex, Assistive Tech. Spec., Student Disability Resource Center

Eric Van Duzer, Asst. Professor, Education

Toby Walker, ITC, Student Affairs

Jeanne Wielgus, ITC, Academic Computing

Donald Wolski, ITC, College of Natural Resources and Sciences
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Summary Statement 

The central mission of the University is to provide the most effective teaching and 
learning environments possible and to promote academic excellence. Information 
technology is a critical component for ensuring the University can fulfill this 
mission. 

The Information Technology Focus Group has developed strategies for enhancing 
and supporting access to the information and technology tools and services to 
all students, faculty, and staff. Further it has developed strategies for using this 
infrastructure to advance Humboldt’s vision as an institution that values diversity 
and supports a culture of social and environmental responsibility. 

The campus is not able to advance with these initiatives, or even maintain its 
current infrastructure, without increasing the funding it currently dedicates to 
information technology. 

Current Conditions 

Over the past eight years, Humboldt State University has made tremendous 
strides in expanding its information technology infrastructure and enhancing its 
services to faculty, staff, and students. In the case of the campus-wide Information 
Technology Services (ITS), a Courseware Development Center was created to provide 
support for faculty, a Help Desk was established to support all users, the number of 
interdisciplinary computing laboratories were more than doubled, one-third of the 
general classrooms on campus were equipped as Smart Rooms, universal e-mail 
and web services were implemented, and many online self-service applications 
(Registration, Grades, etc.) were implemented. The Colleges have expanded support 
for faculty, significantly increased the number of discipline-specific laboratories, 
and generally been able to provide almost all faculty with a current generation (no 
more than three years old) computer. Staff offices have also expanded support and 
maintained computer refresh programs. 

All of this has been accomplished with essentially no new funding. ITS has used 
one-time funding (typically supplemental Lottery allocations) and redirected funds 
(savings from internal business process improvements), the Colleges have used grants 
and redirected funds (typically funds previously used for instructional equipment, 
creating extreme pressure on their Operating Expense (OE) accounts), and staff 
offices have seen their OE accounts dedicated more and more to maintaining the 
currency of office computers. 

This is a structure that cannot endure continued budget reductions and maintain 

its integrity. ITS already had seen a reduction of over $500,000/year in its equipment 
budgets (when the lease/purchase contracts were completed for the central computers 
and the telephone switch, the funds were not continued to support refresh) before 
experiencing a twenty percent reduction in its General Fund allocation over the past 
three years (2001-04). Because ITS is deeply involved in and cannot reduce its support 
for the Common Management System project, Telecommunications Infrastructure 
Initiative, and Identity Management Initiative, reductions have disproportionately 
fallen on support for teaching and learning with cut-backs in computer lab refresh, 
Help Desk hours, and direct support to faculty. In the Colleges, the need to maintain 
sufficient faculty to offer a quality educational experience to students means there 
is little available to support those faculty. Computer refresh for faculty is in danger 
of disappearing. The same is true for staff offices. These are trends which can only 
worsen with further budget reductions. 

Values 

The central mission of the University is to provide the most effective teaching and 
learning environments possible and to promote academic excellence. Information 
technology (IT) is a critical component for ensuring the University can fulfill this 
mission. But IT will only be a successful component if its orientation, priorities, 
management, and funding are structured to be aligned with the strategic vision 
and mission of the University. Of primary importance at this time is that support 
for academic technology (the use of IT to support teaching and learning) is 
being eroded because the campus must dedicate resources to support large IT 
infrastructure projects. To address this issue, the IT Focus Group has identified 
support for academic technology as its highest priority. Its strategies in this area 
include rewarding and encouraging faculty who work to advance the use of academic 
technology while removing administrative roadblocks that have frustrated faculty 
in the past, providing appropriately equipped classrooms, and enhancing electronic 
Library services. It also recommends expanding the use of information technology 
in support of teaching and learning by providing support for distance education. 

The IT Focus Group recognizes that infrastructure is important and has 
developed strategies for enhancing and supporting access to the information 
and technology tools and services all students, faculty, and staff need in order to 
be successful academically, organizationally, and professionally. Further, it has 
developed strategies for using that infrastructure to advance Humboldt’s vision as an 
institution that values diversity and supports a culture of social and environmental 
responsibility. 
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Planning Assumptions 

The IT Focus Group further recognizes that change is necessary for success. Its 
strategies include reexamining how IT is organized, managed, and funded on the 
campus. The current centralized/decentralized support and funding structure needs 
to be analyzed to determine if and what changes should be made to better leverage 
Humboldt’s IT resources to improve services in support of Humboldt’s mission. But 
most importantly, the IT Focus Group assumes that if its strategies are adopted, at 
some point additional resources will be made available for implementation. 
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Table 15:  Information Technology Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

XVa. At HSU, the highest priority XVa1. Protect funding for Academ- Explicit AT budget line items AT support suffers disproportion- 2006-07 Director ITS; University Budget 
for information technology will be to ic Technology (AT) by analyzing ate share of any budget reductions Director; Department Chairs 
support the most effective teaching university and discipline-specific because mandated projects (CMS, 
and learning environments that needs, and establishing distinct TII) cannot be reduced. 
promote academic excellence. budget lines for AT support. 

XVa2. Increase number of Smart Number and usability of Smart Smart classrooms are oversub- 2006-07 Director ITS 
classrooms, improve scheduling classrooms scribed. No video feed to class-
of all AT facilities, and improve rooms. No funding for classroom 
classroom layout and design. equipment. 

XVa3. Establish faculty working Working group created Not rewarded through RTP. Limited 2005-06 to recommend policy; VPAA; Faculty Development Coor-
group to recommend policies that release time. Policy environment 2000-07 to implement department dinator, Academic Senate 
promote AT, reward and encourage unclear. Conservative departmental programs. 
faculty who work to advance the policies and decisions. 
use of academic technology, and 
remove administrative roadblocks. 

XVa4. Establish a distance learn-
ing coordinator. 

Position created None exists 2005-06 VPAA 

XVa5. Establish a seamless Analysis of AT organizational Limited onsite support is available 2006-07 for campus-wide and Director ITS; Library Dean 
support structure for faculty and structure done. for faculty but only Help Desk 2008-09 for discipline specific 
students to improve service and services are available for students. improvements. 
recognize and give continued Subject matter support is not gener-
support to successful support ally available. 
programs. 

XVa6. Establish flexible consulta- Consulative process/policy in place Consultative and feedback mecha- 2005-06 Director ITS; Academic Deans 
tive process that insures fair and nisms do not ensure all are working 
effective access to resources, and together to provide best support. 
minimizes downtime. 

XVa7. Establish a technology-me-
diated distance learning program. 

Presence of a program Lack of policy development and 
implementation. 

2004-05 President; VPAA 

XVa8. Improve access to elec- Electronic library resource plan in Authentication and authorization 2006-07 LibraryDean; Director ITS. 
tronic Library resources by convert- place need improvement. Need funding 
ing Library systems to new campus for more electronic journals and 
security systems, producing local databases. 
electronic content, and improving 
search interfaces. 

XVb. All students, faculty, and XVb1. Provide budget line for Refresh plan and budget items in Humboldt’s pay-as-you-go ap- 2004/05. President; Executive Committee 
staff at Humboldt State University systematic refresh of hardware and place proach results in irregular refresh. 
will have access to the information software resources on campus 
and technology tools and services 
when needed to be successful in 
his or her academic, organizational, 
and professional pursuits. 

XVb2. Provide required AT servic-
es at no charge to students, faculty, 
and staff and use chargebacks, if 
any, for elective services. 

Implement optimal funding strat-
egy for required and elective IT 
services. 

Current subsidy/chargeback ap-
proach has no unifying philosophy. 

2005/06. Director ITS; University Budget 
Director 

XVb3. Improve collaboration Implement a process for identify- Humboldt has had limited success. 2004-05 SCIT, IT Council, FAC/CSIT, ITAG 
between all IT constituencies to ing, sharing, and collboration 
leverage resources. opportunities and dissemination of 

information. 
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Table 15:  Information Technology Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

(continued) XVb4. Provide a flexible learning Procedures/policies in place Availability of software, both for fac- 2004-05 Director, ITS and IT Council as-
XVb. All students, faculty, and environment that can respond to ulty workstations and in computer sisted by ad hoc task force. 
staff at Humboldt State University new needs rapidly (e.g., Develop labs, is limited. 
will have access to the information process for quicker software up-
and technology tools and services grades in labs; Move to open 
when needed to be successful in source software and industry 
his or her academic, organizational, standard hardware. 
and professional pursuits. 

XVb5. Improve electronic services Electronic services integration plan Communications tools (e-mail, 2006-07 Director ITS; Library Dean 
that allow people to communicate in place. web, list servers, BlackBoard) not 
more effectively in order to support 
campus dialog, shared governance, 

integrated. Library provides access 
to a wealth of information. 

organized and accessible informa-
tion, and a world-class scholar’s 
portal. 

XVb6. Provide appropriate Establish competencies for basic CSU libraries currently are funding 2005-06 Library Dean; Department Chairs 
computer training and training in and discipline-specific computing, the development of a normed 
information compentency. information literacy, and presenta- information competence test. 

tion and authoring skills. 

XVb7. Implement the optimal Survey campus needs and Current structure has not been 2005-06 SCIT, IT Council, FAC/CSIT, ITAG, 
centralized/decentralized support strengths to determine best mix. reviewed recently. Human Subjects Review Commit-
structure. tee, SDRC. 

XVc. Information Technology XVc1. Provide educational oppor- Number of distance learning oppor- Lack of support and conservative 2004-05 VPAA; HSU Foundation 
will support Humboldt’s goals for tunities to underserved populations tunies that serve under-represented policies and decisions have limited 
diversity. via distance learning. populations development. 

XVc2. Make all IT services of Provide assistive technology, moni- Humboldt has made much progress On-going SDRC, IT Council, Director Diver-
Humboldt programs fully accessible tor compliance with standards, and but needs to establish a more sity and Compliance Services 
for all individuals. provide training focussed program and funding. 

XVc3. Use IT to build a sense of Number of support services Humboldt does not have a program 2004-05 Director ITS; Director Community 
community by supporting clubs, to use IT proactively. Relations 
student organizations, and special 
interest groups. 

XVd. Information Technology will XVd1. Promote a culture of respon- Update Appropriate Use Policy and The Appropriate Use Policy needs 2004-05 Information Security Officer. 
support Humboldt’s culture of social sible IT use. provide training. updating to address specific new 
and environmental responsibility. forms of abuse (e.g., peer-to-peer). 

XVd2. Support internships, service Establish a support program for Humboldt does not have a program 2004-05 Faculty, TS, IT Council, Service 
learning, experiential education, using IT in intern, service, experien- to use IT proactively. Learning/Experiential Education, 
and hands-on learning. tial, and hands-on projects. YES 

XVd3. Provide service learning Survey campus for suitable Only two such opportunities cur- 2004-05 Faculty, TS, IT Council, Service 
and experiential opportunities in IT. projects. rently available. Learning/Experiential Education, 

YES 

XVd4. Establish “IT and the Task Force created IT uses enormous amounts of 2004-05 Director ITS. 
Environment” Task Force to make electricity, paper, and other con-
IT use at Humboldt environmentally sumables. 
friendly (efficient use of energy, 
reduce material waste, manage 
disposal). 
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Table 15:  Information Technology Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

(continued) XVd5. Use IT to promote discus- Provide communications functional- Humboldt does not have a program 2004-05 Dirctor ITS; Director Community 
XVd. Information Technology will sion on issues of social respon- ity to clubs, student organizations, to use IT proactively. Relations 
support Humboldt’s culture of social sibility. and special interest groups. 
and environmental responsibility. 

XVe. Humboldt will use informa- XVe1. Implement CMS and convert CMS fully-integrated with campus The CMS Human Resources 2007-08 CMS Project Team, University 
tion technology for effective and local administrative processes that processes functionality is implemented and Computing Services. 
efficient business processes and are outside the scope of the CMS the implementation of Finance is 
delivery of services to students, project to work with CMS. underway. 
faculty, and staff. 

XVe2. Implement CMS portal and Identification of opportunities for Humboldt provides many self-ser- 2007-08 CMS Project Team, University 
self-service functionality for each self-service vice functions through its Banner Computing Services. 
CMS module to support an active 
program of implementing self-ser-

system. 

vice processes. 

XVe3. Implement a clustered Policy/plan in place Humboldt’s central computing serv- 2008-09 University Computing Services. 
server central computing infra- ers range in age from one to nine 
structure based on industry-stan- years and are from a discontinued 
dard hardware and open source product lines. 
software. 
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_____________________________ 

Appendix XVI


PHYSICAL CAMPUS FOCUS GROUP 

(Theme: Infrastructure) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
Carl Coffey, Vice-President, Administration 

Focus Group Chair 
Gary Krietsch, Director, Information Technology 

Core Working Group 
Joshua Allen, Student

Ellen Givens, Lecturer, English

Ralph McFarland, Director, Student Disability Resource Center

Carolyn Mueller, Librarian

Betty Newman, ASC, Facilities Management

Burt Nordstrom, Executive Director, University Center

Greg Simmons, Professor, Health & PE

Trudi Walker, Director, Children’s Center
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Summary Statement 

The “Physical Campus” component of the 2004 Strategic Plan focuses on goals 
aligned with the University’s Mission and Statement of Core Values. The goals 
encompass the development and maintenance of a functional and aesthetic physical 
environment which is conducive to the student-centered vision of the University 
and supports the provision of a high quality education. 

Completion of the Campus Physical Master Plan, which is currently paralleling 
the strategic planning process, will identify future facility needs and site locations, 
building replacements and circulation plans for pedestrians and vehicles. Plans 
outlined by the focus group are in concert with the Master Plan and provide a 
strategy for accomplishment of the development of a high quality, sustainable, 
academic complex of facilities that creatively integrates the needs of the University 
with those of the surrounding community

 Current Conditions 

The existing style of campus architecture is predominantly California Mission 
style, with a mixture of early 20th century Northwest eclectic and other designs 
popular with the Office of the State Architect in the 1940’s through the 1970’s. 

• 	 The campus has no definitive Entrance. 

• 	 The 90 year old campus is made up of buildings that are not energy efficient, 
nor constructed with sustainable materials. 

• 	 Asbestos, lead paint, and other hazardous substances exist in small amounts 
throughout the campus and need to be abated. 

• 	 There is a great mix of pedestrian, cars and bicycle traffic throughout campus 
posing safety risks to each. 

• 	 Parking facilities are inadequate, small and scattered around campus forcing 
students, faculty and staff to drive around wasting fuel and polluting the air 
looking for a vacant space. 

• 	 Disabled access is a challenge on the HSU campus principally due to the 
“Hills and Steps” necessary for a campus built on the side of a mountain. 

• 	 Wayfinding (Signage) is inadequate to guide newcomers and visitors to 
specific locations on campus. 

• 	 Campus building systems are inconsistent. Campus standards for systems do 
not exist. 

• 	 Housing is inadequate to support the growing residential population. 

Values 

• 	 The CSU is faced with an enrollment increase of 200,000 new students (FTE) 
by the year 2010. HSU as a valuable part of the CSU will increase its enrollment 
ceiling to 12,000 FTE to accommodate its part of this expected growth. 

• 	 Currently the campus can accommodate approximately 7,000 FTE. 

• 	 It is anticipated that the campus enrollment will grow at a 1-1/2% to 2% rate 
in the next ten years. 

• 	 Natural landscaping, native plants; balance grasses with gardens, trees, and 
water; expand open space and play fields, as well as covered outdoor gathering 
areas are all part of the HSU community’s values for the physical campus. 

• 	 Growth of the physical campus provides the opportunity for new and 
remodeled facilities, enabling interdisciplinary and collaborative study, in an 
environment suited to 21st century pedagogies. 

Planning Assumptions 

• 	 There are many elements that contribute to the planning for growth to 
the Physical Campus. Funding is the major factor, and is divided into two 
segments; capital funding and operational funding. 

• 	 The citizens of California must continue to support growth in the CSU 
(and higher education in general), by voting for and authorizing capital 
improvement bonds. These bonds are the source of funds for new and 
renovation construction on all campuses. 

• 	 The state operating budget must allow adequate general fund monies to 
support the necessary growth in faculty and staff and facility maintenance to 
meet the needs of growing student enrollment. Operating budgets are funded 
from the General Fund, not capital bonds. 

• 	 HSU must support appropriate outreach and recruitment programs to 
facilitate the expected 1-1/2% to 2% growth anticipated for the next decade. 
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Table 16:  Physical Campus Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

XVIa. The HSU physical campus XVIa1. Maintain existing style of Architectural Design of future None: On-Going. As required for architec- Director, Facilities Management 
will identify us as a coherent univer- campus architecture, while respect- projects. tural design 
sity environment that is welcoming ing the need of individual buildings 
and refreshing. to reflect the character, function 

and accessibility of the facility and 
its occupants. 

XVIa2. Provide a main entrance to Completion is the only meaningful None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 
campus that is visible with bicycle measurable: 
and pedestrian connections from 
town. 

XVIa3. Provide covered outdoor 
gathering areas. 

Completion: None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 

XVIa4. Expand open space and 
play field areas. 

Completion: Existing playfields are inadequate Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 

XVIa5. Provide clear signage, with 
emphasis on paths of travel. 

Completion: Current Signage is inadequate. Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 

XVIa6. Increase disabled access Completion: None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 
to buildings – expand vertical 
transportation. 

XVIb. HSU will be a model of envi- XVIb1. Future building projects will Completion: None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 
ronmental and sustainable building utilize LEED standards promoting 
practices. green and sustainable building 

practices. 

XVIb2. Develop a strategy to move Completion: None: Pending funding: Facilities Management 
HSU to an energy independent 
campus. 

XVIb3. Develop waste reduction Completion: None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 
initiatives that include reduction, 
reuse, and/or recycling of materials. 

XVIb4. Utilize natural landscaping Completion: None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 
that emphasize native plants, 
balancing grasses with gardens, 
trees, and water use needs. 

XVIc. HSU will develop pedestrian XVIc1. Pedestrian and bicycle Completion: None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 
and vehicle circulation systems friendly paths with covered bike 
that are people-friendly, safe, and parking. 
efficient and which mitigate the 
reliance on personal vehicles. XVIc2. Maintain access to services 

and loading zones for each 
building. 

Completion: None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 

XVIc3. Consolidate parking on the Completion: None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 
periphery of campus and consider 
off-campus parking with accessible 
shuttle service. 

XVIc4. Parking facilities must Completion: None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 
be interconnected, to provide for 
orderly travel between them. 
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Table 16:  Physical Campus Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

(continued) 
XVIc. HSU will develop pedestrian 
and vehicle circulation systems 
that are people-friendly, safe, and 
efficient and which mitigate the 
reliance on personal vehicles. 

XVIc5. Make use of creative design 
solutions for accessibility, e.g., 
“stramps”, vertical transportation. 

Completion: None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 

XVIc6. Provide appropriate 
disabled access in all parking 
areas. 

Completion: None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 

XVId. On-going maintenance 
needs will be a top priority when 
making physical campus decisions. 

XVId1. Construct or remodel all 
facilities with consistency in building 
systems. 

Completion: None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 

XVId2. Develop specific campus 
standards to reduce warehousing 
and operating costs. 

Campus standards & specifications None: 2004-05 Director, Physical Plant 

XVIe. HSU will provide the interior 
physical spaces necessary to 
support the academic programs, 
student body, and staff needs. 

XVIe1. Develop adequate and 
appropriate facilities to support the 
curriculum, and research/creative 
activities. 

Completion: None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 

XVIe2. Provide housing for 
increased enrollment to include 
family, graduate, and faculty & staff 
housing. 

Completion: None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 

XVIe3. Provide academic spaces 
that also accommodate public use. 

Completion: None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 

XVIe4. Provide indoor gathering 
spaces for informal student/faculty 
interaction. 

Completion: None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 

XVIe5. Provide off-campus 
specialty facilities to support the 
academic mission. 

As required on a program by 
program basis. 

None: Pending funding: Director, Facilities Management 
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Intellectual Underpinnings Theme
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_____________________________ 

Appendix XVII


ENROLLMENT STRATEGY AND ACADEMIC 

IDENTITY FOCUS GROUP 

(Theme: Intellectual Underpinnings) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
Kenneth Ayoob, Assoc. Professor, Music 

Focus Group Chairs 
Linda Phillips, Registrar 
Rebecca Kalal, Asst. Director, Admissions 

Core Working Group 
Randi Darnall-Burke, Assistant to the Vice-President of Student Affairs 
Deborah Clasquin, Professor, Music 
Scott Hagg, Director, Admissions 
R.W. Hicks, Director, Student Academic Services Outreach Program 
Nancy Hurlbut, Professor, Child Development 
David Kitchen, Professor, Wildlife Management 
Stephen Newman, Manager, Instructional Media 
Burt Nordstrom, Executive Director, University Center 
Larry Peters, Director, Graphic Services 
Donald Scheaffer, Director, Financial Aid 
Gregory Stephens, Student 
Richard Stepp, Professor, Physics 
Mary Stuart, Operations Manager, Youth Educational Services 
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Summary Statement 

The focus group on Enrollment Strategy and University Identity identified six 
goals to improve performance: to define and promote the university’s uniqueness 
and universality; to update its Strategic Enrollment Plan on a regular basis; to 
establish the role of the Enrollment Management Advisory Committee (EMAC); 
to create a centralized Institutional Research Office (IRO); to increase scholarships 
targeted to meet enrollment goals; and to improve academic advising in order to 
increase retention and decrease time to degree. The focus group acknowledged that 
changes in administration have led to several different enrollment and conflicting 
strategies over the last eight years and that it is imperative to consider race and 
ethnicity in defining the central components of HSU’s new Enrollment Strategy 
and University Identity. The goals of the group relate to the HSU Mission and Core 
Values by promoting an environment of free inquiry, in which the richness and 
interplay of differences are included and respected. They also promote the education 
of individuals prepared to be successful in advanced degree programs, in positions 
of leadership, and as proactive and productive members of society. Finally, they 
serve to advance Humboldt’s mission of providing affordable, high quality education 
responsive to the needs of a dynamically changing world. 

Current Conditions 

For the past several years the Office of Enrollment Management has seen several 
differing philosophies in student recruitment, university identity and enrollment 
strategies. This has been caused in large part by the various Dean’s of Enrollment 
Management that have come and gone in the last eight years. One dean wishes the 
university to be perceived as selective while the next one wants the institution to 
appeal to the broadest range of individuals as possible. In addition, the previous 
president was not so much concerned with enrollment but maintaining the small, 
compact size for which Humboldt has a reputation for offering students. Today the 
university has a president deeply committed to increasing the size of the campus 
and diversifying the student body. 

How do we proceed with enrollment at Humboldt State? Do we abide by the 
Chancellor’s office directive to not exceed our FTES goal? How does the Office of 
Enrollment Management allocate its resources? 

1.  	Increasing the student body. 

2.  	Recruiting a more ethnically diverse population. 

3.  	Targeting international students. 

4.  	Providing more financial aid to continuing students. 

5.  	Better assist current students by increasing retention efforts through improved 
advising, tutoring, and other student services. 

Other questions also persist as to which population receives the greatest resources 
– transfers, freshmen, or returning students? It is imperative for the university to 
determine its goals and outline a plan to meet those goals so that we can determine 
the best allocation of our limited financial and human resources. Programs that 
demonstrate positive results toward these goals should receive the greatest support. 

An important element in increasing the student body must be recruiting and 
retaining a more diverse population. Diversity provides educational benefits for 
all students by challenging stereotypes, broadening student’s perspectives, and 
sharpening critical thinking skills. Given the current racial/ethnic composition 
of California and the flat rate of Humboldt State’s enrollment, we must consider 
ethnicity when defining the central components of Humboldt’s Enrollment Strategy 
and University Identity. The university should outline a plan and provide support to 
meet these goals within a specified period of time. 

Values 

A vast majority of our new students select Humboldt State because of the academic 
quality and/or a specific major. It is critical to maintain this quality to enable the 
university to attract students in the future. The Office of Enrollment Management 
assists in this endeavor by promoting the university to high school and community 
college students and establishing procedures to enhance student retention. 

While we are pleased when students select Humboldt, it is critical to retain the 
student and graduate her/him within a respectable time frame. In order to do this, 
campus resources need to be available for advising, tutoring, mentoring, financial 
aid, and career guidance. At this point in time, each of these areas is being drastically 
cut in cost saving maneuvers. To grow our enrollment and fulfill the academic needs 
of our student body these programs need to brought back into line in proportion to 
our student body. 

Enrollment growth can not be accomplished by new students alone. It needs 
to be a coordinated effort throughout the entire campus community devoted 
to ensuring the academic success of our students. The Enrollment Strategy and 
University Identity committee has developed strategies to modestly increase 
enrollment through new students, but also through strategic initiatives to assist our 
current student body return in higher percentages. The recommendations made by 
the Retention Committee in the April 2001 report on improving student retention 
should also be reviewed and seriously considered as a means to promote student 
success on our campus. 
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Planning Assumptions 

The Enrollment Strategy and University Identity group understands shifting 
budget priorities at the state level dictates change within the CSU system. To meet 
the demands of enrollment within budgetary constraints the Office of Enrollment 
Management is examining its core functionality and business practices. We 
know Humboldt State needs to increase enrollment and find its identity within 
the higher education market. To accomplish this, the Enrollment Strategy and 
University Identity group assumes the tools and financial resources will be made 
available within the next few years. Enrollment growth takes time and is a shared 
responsibility for the entire campus community. 
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Table 17:  Enrollment Strategy and Academic Identity Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

XVIIa. HSU will define and pro- XVIIa1. Review and define the Create consistent marketing No consistency 2004-05; 3-yr cycle Director University Advancement; 
mote our identity highlighting both university image for marketing materials Dean Enrollment Management; 
our uniqueness and our universality purposes. Image Committee 
with a thorough re-examination 
every three years. XVIIa2. Maintain campus-wide 

design consistency for all materials. 
Design criteria/procedures estab-
lished 

Limited criteria available 2004-05 Director University Advancement; 
Dean Enrollment Management 

XVIIa3. Maintain campus-wide Web design criteria/procedures Limited criteria available 2004-05 Director University Advancement; 
design consistency for web-based established Dean Enrollment Management 
materials. 

XVIIa4. Utilize “Admitted Student Responses to Admitted Student Limited utility in current question- 2004-05 Director University Advancement; 
Questionnaire” to determine level Questionnaire compiled annually naire Dean Enrollment Management 
of campus awareness and consis-
tency of promotion messages. 

XVIIa5. Promote campus aware- Campus identity campaign defined None. 2004-05 Director University Advancement; 
ness of identity to increase con- Dean Enrollment Management 
sistency of messages to external 
constituencies. 

XVIIa6. Create a deeper under- Development of an internal com- Limited efforts at best 2004-05 Director University Advancement; 
standing across the campus about munication program Dean Enrollment Management 
specific departmental missions 
and functions through internal 
marketing. 

XVIIb. HSU will annually update XVIIb1. Provide specific prioritized Enrollment growth rate targets for Lack of consistency; changing On-going President’s Office; Dean Enrollment 
its Strategic Enrollment Plan with enrollment goals to OEM by No- two-year period identified priorities Management; EMAC 
rolling two-year targets. vember for next planning cycle. 

XVIIb2. Provide budgetary re- Budget line items identified Unstable funding 2004-05 Dean Enrollment Management 
sources to support achievement of 
enrollment goals. 

XVIIc. HSU will clearly establish XVIIc1. Enunciate the roles and Official charge from the President Committee is in place and is 2004-05 President; VPAA; Dean Enrollment 
the role of the Enrollment Manage- responsibilities of the EMAC and chaired by VPAA Management 
ment Advisory Committee (EMAC) establish the VPAA as the ex-officio 
to facilitate the achievement of Chair. 
enrollment goals. 

XVIIc2. Require that all areas of Mechanism for data sharing None. 2004-05 Dean Enrollment Management 
OEM share information with EMAC established 
to facilitate advisory role. 

XVIIc3. Make enrollment goal Enrollment goal recommendations None. 2004-05 Dean Enrollment Management; 
recommendations to the Executive EMAC 
Committee 

XVIId. HSU will create a central- XVIId1. Define the role, function Official charge from the President Fragmentation of function fails to 2004-05 Executive Committee 
ized Institutional Research Office and scope of the IRO. provide timely, consistent, complete 
(IRO) to provide, analyze, and data to all campus and non-campus 
archive institutional data. entities 

XVIId2. Define the reorganization Reorganization plan approved None. 2005-06 Executive Committee 
and consolidation plan to defrag-
ment existing institutional research 
efforts. 
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Table 17:  Enrollment Strategy and Academic Identity 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

XVIIe. HSU will seek to increase XVIIe1. Find new scholarship Scholarships increase Very few scholarships, insufficient 2004-05 and on-going Director University Advancement; 
the number of scholarships avail- resources especially unrestricted to support enrollment goals Academic Deans, Dean Enrollment 
able and target scholarships to help scholarships. Mgmt; EMAC 
meet enrollment goals. 

XVIIe2. Bring Financial Aid award- Meet enrollment goals set by Insufficient funds for strategic use 2005-06 Director Financial Aid Office; Dean 
ing policies into alignment with President Enrollment Management 
enrollment goals. 

XVIIf. HSU will seek to improve XVIIf1. Create a mandatory train- Increased retention and graduation None. 2005-06 VPAA; Dean Undergraduate 
academic advising to decrease ing program for Academic Advisors. rates Studies 
time-to-degree, and to increase 
student satisfaction and retention. XVIIf2. Explicitly recognize Define and allocate WTU resources None. 2005-06 VPAA 

advising loads in allocating faculty to handle widely-variant advising 
resources and in the RTP process. loads 

XVIIf3. Complete and implement Master file of roadmaps compiled Limited number available 2005-06 VPAA; Academic Deans; EMAC 
4-Year graduation roadmaps for all and published 
undergraduate degrees/options. 

XVIIf4. Fully implement the Degree DARS available for all student Implementation in process as of 2005-06 Dean Enrollment Management 
Audit System (DARS) and provide programs S04 
training to advisors. 

XVIIf5. Develop better forecast- Unmet student demand and Some limited capability with SANE 2005-06 Dean Enrollment Management; 
ing methods to determine student reduced time-to-degree report Academic Deans 
demand for courses. 

XVIIf6. Move to one-year Schedule New schedule format in place No two-year published plans 2005-06 Dean Enrollment Management; 
of Classes and two year planning Academic Deans 
schedule. 

XVIIf7. Maximize class and pro- Pro-active articulation strategy in Piecemeal 2005-06 and on-going Dean Enrollment Management; 
grammatic articulation agreements place Department Chairs 
where possible. 

XVIIg. HSU will develop & adopt XVIIg1. Establish a campus wide Completed plan Strategic Enrollment Plan (01-02), Fall 04 VPAA, EMAC 
a strategic, long-range Enrollment Task Force to create an Enrollment Current Recruiting Plan 
Management Plan. Management Plan 

XVIIg2. Define campus initiatives Completed plan Strategic Enrollment Plan (01-02), Fall 04 VPAA, EMAC 
necessary to achieve student popu- Current Recruiting Plan 
lation appropriate to the size of the 
campus, the programs offered, and 
the state and community served by 
the campus 

XVIIg3. Establish appropriate Completed plan Strategic Enrollment Plan (01-02), Fall 04 VPAA, EMAC 
enrollment targets by class level Current Recruiting Plan 
and student degree objective, with 
a focus on increasing diversity 

XVIIg4. Establish appropriate Completed plan Strategic Enrollment Plan (01-02), Fall 04 VPAA, EMAC 
enrollment target for international Current Recruiting Plan 
students 
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Table 17:  Enrollment Strategy and Academic Identity 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

XVIIh. Increase upper division XVIIh1. Determine transfer depen- Prioritized list by colleges Current Year transfer cohort Fall 04 College Deans, Dean Enrollment 
transfer student enrollment at a dent programs Management 
level which makes best use of cam-
pus programs and resources XVIIh2. Analyze department enroll-

ment patterns and develop program 
specific recruiting plans 

Established priorities Undifferentiated recruiting 04-05 recruiting cycle, Staged ap-
proach by college priority list 

Department Chairs, Dean Enroll-
ment Management 
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_____________________________ 

Appendix XVIII


HUMAN RESOURCES FOCUS GROUP


(Theme: Intellectual Underpinnings)


Steering Committee Liaison 
Robin Meiggs, Crew Coach, Athletics 

Focus Group Chairs 
Mark Wilson, Adjunct Professor, Biological Sciences 

Core Working Group 
Sharon Chadwick, Librarian

Tammy Curtis, Assoc. Director, Human Resources & Risk Management

Ronald Fritzsche, Executive Assistant, Faculty Personnel Services

Ellen Givens, Lecturer, English

Carol Hansen, IST, Natural Resources Stockroom

Dorothy Pendleton, Lecturer, World Languages

Wayne Perryman, Librarian

Joan Tyson, Manager, Associated Students Board

Elizabeth Watson, Professor, Sociology

John Westmoreland, Manager, Distribution Services

Sue Woodstra, Volleyball Coach, Athletics
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Summary Statement NONE 

Current Conditions 

There is no consistency across the Humboldt State Campus regarding 
professional development, training and mentoring programs for faculty, staff, 
students and administrators. There are limited policies in place and very irregular 
offerings of programs among employee types. With a continual decrease in funding, 
professional development opportunities are limited and accessibility is limited by 
employee time or training scheduling. Performance reviews do not specifically 
address communication, consultation and collaboration. Not all employees’ receive 
performance reviews on a regular basis and are not treated equally among their 
peers. There are no recognition awards for lecturers, yet lecturers account for more 
than 40% of the faculty at Humboldt State University. Graduate teaching assistants 
have not received a raise in over 12 years. Humboldt doesn’t currently have a policy 
regarding family obligations (small children, partners or parents). 

Values 

• 	 Enhance programs for faculty/staff/student recruitment and retention. 

• 	 Create working conditions that guarantee; 

• 	 Trust and respect 

• 	 A balance of work and family 

• 	 An environment that fosters honesty and empowerment 

• 	 Communication, Consultation and Collaboration 

• 	 Recognition for professional excellence 

• 	 Enhance programs for faculty/staff/student professional development. This 
includes encouraging and supporting professional development activities 
by providing adequate funds and allocating time for these activities. Create 
and maintain campus development programs in core skill areas such as 
information technologies, health & safety and effective teaching practices. 

• 	 Support continued negotiated improvement and refinement of contracts for 
the well-being, job satisfaction, and professional development of campus 
employees to meet the educational and operational needs of the university 
in light of Humboldt’s mission and vision statements and in compliance with 
federal, state, and local laws and regulations. Improve training and education 

on the rights and responsibilities defined in the contract for all employees, 
department chairs, deans and VP’s. 

• 	 Implement institutional assessment measures to insure accountability and 
progress towards meeting mission and vision goals. Performance reviews that 
include responsibility and transparency are necessary in the achievement of 
these goals. 

• 	 Assure adequate numbers of employees to reasonably accomplish mission 
and vision goals: 

• 	 Review and prioritize unit responsibilities to ensure that essential services 
and functions are being fulfilled effectively. 

• 	 Eliminating, consolidating, and/or reassigning responsibilities as possible, to 
reduce redundant or duplicative services and functions. 

• 	 Reviewing assigned unit responsibilities and staffing levels, and reducing or 
reallocating personnel resources as appropriate, through a combination of 
cross-training, staff-sharing, reassignment, reorganization, reclassification, 
and/or attrition. Guaranteeing that, once unit responsibilities have been 
reviewed and streamlined to the fullest extent possible, adequate staffing 
support is available to perform those responsibilities in the time allotted. 

• 	 Ensuring that University personnel have the resources necessary to perform 
their assigned responsibilities in an effective, timely, and safe manner. 

Planning Assumptions 

The Human Resources Focus Group recognizes that Humboldt State University 
will need to implement institutional assessment measures to insure accountability 
and progress toward meeting human resources strategic plan goals. To further 
analyze the degree in which progress and improvement are made towards realizing 
the mission, vision and stated goals for Human Resources. Despite declining 
budget figures, that Humboldt State University will engage an adequate numbers of 
employees to reasonably accomplish the mission and vision goals. 
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Table 18:  Human Resources Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

XVIIIa. HSU will enhance profes- XVIIIa1. Establish orientation, Policies in place for orientation and Limited policies in place and irregu- 2004-05 Director Human Resources; Fac-
sional development, training, and training and mentoring programs for training for each employee type; lar offerings of programs among ulty Development Coordinator 
mentoring programs for faculty/ all new employees. Count of program offerings. employee types. 
staff/student employees. 

XVIIIa2. Reward professional 
excellence with appropriate 

Ensure that salaries are 
comparable to similar institutions; 

Varies with employee contracts On-going Executive Committee; CFA, CSEA 

compensation and recognition. create and continue recognition 
and award programs 

XVIIIa3. Encourage and support Program/policies in place There is limited accessibility for Within 5 years, everyone has had a Executive Committee 
professional development activities professional development in all chance to participate 
by funding at least one off campus areas. 
training/professional development 
opportunity each year for all 
employees of HSU. 

XVIIIa4. Establish a pool of WTU’s Presence of release time pool None exists 2005-06 President, VPAA; President CFA 
for release time for professional 
development for all Unit 3 
employees (Faculty). 

XVIIIa5. Create and maintain on- Number of available pedagogical The number of opportunities is 2005-06 Executive Committee; Director 
campus development programs in and information technology limited and accessibility is limited Human Resources; Faculty 
core skill areas such as information opportunities by employee time or training Development Coordinator 
technologies and effective teaching scheduling. 
practices. 

XVIIIa6. Create and update Existence and publication of a No calendar exists. 2005-06 Faculty Personnel Services; 
professional development calendar professional development calendar. Director Human Resources 
of events held on the HSU campus 
and add it to the current calendar 
of events 

XVIIIb. HSU will maintain working XVIIIb1. Establish administrative Annual performance reviews to Performance reviews do not 2004-05 Executive Committee 
conditions that foster trust and procedures that are open and specifically address specifically address the three C’s. 
respect, and achieve and maintain honest at all levels by emphasizing 
high workplace morale communication, consultation and 

collaboration. 

XVIIIb2. Conduct meaningful Schedule of reviews Not all employees are treated 2004-05 Executive Committee 
performance reviews on a regular equally 
schedule. 

XVIIIb3. Recognize and respect Creation of recognition award or No programs for lecturers 2004-05 VPAA 
the contributions made by awards program 
lecturers, and the degree to which 
lecturers enhance the educational 
environment of the university. 
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Table 18:  Human Resources Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

XVIIIc. HSU will support continued XVIIIc1. Improve training and Number of complaints and Unknown 2004-05 Supervisors; Presidents Bargaining 
negotiated improvement and education on the rights and potential grievances settled at the Units 
refinement of contracts for the responsibilities defined in the department level. 
well-being, job satisfaction, contracts for all employees, 
and professional development supervisors, department chairs, 
of campus employees to meet deans, directors, vice presidents, 
the educational and operational and president. 
needs of the university in light of 
Humboldt’s mission and vision 
statements and in compliance with 
federal, state, and local laws and 
regulations 

XVIIIc2. Increase the fraction 
of faculty members that are 
probationary or tenured to at least 
85%. 

Proportion of FTEF in tenure-track 
lines. 

Lecturers (faculty with full- or part-
time temporary appointments) are 
more than 40% of the faculty, which 
compromises academic freedom, 

2009-10 President CFA; VPAA 

quality education, and institutional 
stability 

XVIIIc3. Increase the salaries of Ensure that salaries are equivalent GTA’s are currently paid $875/ 2005-06 VPAA; Director Human Resources 
graduate teaching associates. to or greater than the lowest steps WTU-semester and they have not 

on the lecturer scale. had a raise in ~12 years 

XVIIIc4. Develop appropriate Presence of defined policies Unknown or very little exists 2006-07 VPAA 
training and supervision in 
teaching, adequate office space, 
and a safe working environment for 
graduate teaching associates. 

XVIIIc5. Ensure that interpretation Reference to Mission/Vision None On-going Executive Committee; Presidents 
of contracts reflects mission and criteria when contract issues arise Bargaining Units 
vision components of this strategic 
plan. 

XVIIIc6. Budget line item to Presence of budgeted line items None 2009-10 Supervisors; Cost Center 
cover staff in-range progressions administrators; Presidents 
(IRP’s) and reclassifications for job Bargaining Units 
advancement and salary increases. 

XVIIId. HSU will implement XVIIId1. Analyze the degree to Annual Action Plans produced by No such analysis Annually Deans and Directors 
institutional assessment measures which progress and improvement administrative units 
to insure accountability and are made towards realizing the 
progress towards meeting strategic mission, vision, and goals. 
plan goals. 

XVIIIe. HSU will engage an XVIIIe1. Review and prioritize staff A functional analysis, with each Unknown Annually, as part of budget cycle Executive Committee; Supervisors 
adequate numbers of employees to unit responsibilities to ensure that unit identifying, reviewing, and 
reasonably accomplish mission and essential services and functions prioritizing responsibilities. 
vision goals. are being fulfilled effectively. 

XVIIIe2. Eliminate, consolidate, A review of the unit functional Unknown Annually, as part of budget cycle Executive Committee; Supervisors 
and/or reassign responsibilities as analyses to identify areas of 
possible, to reduce redundant or overlap, duplication, etc. 
duplicative services and functions. 
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Table 18:  Human Resources Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

(continued) XVIIIe3. Review unit staffing A review of personnel work loads Unknown Annually, as part of budget cycle Executive Committee; Supervisors 
XVIIIe. HSU will engage an levels in light of responsibilities, within each unit to ensure an 
adequate numbers of employees to 
reasonably accomplish mission and 

and reduce or reallocate personnel 
resources as appropriate, through 

optimal and equitable distribution 
of responsibilities and appropriate 

vision goals. a combination of cross-training, classification levels to perform the 
staff-sharing, reassignment, 
reorganization, reclassification, 

work. 

and/or attrition 

XVIIIe4. Guarantee that, once unit A periodic review of unit functions Unknown Annually, as part of budget cycle Executive Committee; Supervisors 
responsibilities have been reviewed to determine whether timelines 
and streamlined to the fullest extent are being met, and to identify any 
possible, adequate staffing support unmet and/or undermet needs. 
is available to perform assigned 
responsibilities in the time allotted. 

XVIIIe5. Ensure that University A survey of University personnel Unknown Annually, as part of budget cycle Executive Committee; Director 
personnel have the resources to identify needs (i.e., training, Human Resources 
necessary to perform their equipment, furniture, office space, 
assigned responsibilities in an clerical support) 
effective, timely, and safe manner. 

XVIIIf. HSU will promote a XVIIIf1. Provide flexibility in Review personnel processes Unknown On-going Supervisors 
family-friendly work and learning scheduling, as possible, to 
environment, recognizing that a allow personnel to meet family 
balance between work and family is obligations. 
essential to the quality of life. 

XVIIIf2. Adapt the physical plant 
to meet the needs of families 

Audit of family-friendly facilities and 
needs 

No systematic audit 2006-07 VPSA 

with small children such as 
enhancing on-campus child care 
facilities, increasing the number 
of diaper-changing facilities in 
the rest rooms, maintaining an 
on-campus playground area and 
a parent-supervised indoor play 
area, increasing the number of on-
campus programs and events for 
small children. 
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_____________________________ 

Appendix XIX


UNIVERSITY DECISION-MAKING 

STRUCTURES FOCUS GROUP 

(Theme: Intellectual Underpinnings) 

Steering Committee Liaison 
Sue MacConnie, Professor, Health and PE 

Focus Group Chairs 
Colleen Mullery, Professor, Business 

Core Working Group 
Val Arizzi, ASC, Geology

Christopher Cook, Student

Milton Dobkin, Professor Emeritus, Communication

Caitlin Gill, Student

Susan Hansen, Director, Career Center

Denise Helwig, Special Assistant to the President

Christopher Haynes, Lecturer, Geography

Sharmon Kenyon, Dean, Library

Mark Larson, Professor, Journalism and Mass Communication

Donna Shaefer, Dean, Research and Graduate Studies

Donna Sorenson, Director, Fiscal Affairs

Marshelle Thobaben, Professor, Nursing
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Summary Statement 

Building on the tenets set forth in the Mission Statement; sense of community, 
a value of inclusively, and a commitment to debating problems, is at the heart of 
university decision-making. It respects the roles and responsibilities of faculty, 
administration, students and staff. As reflected in the value stating, “we believe in 
collegial dialogue and debate that leads to participatory decision-making occurring 
with the community of students, staff, administrator, and faculty learners, the focus 
group attempted to make connections between what is now and what might be 
better in the future. 

Current Conditions 

Focus Group participants support the value of shared governance between 
administrators and faculty. We acknowledge that shared governance represents 
the widely respected, accepted and unique relationship that exists between faculty 
and administration throughout academe. We further acknowledge that all HSU 
employees, students, and community stakeholders have an important and invaluable 
voice in university decision-making structures through consultative management 
practices. 

All focus group participants support the ideal of mutual trust and openness among 
administrators, faculty, staff, and students. However, most agreed that the reality 
was far from what would be desirable. Participants stressed the need for improved 
communication at all levels. Good communication is widely recognized as essential 
for shared governance and consultative management to function well. Open and 
transparent procedures help build trust and provide the necessary information to 
make good decisions. Decisions made behind closed doors or in isolation breed 
distrust and exacerbate “us v. them” attitudes. Faculty focus group participants 
especially noted that administrators too often take the initiative in the creation of 
academic policy relegating faculty to a reactive mode. All commented that informal 
structures of shared decision-making and communication are as powerful, if not 
more powerful, than the formal one. 

Values 

• 	 Communication: University decision-making structures should be recognized 
and valued for their role in gaining and disseminating information. 
Communication of decisions or courses of action made after the fact is not 
shared governance or consultative management. Secrecy or inadequate 
communication leads to distrust. 

• 	 Attitudes: Shared governance and consultative management can only thrive 
where there is a set of attitudes that support it, including those of trust and 
respect. Collegiality should be an expectation, and administrators should 
be recruited and evaluated on their ability to work in a shared governance 
environment. Attitudes can change and be changed. A culture that values 
shared governance and consultative management should be nurtured. 

• 	 Participation and Training: Participation must be an expectation of all 
members of the university community. University leaders must value and 
demonstrate that they value participation. Recruitment, orientation, and 
training must take place. 

• 	 Authority: Authority for participation in university decision making by faculty, 
staff, students and administrators should be clear, accepted, and respected. The 
purposes and limitations of shared governance and consultative management 
should be widely discussed with the goal of a shared understanding emerging. 

• 	 Form, Extent, and Style of Shared Governance Activities: The degree to which 
all parties are involved in shared governance and consultative management 
and the manner and style with which they approach these activities 
determine their effectiveness. The different forms of university decision 
making structures need to be spelled out (decision-making, joint action, 
consultation, and discussion). Constructive problem solving is preferable to 
confrontation. Emphasizing mutual problem solving is commendable. 

• 	 Procedures and Processes: In the model university decision making environment, 
agenda setting would be shared and the faculty, students, and staff would be 
involved in working with administrators on policy proposals from an early 
stage. All processes would be open and transparent, and adequate time would 
be provided for full consultation. 

• 	 Informal Interactions: Much as attitudes are often considered to be more 
important than procedures, informal interactions are considered to be at least 
as important as formal ones. It is through these informal interactions that 
trust and respect develop and relationships are formed that make working 
together possible. These interactions need to take place among all elements 
of the university community and external stakeholders. They are critical to 
eliminating the separate silos of participation. 

• 	 Environment: The model environment for shared governance would have a 
faculty that is largely tenured or tenure track with a long-term commitment 
to the university, whose workload provides opportunities for participation in 
governance, is rewarded for participation, and is provided the resources to 
support effective participation. Shared governance will not thrive if faculty 
members are consumed with other tasks and responsibilities. 
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Planning Assumptions 

From Cornerstones: We all share responsibility for a great public resource. The 
California State University enjoys the strong support of the state, the loyalty of 
California’s people, the professional commitments of a talented faculty, staff, 
and administration and the daily engagement of an intelligent and imaginative 
student body. Indeed, California’s economic and social health is tied increasingly 
to CSU’s expertise and performance. Cornerstones depends on each member of 
the CSU community to play a role in determining the university’s future. We will 
maintain both educational excellence and access through a program of shared 
responsibility. (emphasis added) 
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Table 19:  University Decision-Making Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

XIXa. HSU will ensure that author- XIXa1. Reaffirm acceptance of the Distribution of AAUP statement to Not done. 2004-05 President Executive Committee, 
ity for participation in shared gov- AAUP Statement on Government all faculty, staff, administrators, and Provost Council, ASEC and AS 
ernance by faculty, students, and of Colleges and Universities as student leaders 
administrators is clear, accepted, the foundation for decision-making 
and respected. structure and procedures (Appen-

dix B, Faculty Handbook). 

XIXa2. Define various forms of 2005-06 
decision-making processes (shared 
governance, joint action, consulta-
tion, and discussion). 

XIXa3. Avoid unilateral admin- Immediately 
istrative decisions affecting the 
academic life of the university by 
consulting widely, frequently, and 
authentically. 

XIXa4. Clarify authority roles and May, 2005 
responsibility, e.g., clearly define 
difference between administrative 
and university committees. 

XIXa5. Provide early Senate/AS Immediately 
involvement in issues to work col-
laboratively with administrators to 
sell solutions to problems. 

XIXb. HSU will make it clear that XIXb1. Publicize the 1985 CSU Evaluate administrators on how Fair December, 2004 President Executive Committee, 
differing perspectives are tolerated Academic Senate position paper effectively they work in a shared Provost Council, ASEC, and Staff 
and respected such that all mem- on Collegiality to build trust and governance system. Provide Council. 
bers of the university community respect. faculty with an important role in this 
treat one another with respect and evaluation. 
honesty. 

XIXb2. Adopt or adapt recom-
mended strategies in CSU Aca-

Evaluate faculty on how effectively 
they work in a shared governance 

December, 2004 

demic Senate Shared Governance system. 
Report. 

XIXc. HSU will ensure that commit- XIXc1. Assess the effectiveness Improved decision making, mea- Needs Improvement. May, 2005 Provost Council, Staff Council 
tee structures recognize the need and efficiency of current committee sured by decisions’ acceptance, and ASEC; Ad Hoc task force (or 
to balance thoughtful deliberation structures to reduce redundancy or timeliness, and effectiveness. possibly Senate Appointments 
and action with the time commit- duplication of efforts. Committee) 
ment of those who serve. 

XIXc2. Develop training and orien- May, 2005 
tation programs to help faculty and 
administration become familiar with 
roles in shared governance at the 
system as well as campus levels. 

XIXd. HSU will encourage broad XIXd1. Encourage efforts to recruit Fair December, 2004 AS 
student participation in shared new student participants in gover-
governance. nance and train them in effective 

participation. 
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Table 19: University Decision-Making Goals, Strategies, and Measurables 

Measurable Lead Responsible 
Goals Strategies (Benchmark) Current Value Time Frame Person/Group 

XIXe. HSU will promote effective XIXe1. Construct and maintain a Needs Improvement May, 2005 President Executive Committee, 
participation of all appropriate web-page for posting all university Staff Council and ASEC 
stakeholder groups in decision- committee meeting times/agendas/ 
making, including external as well minutes for public viewing. 
as internal stakeholders. 

XIXf. Participation in governance XIXf1. Address the importance of Needs Improvement May, 2005 President Executive Committee, 
activities will be an expectation participation in shared governance Provost Council, ASEC 
of all members of the university and how this relates to workload/ 
community. RTP issues. 

XIXf2. Provide more opportunities May, 2005 
for non-senate faculty to participate 
in, and to become informed about, 
governance activities. 

XIXf3. Recognize, reward and sup- Immediately 
port the accomplishments and hard 
work of faculty, students, and ad-
ministrators in shared governance. 

XIXg. The decision-making XIXg1. Reinforce that idea that the Improved decision making; reduc- Fair Immediately President Executive Committee, 
environment of HSU will emphasize HSU culture strives for cooperation tion of complaints, grievances, and Provost Council, Staff Council, 
mutual problem-solving character- and collaboration and frowns on general malaise as measured by ASEC 
ized by constructive input. confrontation. satisfaction survey. 

XIXh. There will be open and full 
communication at and between all 

XIXh1. Hold at least one summer 
meeting of the Senate, including a 

Needs Improvement Summer, 2005 President Executive Committee, 
Provost Council, ASEC, Staff Coun-

decision levels at HSU. Senate agenda setting retreat for cil and AS 
greater continuity and to accom-
modate year round operations of 
the university. 

XIXh2. Ensure that adequate Immediately 
Institutional Research is available 
to enhance decision-making. 

XIXh3. Utilize orientation activi- December, 2004 
ties, training, retreats, and hiring 
processes to foster inter-level 
communication. 

XIXi. HSU will encourage informal XIXi1. Create a informal gathering Needs Improvement When budget permits President Executive Committee 
interactions between faculty and place (lounge) for faculty/ admin- and ASEC 
administration as a mechanism istration. 
to build trusting and respectful 
relationships. 

XIXi2. Survey esprit d’corps (What Administer a pre- and post-imple- December, 2004 
are people thinking, feeling about mentation Satisfaction Survey 
decision-making structures?) 
after some strategies have been 
implemented. 
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Statistical Profile
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Appendix XX


HSU STATISTICAL PROFILE 
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